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With voiceless lips, yet with breath of prayer,
That I feel but 1 can not hear.

The dimpled hand and ringlet of gold

Berlin, after

communi-

Clergy

It is expected that the

will profit by this new in-

exist, as to

the attitude of the Pope, but it is nnfortunate, to say the: least, that the liberty of

I stretch my hand for a clasp of old,
But the empty air is strangely cold,
And my vigil alone I keep.

the press should not exist in Germany as
well as in several other European States.

Theres a sinless brow with a radiant ecown,
And a cross laid down in the dust;

A

government

And tears no more from those dear eyes flow
So sweet in their innocent trust.

ment

not

people.

again,

.

The laughing eyes and amber hair
Of the loved one gene before,

based

upone the

A despatch,

liberties of the

just received

from

Rome, announces that the Pope received
several of the Roman nobility yesterday.
Replying to the Addresses which they pre-

pain,
the rain,
great throngs.

« There’s a beautiful region above the skies,
And I long to reach its shore;
For I know I shall find my treasure there,

should be strong enongh to

bear all attacks directed against it by the
press; if not, it is manifestly a govern-

There’s a smile where never shade comes now,

sented him, the Popespraised the aristocracy for having remained faithful to Ivim.
He said that Jesus loved the aristocracy,
Tahd would have wished to be of noble birth

Correspondence.
OO

Brussers, Jan. 7, 1878.

There

having

A difference of opinion may

Lie low in a marble sleep;

ll

of his treason

pire, particularly at Posen, where its influence is very powerful, Thus the journals
have been threatened with an immediate
seizure, should they reproduce the attacks
of the Pope against the GermanGovernment.

There’s a beautiful face in the silent air,
Which follows me ever and near,
With smiling eyes and amber hair,

European

has

cident, to renew its attacks against the Em-

.

Ah, well! and summer is come
Singing her same old songs;
But, oh! it sounds like a sob of
As it floats in the sunshine and
er the hearts of the world’s

Metz,

cated to the Cardinal Antonelli a despatch
which ordered him (the secretary) to take

Before.
—

at

evidence

an indefiflite leave.
§ (Gone

orders

an overwhelming deposition against

rendered it certain that the Imperial "Government would not content itself with a
simple exchange of explanations with the
‘Vatican on. this subject.
We learn that
it has interrupted its diplomatical relations
with the courtof Rome. The secretary of
the German legation to the Pope left yes-

The Rlorning Star.
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assurance,

Pius 1X. against the Emperor of Germany,
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WEDNESDAY,

this

Seoome more and more striking.
But the real political news of the day
comes from Rome.
The indignation
‘excited at Berlin by the violent language of

pilemiams,no percentage
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must pay all arrearages,or the’ publisher may

And

of
of

an abyss of calamities and disasters.
Bazaine’s process, which was nearly forgotten during the last stormy days of the
Assembly, now occupies its share of public
attention, It is whispered that one of the

note

requested to

18 pacticularly

Sabsoriber

possibility!

himself. Fhe aristocracy and the clergy
are two supports of the throne; thrones
which are supported by the lower ranks of
society and by those who live in incredulity, are very weak ; if the most just thrones
have not resisted the shock, how

can

those

is little or ne political news from

thrones resist’ which are founded by injusFrance. All the 10embers of the official tice, stealing and calumnies? The Pope
departments are reposing themselves and terminated his discourse hy recalling several facts (rom the Scriptures, and by exdining out.
‘To begin with, M. Thiers
dined, Saturday, at’the hotel of the En- ‘horting his hearers to trust in God.
C. M.
glish Ambassador ; the day following New
Year's, ho: dined at the Austrian Ambas-

sador’s ; the ath of Jan, at the Prefect’s of
the Seine, and the 5th at the German Ambassador's. ~ Monday, he received the.corps

of foreign Ambassadors, and “last. evening

all the Gienéralscof the Parisian army, with
Gen. MacMahon at their head, were reunited at his table. ‘No business of more
impertance than dinners and soirees is
‘transacted at any of the numerous minesteres, prefectures or ambassades; and the

fine Weather, which by a singular coincidence returned as soon as calm was restored at Versailles, bas aided in giving to
Paris a little of its old appearance. However, in spite of the holidays, the sous-com-

Rambles.
Lig
:
~ We spent the Sabbath at Granville, near
Columbus, Ohio. This village was settled

by a colony from New “England, and retains to this day the character given by its
first settlers.
Near a small stream that
flows along its southern side, upon a slight
elevation, is a grave-yard where most of
these New England emigrants lie sleeping
the long dreamless sleep. Not far away is
a new
cemetery, with walks and evergreens, and

already dotted

with numerous

white marble and polished granite shafts.

mission of the 30th, -was to*continué’ its, de- | On a high bluff are the college buildings,
liberations, and, in conformity with this | overlooking the village and commanding
In the
decree, its members met at the
i of an extensive and-bedutiful view.
the Elysee, at Paris, where M. "hie
installed himself sfor a few days.
this re-union, in which nothing was

ed ‘upon, a' secret meeting was held at the
, Duke de Broglie's house. It appears that

stranger —one who if ferstands them, and
is at least trying to
liélp thend, in bearing
their life-burden and fighting their life-bat-

such a perfect circle on so ‘grand a scale,
or throw up such extensive
implements. they possessed.
and other ecausés, they have
to & race supposed to have

counted

promiséd to. contribute to the success
the Imperial arms, within the limits

re-

as

who

works with the
* From these
been ascribed
inhabited -this

fle.

many years ago, my
tlements, and I saw but

little difference be-

commomnpeop}?, of all classes,

cept that the country was very level, generally slightly undulating, and more fertile.
But now, to our great surprise, we travel
half a day at a time, through fine old for-

speech.

with earnest work and with earnest things,
and they, have little sympathy with an§thing

ests of oak, ash and black walnut, with
trunks tail and straight, and not a limb or

regards this world, a life in carnest—earnest

else.

got up a log cabin and made a little clearing. At many of the stations there were
but half a dozen. such houses, and perhaps
one a little better which shelters a steam

engine rapidly cutting up this rough timbex
into boards, shingles, clapboards, &o.

It is astonishing to see how much of the
country is still unsettled even in these old
states, to say nothing of vast tracts on both
sides of the Mississippi, and stretching
foot of

the

Racky mountains,

has

earnest toils, earnest.

least as

cares,

earnest

with life in its sober, stern reality; there
are few flowers, few sunny bowers on their
path; mostly a plain, rough, dusty highway. ‘therefore whoever would speak suit| ably to them must speak in earnest. He
ust speak in plain, honest, dowuright
Join the more plain, honest, and downright the better. Te must be a real. man
speaking to real men, or he is nothing.
Other desirable qualities may be dispensed
with, but this is essential. He may or may

and perhaps as much more beyond. For
some years yet we can easily accommodate
all the Europeans disposed to make a home
amongst us, and not feel crowded either,
Our

pleasant

visit

at

Wabash

once the

advice of

some

has

been,

‘Cut

down the trees!” But better counsels have
prevailed, and there they stand where they
first grew, and where some of them seem

to have stood for hundreds of years,

If

this may be taken asa fair specimen of a
western college, the young men have little
excuse for going to our eastern institutions.
In grounds and buildings, in apparatus
and faculty, it will compare favorably with
any college in our land, while the students enjoy more friendly intercourse with
the president and professors than is usually
allowed in eastern colleges.
We listened with deep interest to Dr.
Hovey's account of trials and privations
when he first came to Indiana. Some thirty
years ago he came, with his young wife, to
engage in home missionary work in the

Wabash

country.

not be a man of taste ; he may or

may

not

be a man of learning ; he may or may

not

be a man of eloquence ; but he must

man in earnest, and speak like

a

be

man

‘a

in

earnest, or he never can be the friend of the

College

will not be soon forgotten.. Its extensive
brick buildings are nearly surrounded by a
grove of forest trees. The village has increased and often seemed ready to encroach
upon these beautiful grounds. More than

Privation and hardship

were encountered during the long journey,
and for many years after they reached Indiana, Yet they seem to be happy in it all,
and to see God's mercy and goodness following them continually.
lt was a pretty

poor—a shepherd of the people.

How

pre-

eminently was this the case with our divine
Master!

If ever man on earth was in real

right earnest, it was Christ,
If ever man
looked on life, and on the world, and on the

members

conversed

together for more

one mind, on this subject, but, as the fabulist says:

¢¢ The difficulty was to fasten on

the bell.

One said: * I'shall not go near

him,

I'm

not

cdi not.”
cision,

so foolish.)

The

other: ‘I

So without having taken any de-

they separated,”.

And

thus, Satur-

day eyening, the members of the sous-com-

mission

separated sorrowfully from each

_other, without having advanced their cause,

and adjourned until the 5th of Feb., which
is the day preceding the return
sembly

to

Versailles:

1t

on thi east.

‘this point to the Ma-

rietta river, thirty miles away, is a siraight
road, and a slight felevation on each side
can be tracedy: herve and ‘there, .the whole
distance,
8
The surface within the enclosure is near-

ly level, rising a little towards the center,
where the earth has beén heaped up to rep-

resent a spread eagle, in bas relief.

of the As-

is affirmed, that

From

These

peculiar

ea

rks

are

in the

midst of a forest, and overgrown with trees
»

light.

spread, not because Boston hasn't” the

Tt
best

ings with French roofs,

which

invited

the

flames to an unchecked revel. But the
firemen finally fought it qut, when it got
where fighting would avail anything. All
of which we knew before. But the Committee recommends a better water supply,
improved hydrants, protected
|
elevators,
better control

of gas, and the appointment

of engineers by the Mayor and their confirmation by the City Council. Which are
very good recommendations.
THE TRIAL

OF TWEED.

-

The trial of Tweed is completed, for the
present at least, and the case was given

to the jury’ Thursday evening. The jury
were in consultation at an early hour Friday morning, and that is the latest we

have at this writing.

The

trial Las been

a searching one, seemingly establishing the
fuct of Tweed's guilt, but the defense have
made a desperate fight, and®perhaps the
verdict is still uncertain. . But if the jury
doesn’t convict him, we shall want to be
tried before it ourselves, if we ever

get

a fwicked

justice

place

done.—P\

and

don’t

want

in

S. The jury failed to agree.
THE TRADE

IN MOVABLES,

and spoke as one that did,He did so, No one
that heard Him could ever feel that He was
trifling with him, that He was mocking his
misery, that He was playing with his disease. He spoke as one who felt himself in

he has already made, and Colfax and Patterson still persist. in their denials, it will

the presence of awful powers of death and
woe, who knew all, and in

the

depths

9

Hints to Clérgymen.

of:

His soul félt all. This the common péople
loved ; this they welcomed as the only thing
that met their case.
Therefore they heard
Him gladly.
Let His servants go and do
likewise, and they will hear them gladly too.

spect, or timidity, there

would

be

a

to
regood

deal more given than there is. But that is
only natural. When the pulpit does so
much in the way of giving advice,'it is nct
strange that the pews should now and then
follow the example. Here are some Kind,

thoughtful and fitting words copied from an
article in

the

North

British Review,

which we think our clerical

re

and

will not

quarrel with:

~

Supposing all other more

fundamental

then, first of all, speak go the people

Speak to’'th®n asa

in a

man

to

speak, and in your whole

intercourse A

them, that you are not only a man, but a
brother. - Show that you understand them
that you feel not for them only, but

them.

Identify yourself as a tue priest of

God with the people of your

ing their

griefs,

bearing

charge,

shar-

their sorrows,

of $5,000 is offered

He leaves a wile and .

that
.

CREDIT MOBILIER.
I folly believed that, after sending myda<tnpte
respecting this Credit Mobilier business, I should

be a very

deplorable

matter.

For

Ames

says they both invested in Credit Mobilier
stock, and they both say absolutely that
they didn’t—at least, to

the

extent

that

is

charged against them. Mr. P. says he
thought it was Union Pacific stock that he
was receipting for, and Mr. Colfax hopes
to show that the inevitable twelve hundred came from some other source. The
investigation, which still

coniinues

at. the

much

more

time

would

he consumed in devel-

oping what appeared to be of little

to the public.

consequence

Judge Poland had given out, that

the investigations were about ended, and that
his commtttee would simply report the facts to
the House, and leave that'body to take suell ace
tion as it deemed proper.
But within the past
week, a change has come over the minds of the
members of this committee, and also over the
public mind, brought about by-some startling
revelations of Mr. Oakes Ames.
We read of
the effect of a thunderbolt from a clear sky, ana
we can imagine what would be the effect of such
a phenomenon; but I can not attempt to detail
the effect of Mr. Ames’s testimony, when he pro-duced his misplaced mémorandum book.
Some
men have been brought suddenly to the front,
and the revelations respecting their speculations
in this stock are anything but pleasing to the:
country, and must greatly redound to the dis-

-

credit of the men involved in the transaction.
The worst feature of this expose is the attempt
of the parties to cover up, and by prevarications
and denials shield themselves from any participation in a speculation that, though*it was unusual and possibly not justifiable in itself, never-theless did not appear to furnish any real proof.
that these members had been
subsidized
by
the Pacific Rail Road, and
induced to cast

their votes

corruptly.

They

should have

met

the charge and truthfully stated the whole case.
This was the thing to be proved, and had the
members, charged with holding Credit Mobilier
stock, teld the whole truth, though they might
have been blamed, they could not have been
convicted
before the bar of public opinion of
acting co
tly, op/of gelling their votes or influence to a swindling scheme or a monstrous
monopoly.
Their attempt to make their-friends, the. coun-try and the world belieye that they: had ‘nothing
eir disposition

m’ upon

to

cast .all

Mr. Ames,

have

eman to the front, and some
brought that
of hif
testimony is very damaging to several
public men who have, up to this time, stood be-

for¢

the country with

unblemished

reputations.

Capital, is absorbing the attention of Con- The prevailing opinion here is, that, though
gress, and- putting that body in a very speculation in Credit Mobilier stock was a quesThe Curse of Drink
—
pitiable light before the inhabitants of tionable transaction for a.member of Congress,
Dr. Holland sends out
these forcible
both worlds. For certainly neither celes- under the circumstances, yet it was as nothing
words through Scribner's Monthly:
tials nor mortals can learn with any de- compared to the studied attempt of these parties
The appetite for strong drink in man has. gree of composure that the guardians of to clear themselves by evasions and denials. Mr,
spoiled the lives of more women—ruined | this model Republic have been engaged in Ames, it is now apparent, does not mean to
shoulder this entire load. He is evidently mad,
more hopes for them, scattered
more for- a business that they are ashamed of.
and hence his revelations, during the last few
tunes for them, bronght to them

more

row, shame and

any other

evil that lives.

hardship—than

The country numbers

words, from bruises

"There is a deal of advice given
miristers. If it were'not for modesty,

a reward

Fire Department in the world,—you ‘can’t not be called: on to say more about it. The gen~
get that idea out of the Bostonian mind,— eral belief here was, that this investigation was.
but because they had so many high build- ended,or the same as ended,—that is, that not

If Oakes Ames establishes the statements

sor-

tens

seductive poison.
There
are
women
groaning with pain, while we write these

beens in. charge. . Under his faithful and
efficient superintendence it is sustaining a
well earned popiilarity.
On Monday we rode to Newark, passing
the famous Indian mounds in that neighborhood. Some are simple, round mounds,

repair; with a single opening or ‘entrance

no

in their reality,

sins and sorrows of men

THE COLDEST CUT OF ALL.
It becomes our -painful duty to record
the tact that “Old Probabilities” has again

and

bratalities inflict-

ing temperature in various parts of New

days, if they are to be received as the truth,
must essentially damage several gentlemen, and.
his statements present his own character in no
enviable
light.
To some extent, the grave

charges

brought by Mr. Ames

nst “ the vie-

tims” now undergoing a rigid crod8’y
nation ,.
will rest for their reliability upon a question of

veracity, and the public Will be left to decide as
to the

degree ‘of condemnation

it will

bestow

when all the testimony is in and carefully weighed.

:

Mr. Ames’s evident anger,displayed in the committee room during the last few days, is having
the effect upon miny minds to diminish the force
of his testimony, and the parties charged are

rather released im public estimation.
very difficult to say

what

It is now ™ °

is coming, and

what

will be the end of this business. Even Judge
Poland, the Chairman of the committee, seemas
to be somewhat in the fog. In conversation &
day or two since, the Judge
remarked, that:

there has either been a great difference of ree
England. There are not many cases of
ollection, or some very extraordinagy tampering
freezing reported, but this is no fault of the
with the truth.”
“Well”, said some one,"‘Judge,
weather. Let us hope that Boreas has no who is'tellihg the most truth? ¢ That is a difsmore such cold salutations in store for us.
ficult question to answer,” was the reply. And

ed by husbands
made mad by drink.
There can be no exaggeration in any state‘| further the Judge says,* I think that perhaps
ment made in regard to this matter, beTEMPERANCE IN NEW HAMPSHIRE,
Mr. Ames is as honest as any man living. He i
cause no human imagination can create,
A convention of temperance men was a railroad speculator, and so are the men with:
anything worse than the truth, and no pen
held in Coiicord last Wednesday, to organ- whom he‘dealt, They had as much right to buy:
is capable of portraying the truth. The
ize a ‘ Stdte Temperance Union” on a Credit Mobilier, as any other kind of stock.
sorrows’and horrors of a wife with a drunk-

en husband, or a mother with a drunken
son are as near the realization of hell as can
be reached in this world at least. The
shame, the indignation, the sorrow and the

sense of disgrace for herself and her children, the poverty—and not unfrequently
the beggary—the fear and the fact of violence, the lingering, life-long struggle and
despair of countless women with drunken
husbands, are enough to make ‘all ‘women
curse wine, and engage unitedly to oppose
it everywhere as the worst enemy of their
sex.

men. Let your thinking be clear, and your
words wise and strong. Let there be in
your discourses the genuine ring of sound
than three hours, and there was no end of
sense and healthy, manly sentiment. ' Let
suggestions, as to the best means of contheir frame be muscular, not soft and flabby.
querirg the Pregident. One would have
Events of the Week.
said that it was the famous counsel of rats,
Dop’t speak down to the people. For one |
sr
.
in which the question of fastening a bell to others are in the shape of birds, snakés or thing, many of them are not. below you;
NEW YORK MORTALITY RECORD
Rodilavd's neck ! was discussed. Rodilard lizards, The one we examined consists of a and if they were, it is no eompliment to
The whole number of deaths in New
was the, eater of rats, and was believed by circular ridge of earth thrown up like a for- them to tell them so. Avoid feeble and
Yorlk
city last year was 32,647. The newthese animals,’ pot to be a’ eat, but the tification. The ridge is a perfect circle, con- mawkish sentiment. ' The feminine style of
devil. ' Now, M. Thiers is'thé Rodilard of taining abont fifty acres, It seemed abou thought and feeling, or even the infant ly named disease, *‘cerebro-spipal menthie Clerical Right, and the bell, which must twelve feet, high, and thirty broad at the school style, may have its admirers in Bel- ingitis,” took away 782 lives. There were
at my cost be attached to his neck, so as base, Inside,and close to the bottom of the gravian or May Fai circles,but assuredly it 820 fatal cases of sunstroke,—the greatest
to warn the rats, his enemies, of his doings, enbankment, is a slight ditch, perhaps six is no favorite with the brawny sons of care mortality that the eity ever experienced
and toil, Then speak in a brotherly man- from that -eause, Secarlatina, diphtheria,
is the ministerial responsibility. All the feet deep and twice us wide.
members of ‘the sous-commission - are of
The ridge is continnous and i excellent ner. Make them feel, in every word you and croup increased their per cent. from
the

the origin of tetite there is

—nay, hundreds of thousands—of ‘women
\ whorare widows to-day, and sit in hope- told the truth. Or not quite that, for he
picture that Mrs. Hovey gave us of her less weeds, because their husbands have said it would
cold.” Whereas,
first home in a log hut—with scauty farnibeen slain by strong drink. There are it has been most bitingly frigid. The fall
ture, but neat and tidy,—the little ene, her
hundreds of thousaids of homes, scattered of the mercury produced a very touching
first born; playing around the door, her over the land,in which women live lives of sensation, affecting many to tears. It be.
husband preparing his sermon or making
torture, gofng’thrqugh ali the changes of gan on ‘Wednesday morning, going down
pastoral calls on neighbors miles away, or
suffering that lie between the extremes of plump to 40 below zero in Wisconsin and
expected home: from a distant preaching
fear and despair, because those whom they other western States, while on Thursday
station, while she is busy and happy at her
love, love wine better than they do the morning in’some parts of New England it
various employments.
In the early history
women ‘they have sworn to love. There was the coldest ‘of the season. Think of
of the College thiere was much'to try their are women by thousands who dread to 22 below zero in Dover, 40 below at vafaith and patience, but the Lord has now hear at the door the step that once thrilled rious points in Massachusetts, 42. below at
raised up for-it wealthy and liberal friends. them with pleasure, because that step. has Lancastre this State, from 30 to 32 below in
Tora.
! learned to reel under the influence of the different parts of Maine, and a correspond-

manly way.

Wekgter

wants,

for iis apprehension.

try to fasten some blame upon

_. WasmINGTON; D. C., Juan, 290, 1672.

earnest

at

ives,-while

Committee’

Washington Correspondence.

In their wholesife they have to do
Their life is necessarily,

know as little about the causes ofthe fire
as we did before. Two members of the

Fire Department did well, and that he deserves a little compliménting. But on

knot for the first thirtyor forty feet. Now sorrows, nothing of mere finesse, and form,
and then, gta great distance, a settler has and conventional ceremony. ..They combat

resignation,

Mr.

like

Bank falls heavily, for many poor [people

he digas well’ as’ he ‘could. There is a
‘general agreement that the ‘chief of the

The

tween these states’and New England, ex-

requisites, spiritual and intellectual, present,

Rev.

who

Last of all, speak.fo them earnestly.

village there is an old and popular Female
College, for-more than a dozen ygars under
the presidency of W. H. Kerr. Since his
the

‘Thus shall you indeed drink ‘into the

spirit and follow the footsteps of Him

and a few other gentlemen were appointed

Mayor Gaston for not potting up the. fire children, who feel keenly the disgrace
at,once, but the others’ are confident that he has thus brought upon himself.

Mound-builders.
:
When I passed through Ohio and Indiana

to the

6

a Committee to investigate * the causes of will lose largely. Mr. Shute has always.
the Boston fire, we supposed we ‘should beeu considered an honorable and upright
know all ‘about it when the report was man heretofore, Hd
sharing the complete conmade. It has just been published, and we

Indians, and calted | was not only aman, but pre-eminently the
Mao—who therefore deemed sverything
human His own—who
was our brother bot,
:
way lay past old set- and born most of all for adversity.

continent before the

away

Number

'

HOB

every class— you are meu, and deem every
for centuries, —060d evidence that he man your brother.- Learn what they are
mound
is very ancient. The’ diteh, being thinking about, what they are most deeply
inside, has led many to- believe that’ the: ‘interested in, what they are aiming at and
place was used for réligious ceremonies struggling for; and when they come to the
vather than a fortification. It is hard to be- house of God, let them feel that they are
lieve that the Indians were able to inscribe hearing the voice of a friend and not, of a

upon a firm alliance, simply because the
Minister of Foreign Affairs of Austria had

for their discontinuance,

of all arrearagesis made

and until payment

te the declarations

epoch,

fata)

of this

matists

order is

until an-explieit

relative

aR

that look as though they had stood there

of the Cabinet of Vienna, at the moment
of the declaration of war. It is astonishing to think of the simplicity of the diplo-

must be made in money or

Papers are forwarded

:

of Grammont,

~ $3.00 per year; or If pmd strictly IN AD:

REMITTANCES

Thiers

One of the prineipal topics of conversation
with which diners-out regale themselves
and neighbosesis the affair of - the Dgke.

To whom all letters of business, remittances of
All communications
morey, &o., should be sent.
desigagd tor publication should be addresged to the

Terms:

the

by

M.

that

will turn his back upon it, and return directly to the new position of the partial
renewal of the Chamber, in favor of which
he is convinced that he would obtain afma-

ISSUED BY THE
FREEWILL

Dufaure,

of

amendment

proposed

questions

of the

pation

A WEEKLY RELIGIOUS NEWSPAPER

thy examj-

repulses

‘the Commission

tT.

ia

'5, CEL

FEBRUARY

N. H.,

DOV Ei R,

50to 100, y¥'compared with that of 1871;

while 5197 deaths ave attributed to diar,
rhoeal complaints. Considering: that no
especial epidemic prevailed in the City
during the year, this is certainlya large
rate of mortality. The only comfort some
of the living
- citizens derive from itis the
fact that ‘‘in this respect we are ahead of
either Boston or Chicago.”
REPORT ON THE BOSTON FIRE.
|
Last 26th of November,
when Col.

fighting, if you' can, their battles. They
think that you are men of a clase, and therefore suspect you, and keep aloof from you;
make them feel that they are wrong in this
—-that you are men not of any.class, but of ; Thomas Russell, A. Firth, E.
N

8. Philbrick

Christian

signed

‘and

moral

basis.

by President

Smith

The

call was

of Dartmouth

College, and other prominent temperance
men, and invited all Christian churches and

all temperance organizations in the State
to send delegates to the convention. The
meeting wus well attended, and the transactions were of an important nature.
The

What I object to

is, that

they

don’t

come

out

like men and own up what they have done. Instead of that, they come whimpering around the
committee trying to wriggle out of it.” TheJudge thus expresses the average opinion of
political and business circles at the capital. It.
is well perhaps to state that the two committee
rooms at the Capitol where this Credit Mobilier
investigation is proceeding, are just now the cen~
ters. of sensation.
Judge Poland facetiously
S
committee room, + the
Police
Court.’
And certain it is, that the air is anything but
pure there just now. Nothing has transpired to

resolutions recommended that all Christian
and moral men unite in earnest work for
Messrs. Blaine, Boutwell,
the temperance cause, to help the drinker eriminate
Fowler in these transactions, or to mix
and to prevent the seller. The convention with the pipers,
memorialized the N. H. Senators and RepPOSTAL TELEGRAPHY.

Eliot or

them up:

resentatives in Congress to do all they hon-

Mr..Orton. the manager
Western Union:
Telegraph Company, is doing his best to defeat
the Postal Telegraph measure.
He has paid
no inconsiderable sum to the. newspgpers, to
publish the argument of Mr. D, A. Wells,
He
as also ished a pamphlét of 200 pages, containing his own and Mr. Wells’s argument, and
swift and rigid enforcement of the temper- the document is laid on the desk of every Sena-monopolizing comance laws of the State. - Officers of the tor and Representative.. ofA $3,000,000
annually
pany that makes a profit
‘“ State Temperance Union” were finally can well afford this trifling expenditure,to keep
If
chosen, of which. Rev. A. D. Sith, of in its hands this almost unexampled income.
the government may take charge of the mails,

orably can toward such national legislation as shall prohibit the importation and
manufacture of intoxicating liquors.
A
resolution was also passed calling for the

Hanover,

is President.

What

a

glorious

thing it would be if conventions and resolutions would only save people from drunkenness.
New
Hampshire can point to
scores of these means, with only small
practical results thus far,
ANOTHER

BANK

DEFAULTER.

Mr. N. A. Shute, Cashier of the National
Granite

State

Bank

of Exeter, N. H., and

Treasurer of the Savings Bank in the same
place,. has suddenly abscovded,
found that he has robbed the

and itis
banks of

about $190,000. Speculation in stocks is
supposed to have been both his temptation
and his ruin. The loss (rom the Savings

why

not of

the

telegraph

lines?

Especially

why not, if it will greatly cheapen the cost of.
this mode of communication and save vast sums
to the people?
REPEAL

The

OF

THE

FRANKING

ing Privilege, by a vote of 142

and

PRIVILEGE.

House; on Monday, repealed

when

yeas

the Frankto

48

nays, .

the measure receives the signature of

the President it becomes a law, and will go into effect in July. The
Republican party thus redeems its pledge given to the country by the:
Philadelphia Convention.
The bill is sweeping:

in its application, including the President, heads

of departments, and all officials. Of course Congress, before it adjourns, will provide that these officials have an appropriation to meet the exof official matter
pense of the transmission
through the mails. Otherwise, they must pay
from
their Tenge salaries thie expense, or"
cease to transact t the public business.

i

PHAROS...

.*

W,

Communications.
SINGAPOREFE TO ve
PENANG
REV,

J.

Tuesday,

M,

W,

FARNILAM,

AND CEYLON.

they12th

of March,

o'clock, the steamer cast

and left the wharf,

off hey

at

4

moorings

Her course lay among

a thick cluster of small islands* and through
the straits of Malacca to Penang. Nothing
"could excel the luxuriance and tropical
beauty nthat everywhere met the eye as we
sailed

a

ng these islands.

. #we were in the

The next day

straits, with

Malacca .and

"Siam on the right and Sumatra on the left.
= Thursday
anchored

morning about ten o'clock, we
off Penang. Here the steamer

stopped to receive cargo and more passengers, while those on board availed “them-

selves of the opportunity to take a run on
shore apd sce something of the island.
The

inhabitants,

products,

Thoughts

climate, -&e.,

much resemble Singapore.
1t is ingimately
_connected with other English possessions
on the main land, separated by a narrow
strait only two or three miles wide. As
you land and walk up the streets, you are

+
——
In the small hours of the night, as we
We are within
| sit and meditate in the quiet stillness of the The solid earth is
sick (and dying?) room, Where guardian sky is overhead.
angels watch and wait to waft a weary re- homes are made;
deemed spirit to the homeof ;the Dlest, ot of the land and of
for the first, nor yet the second time, under of friends is here.

like circumstances, we review the subject
and endeavor to count the cost of being a

Foreign Missionary. The same result is
reached every time. There can be no mistake about it. It is good, it is profitable, it
is heavenly and sublime to be Christ's messenger to the blind worshipers of idols.

of the principal

institutions, schools,

libraries,

&c.;

bought a few curios and

went

board

again.

sat

on
down

under

After

dinner,

Se

2

the Unseen.
realm of

under foot;

the

seen,

the attractive

Jts power may be latwbest, or it may not be.
of the seen is blotted out.
over all to us. At this

state Paul’s words, 2. Cor. 4: 17, 18,

disasters

and

banish-

ment from home and native land ; sufferings
and sacrifice, to which others are strangers ;

long and distant separations from
lingering

death

parents,

in an uncongenial

clime, and among-a strange people ?

What

though youth and beauty Yade and die, and
the vigér of manhood waste and decay

prematurely?

Is not the cause

worthy of

all this and a thousand timps more? Did
not the blessed Saviour forsake heavenly
mansions and tabernacle on

earth,

‘a man

no,

rather:

the awning, on deck, and

took 'a long look at the shores of Province
Wellesley, across the narrow strait, upon
the main land but two.or three miles distant.
Here large sugar mills and sugar |

have

[tis

in heaven,

served

a history
that

that

to

induce

called

ruin

breeze to stir a branch or leaf,

would

least

think,

they

re-

at the

time

bow

their

growth and strength to die.
What did it?
Some power, silent and unseen.
That, upon the tree, is more mighty than what

brings down those you would judge able
to defy nearly all strength.
We listen still for the unseen: *‘Behold,
the Lord passed by, and a great and strong
wind

rent

the - mountains

and .brake

pieces. the rocks before the
Lord was not in the wind.”

in

Lord, but the
“Not in the

gar
1 But why should a mere handful, a small,
plantations have been established by En- | feeble band, struggle and: suffer, sacrifice
glishmen. First class machinery, run by and die alone?
Has the Saviour’s mission earthquake” “not in the fire” which followsteam, is employed in crushing the sugar no charms for his disciples ? Are there ed the wind, but ‘‘after the fire the still,
small voice.” There was God, in the still,
cane and in doing other parts of the work. none amongst the thousands of young men
Singapore, Penang and Province Welles- and young women of our Zion, who hear small voice. When the seen is swept
ley,are usually called the *¢ Strait settle- the call, — ‘Go’ ye forth and preach the away, the’ unseen traverses its course.
The voiceof God speaks gently, directments.”
They are Provinces of Epgland,
word to every creature?” “Proclaim it in
ning
to the unseen.
It meets man’s need,
and though the government is in the hands: every land” ?
fl
"that there is an unseen to draw the attenof Englishmen, yet natives occupy: various
Has our little Indian mission really m
official positions. England has conferred place in the heart-sympathies of the large tion. He is too fearfully and wonderfully
made to have all powers called into use
upon these poor ignorant
natives great majority of the members. of the home
by this poor husky world. His faculties
blessings, such as schools, roads, trade and,
churches? Do none of the members in the
are
t00 noble to be wholly in the seen;
in short, a good and reliable government.
thousand non-contributing churches ever
their
home is in the unseen, so they are
But in turn she has reaped a rich harvest. hear that still small voice (which followed
She has,in a degree, monopolized the trade, us through ten years of childhood, sounding called away to seek it. They stretch their
“bringing these tropical products to her own in our ears and disquieting the heart, until lengths upward; they reach;.they reach
not in vain.” There are riches far up
shores, whence they have been distributed finally it led us to these heathen shores)
there they must not lose; God calls them
throughout Christendom.

It also gives cm-

ployment td thousands of her sons as merchants, officers, &e.

established over them at once, and thus put

a stop to misrule and oppression, such as
exists'in every heathen country while governed by avaricious, unprincipled heathen!
What a glorious mission for the United
to these poor, down-trodden

and oppressed, the blessings of a good government! What a field of usefulness and
emolument for her youn® men !
But while

musing

upon

these

political

questions, the anchor has come up and the
steamer moved away through the shipping,
and out into the straits. We left Penang at
seven o’clock, Thursday evening, taking
our way due west, across the Indian

We

had

snwoth

beautiful
sea, and

moonlight

ocean.

nights,

a

fine weather; the officers

were accommodating, the passengers agreeabie, and

all seemed

On Tuesday,

to

enjoy

themselves.

according to the captain’s ex-

pectation, soon after breakfast, the coast of

Ceylon appeared in sight, seen
in the distance. Though it was
days since we saw land, yet all
strained in that direction, while
ment

but dimly
only four
eyes were
every mo-

it ‘seemed to rise from the water and

approach us. All day we steamed along
the southern coast, watching the varying
appearance of the country inland, and close
enough

to

see quite distinctly objects near

the shore.
In the distance are

hills

and

mountains,

while nearer the coast it is level or but
slightly undulating. About six o'clock in
the afternoon, we passed Point ‘de: Galle,
near enough to see the shipping in the harbor, the buildings on shore, and communicate the name of our steamer, which was
“at once telegraphed to London as so far on

her journey.
Point de (zalle is at the southern extremi-

ty of the island, and the most frequented
port.
The harbor is surrounded by high
rocks, over which the surges break, makfg
it difficult to land, especially in stormy
weather. In the background are beautiful

groves of cocoanut trees, and beyond, and
towering ahove all, is a mountain about
six thousand feet high.
The island of Ceylon is situafed between
five

more

and

ten .degrees

than

two

north

hundred

about one hundred wide.
HESReres;

cious

HE

tropical

Pro

fruits.

latitude,—is

miles

long

and

and

dei

It has rich pearl-

STVvarious

The/ graceful cocoa-

" out tree, which springs up where there is
scarcely earth enough to cover the shell,
adorns the landscape in every direction.
The cocoanut tree is to the, inhabitants of
Ceylon what bamboo is to the Chinese, The

green fruit furnishes a cooling . and delicious beverage, the ripened nut, food, the
shell, fuel, the fibers are woven into coir or

ropes, and from the old fruit pure oil is
extracted ;"the
ire

§
i¥

sun

and

leaves

form

a shelter from

rain, the trunk yields a juice

from which spirit is distilled or sugar man-

SR

-ufactured,and the beautiful, variegated wood
is usedin making furniture.
*

_®This cluster is called by the natives “The

Bh
Aeeow er in

'

}

Te

tnuy, Syea0 sual] and when
lose
Veaay 9f pepper-corns
3

T-Corns

. Our life is like a hymn or song, that we

‘have to sing. If we want it to be a useful
and happy life we must be careful to. -begin
a

away to them. The soul returnsto earth
laden with gifts from sources
unseen.

“Come and help us!
The light of the gospel bring,

"What a pity all these Asiatic nations and
tribes could not have a good government

States, to give

saying,

O come?”

Or was our call a delusion?
Here lies poor Bro. Smith, a

excellent spirit, a man of
just on the border of the
a time we gazed in almost
to see him breath bis last.

man

While we look at the

of an

God, apparently
spirit land. For
breathless silence
—Now again, he

breathes easier and mote natura

Then again in a calm and peaceful voice,
| “The Lord is my shepherd, I shall not
want,He leadeth me in green pastures
Y
“Again with Job, he says, “Though he slay
me, yet will I trust in him.” Now he
sleeps and his pulse almost disappears ! Oh"
may attendant angels guard the dying man.
He is in great pain,and says,‘‘Brother, pray
for me that my faith fail not.” Not one
word of complaint

heard from

his

is

heard,

mouth,

or

has

through

been

all these

days of intense suffering! But, ch, how
sad to think we must part with one we all

so greatly love, and’ whom we can so, ill
spare! As we stood in his place last Sabbath and spoke to his congregation and
saw and felt their need of a shepherd; as
we pass through his school-room, and mark
the already thinped classes; then as we
look over

‘‘The

Industrial,”

here

see

the

carpenter play his adz and plane, there the
smith at

.the

forge,

in

another

place, two

orphan boys flying the shuttle ;'then into the
little garden, and the premises generally,
still bearing sad marks of the late terrible
Cyclone, and realize that the mind which
has hitherto superintended all these is now
able to dv

so no more;

yes, and when toa

unseen,

‘far more exceeding glory,”
weight of glory.”

there

is the

the ‘‘eternal

This life, the visible, has’ value only as
the invisible is seen.
Were there no God,

it has been said, ‘‘there must be one.”

In

the darkness,
take out the idea that there
is something above, and what is there left ?
With no God, no immortality, no angels,
no spirits, no friends saved in the home of

I am

what

mental constitution that gains strength by
a sharp‘ contention

with the

Little things are connecting links between

women have struggled
cessfully with the stern

which

then earth is vanity.

in this life only we

have

hope,

we

*‘If
are

of

all: men most miserable.” The one who
spoke thus, spoke for humanity.
This life
is great, grand, all absorbing and infinite

in it§"Hiopes and

its feelings, for there is

another to give it significance. The unseen and the unfathomable rides on the
vision. We can not cast it off; we would
not if we could;

it is

all

and

in

allto

a

mortal, for without it life has no character.
If there might be no other God but man,
if there might be nothing above to which
the imagination points and which revelation declares, give us for this life, notwithstanding the falsity and the failure of
another, the influence

of the unseen

upon

the soul, If this is the provision of nature her provision is wise. If it came not
from nature but from God who made her,
it came from infinite wisdom to suit man’s

bolts and bars

of obloquy and reproach.

life? No Providence to rule over losses,
no arm to stay desolations, no hand to
check evil, and to hold truth and goodness
M uppermost, then life is a dreary waste.
look,

Such

for the mation. While the casesin which
he interfered were initiatory steps, leading
to higher efforts, many would do as much,
and yet fail to do more. When Moses left
Egypt, the spirit that led him to attempt
social reform there was nothing daunted by
the disgreeable fact, that he who had
been the favorite of Pharoah’s daughter was
now a fugitive. Reformers generally have a

cause and

we may

I am.

effect, and

sometimes save

fragrant with sweetness as we

go

on

with

Hib. But the land is ahead. As some
glorious sun of His universal system

time

throws up the morning light, there it will
be spread out in matchless glory before

sweet.

upon

them,

and

drawing

It is not he that reads

out the

most, but he

that meditates most on Divine truth, that

our eyes.

will prove

that land of the unseen.
Itis better to view the ‘unseen

Christian,

the choicest,

wisest,

y

strongest

I will

be

splendor: inimitable,

;
in our

x

—

feelings for others, and such- impossibilities

in general as these men will exact of a.child

they never would think, for one moment, of
requiring from & grown man or woman.

In an eastern church, some years ago, a
little
girl six years old,
after having endured this absurd
and merciless torture for an
hour, though
she gave the most satisfactory
evidences, from the start, of a change of

only what is true. From the begjnning,
this subject has been examined with teachableness, and I trust with the faith of a be-

heart, had the satisfaction of seeing her suf-

liever in Jesus, and I have not been able to

more question before we admit you into the
church: What do you understand by the

believe that the end of the world is near.

erwise obscure names from oblivion:

and

dying

left no

seven

sisters of Midian, unwittingly to themselves,

were used to test both Moses and the shepherds. To the latter they were only women, born to obey the

lordly behests of men,

and physically incapable of defending themselves. Every ddy.these women went to the
well, and as often were

talized, and

were leading men,
fered in their

hindered,

driven away.

and tan-

The" shepherds

and after Mosés inter-

behalf, if they

were

like the

shepherds during and since the days of the
Reformation, they talked over the exception
totheir general success, and came to a conclusion, (like that of the Inquisition in the
case of the Spanish ladyof rank, who had
embraced Protestantism, and upon whom
they brought. to bear, but ineffectually, all
the

tortures

of the

Romish

would

chureh,) that

* nothing could move that obstinate woman,” - The shepherds were leading men,
but they led backward; and any one or
all of them might have -been invested with
the highest offices, and honors, and emolu-

come

and

1688 and 1700.

the

world

end between

The time went by and the

earth was in its place, the sun rising and
setting as before,

ferings ended and her persecutors suddenly

made sensible of their folly by

of them say to her, “Now, hy

having one
just

one

In the year 1812, a man

named Edwards,

preaching;

but it never enters

their

heads

what they themselves like, but the children,

they seem to think, are either supernatural
beings, born with a noble preference for

mouth,

deserve to be tortured to death with modes,

proclaimed

of course, and when

the

the

idea,

got converts

day

came

was a- terribly furious wind, that

broke

the

forests before it.

there

bent

and

Many prayed

for mercy, but the teripest passed and time
continued.

what

is unintelligible, or else enemies,

who

and syllogisms, and nice distinctions.
All this is enough to make one wish

that

some of the people who prepare the Sundayschool lessons would bethink themselves of
the processes and preferences of their own
minds

when

they

write

for

the

young.

Mr. Miller fixed 1843. It did not come. What right have they to set theso helpless
mysteries ot
Then Oct., 1844, was proclaimed as the little ones unraveling the
the atonement, or of justification, or regentime.
‘Then, 1855. Then, 1857,
After- eration, or of Christian fellowship, or of any
wards other years that have since passed. purely Christian experience, as brought out
—Hin-some- tortuous and labyrinthine passage
Were those Whe believed, right?
——

The larger part of the Adventists for a
considerable time have not believed in any
particular. year as the period of the end,
hut say it is near. Reasons for incredulity

in respect to this will be given in the next
article.

F.

Raymond,

N. H.

|

In the Star of Dec.

25,

peared a partial. solution

1872,

there ‘ap-

of that

passage

of Scripture recorded in Luke,16: 9, “Make

to yourselves friends of the mammon of
unrighteousness ; that, when ye fail, they
may receive you into everlasting habitations.”

In Deuteronomy,

25:

16, we read,

‘¢ All that do unrighteously are an

nation

from the Epistles?

Might they not

well use the thumb-screw?

Do

just

as

not such

lessons repel children from the school and
religion? Ought not such writers to be enjoined by the courts from. waging this warfare against the infants and against the best
interests of the church ?
:
The truth is, nothing is fit for a Sunday.| school lesson but a narrative of facts, a real

Light Wanted.

unto the Lord thy God.”

abomi-,

Paul, in

or ideal description of objects of sight or
hearing. The Spirit of inspiration has filled
the Bible with such matter, and with such a
variety of it that all the truths of our religion |
lie imbedded in it. Give the children the
Bible stories,

and

leave

their

own

active

minds and hearts to do at least some of the

easy and delightful work of extracting

the

theory from
the facts. And even so, do not
make a point of extracting too. much
gold
from too little ore. It is only
the salient
points of a transaction that strike the child's

mind ; and if you only take in more verses,
you ean have as many of these as you .de-

1 Cor. 6:9, says, ** Know ye not that the
unrighteous shall not inberit the kingdom of God?” John, in his 1st Epistle, 5:
17, says, “ All unrighteousness is, sin.”
In what sense are we to understand the

sire. Be like the minister who
he always took a good long text so that, if he
was perscuted in one verse, he could flee
into another.
This style of teaching involves, or atleast
craves, a generous use of modern appli

‘¢ everlasting

ances.

habitations” of the

* friends

of the mamwon of unrighteousness

The word

everlasting must be taken in

Maps, charts,

models,

relies,

and

pictures should be (urnished every

Sunday-

school by the $1,000

what

worth,

And

a

ity it is that people who can afford to spend

a spiritual sense, as all things temporal
,0000 on a steeple can
not raise
are of temporary duration. If the friter’ 8500 for this needed work, The children of
of the article above alluded to will farnish this world are wiser in their generation than
the Star with a clear solntion of the above the children of light.—8. 8. Teacher.
—
passage of Scriptare, he will confer a great |.
favor on many readers of that valuable paBLACKBOARD ILLUSTRATIONS, Speaking
per.
R. W.
of blackboard exdrcises, the Nat.
9S. S.
Jackson, Mich.
Teacher says:
.

S. S. Department:
Slaughtering the Innocents.
a

: There

are

superintendents,

having

the

gladly hail the advent of the blackboard in
their school, were it not for the lack of con-

fidence they have in their

wers

to

make

and explain the illustrations. To them we
offer
following suggestions: In every

school there are

scholars who have moré or

less of the talent needed to make the blackboard attractive, (five one of them the

—

It is a Jamentable and remarkable fact
that nibst people expect and exact more opportunity, and see how gladly he will
from children than they do from grown peo- work to please you. He may, perhaps, be
ple. Of course scoresof
persons who read the last person in the schoo) that you think
this article will regard this assertion as so will assist you in the matter, but give him

wide of the truth as to be absolutely

puerile, ‘a trial, and

you will have no other one

But a little reflection will convince the most more zealously interested in the prosperity
incredulous that, in regard to many things, of the school than<he, and in like manner
at least,it is strictly and sadly true. It is will ‘the schoolbe interested in his work.
rue of their studies, of their manners, of Do not attempt too difficult lessons at first.
their affections, and of their temperaments; Let them be just as simple as you can make
but it is especially
true of their relicious (them. Some of the best leskons ever put
life. If any one doubts this, let him obtain upon a board are the most simple, Always
heard and read considerable that others admission to some secret conclave of bear in mind, that you want to place al”
deacons or elders, where a child and a ma- least one thought on the board from the
have written on the subject.
Two things
ture person are undergoing an examination lesson of the day, that the scholars will
I wish to state, that have been noted by the
Proparatory to being admitted into a church, remember.
way :
! [he does not agree, when he leaves, that
l
—
First. Those who have not been ready to in respect
spect of acquaintance’ with Christian |.
adopt what has been strenuously urged, rdoctrine, in respect of religious
experience
Tue Worp 18 Nigar Thre,
A little girl
liv- once said that a parable is “An earthly
“that the end of the world is near, have been and in respect of moral and ‘holy
ing, more is expected
told that they ean pot say with certainty the man, then it will befrova the child than story with a heavenly meaning.” Christ
because he “is deaf,
told many such stories. ‘How good of Him
that the

end is not near.

x

“>

An those who or insane, or destitute of reason -and jidg\

\

that children piefer narrative to metaphysics, that the natural way to teach young
and old alike is to give them facts and let
them draw their own inferences; and still
less that the younger the human mind is the
more imperatively it demands that it should
be fed on concrete and Le delivered from
abstract pabulum. They know very well

of New York, came to ‘the conclusion that
on’ a given day of that year the end would
be.
He put a speaking trumpet to his

Many

more or less suchgeessities of life,

record; but the

Lord Napier, a great mathematician,
made calculations, founded much on the
L 1385 days in the book of Daniel, that Christ

oth-

"
I think of ‘the crushing trials about to fall needs.
'l ments of Jewish Church and State, and the
on the bleeding heart of our afflicted sister,
Skepticism,
then, has food
only
for
people would have “groaned in bondage
my own heart becomes sad and filled with fools. There are things our spirits know.
still.
contending emotions. Only a day or two Reason need not aid, though it does. Our
The solitary fugitive, sitting by the well,
ago, our afflicted sister, who is now all #1 spirits thus chime in sweet harmony with
saw
these women,the mother wiser than her
tention and devotion, watching by day anc
the still small voice in which is God Himneighbors
who outwitted the king ; the gift‘by night at the couch of her poor prostrate
f.
ed
sister
who entered intelligently into
husband, heroically proposed, in the event
When we view the unseen we do it not
of his so far recovering as to be able to go best by relyiag wholly upon ourselves. the mother’s plan, the compassionate prinhome without her, to remain at her post,
We go into a foreign land, We have cess, whose heart was moved by the wail
and carly on the work as best she could, by
dreamed of it; we have read of it; a gen ing of a foundling child; he saw the unthe aid of Native helpers.
Her zenana eral outline is before our mind ; but to see necessary difficulties of their situation, and
work, both here and at Bhudruk, her teach- best we need a guide.
His home has been its injustice, and he cspoused their cause,
ers, still in a course of training, the orphan among the sceves, Into them many times unpopular as it was,. and entered the list
aga special pleader for minority claims;
boys and other branches, oh, how hard to he has wandered, and now it is his sphere
give them up! The moreso as there is no in lifeto engage the attention of others and the fugitive and foundling became
one ready to step in and fill her place. But and to show them the beauty of nature or the leading man, without exhibiting the
why should such separations, sufferings and
sacrifices be necessary on the part of the the unseen—of opening the: invisible. He ant who says, “I must be the leading
ADA.
few, while the mass of our brethren and knows their every formation. There has amind.”
sisters, apparently care for none of these been his home. Indeed He made them.
things? Oh, why is #&®when a small sacri- He considers it an important work to reEnd of*the World not Near.
fice from each one would provide for a re- veal. Besides, he says, the unseen is free,
—
—
inforcement and an enlargement of the all free ; only let me reveal in my own way.
What is now called Second Adventism
mission, and thus enable the weak and God's method is new.
Jt is.a revelation was at first often called Millerism, from
worn laborer to retire and recruit without we can not find out ourselves, itis so in- ‘Wm. Miller,of the state of New York, who
loss or distraction.
;
fr tricate. Yet it is very plain when
He came. to the conclusion in 1833, from his
God has graciously blessed and prospered pleases to disclose the whole. He keeps method of interpreting the prophecies, parthis little mission. Its friends may well back a part; He opens little by little ; He ticularly some prophetical numbers of days,
take heart as year by year more and more keeps the. interest up by an additional that the world would end in 1843. He
precious fruit is gathered in. In no year view ; but at last the grandeur of the vast
wrote and lectured after 1837. © Some thirtysince the commencement have so many begn land stands outas marked as ever Amerifive years have passed since. I have lived
gathered into the fold as in the present.
ca to the renowned discoverer of it. ‘There through the whole of it;—heard Miller,
4
i
J. Prirues,
are winged birds to which He points; read much that he wrote, and have also
Balasore, Nov. 19, 1872.
there are floating shrubs and flowers, each

It is not the bee's touching on the flowers
that gathers honey, bit ber ahiding fora

.

ment. Such njce distinctions with regard
to the atonement, such chronological’ propriety in the order -of ‘mental -states, such
demonstrations. of acceptance . with: God,
such pledges for the future, such heavenly

True, sincerity on one side or the other of office-work of the Hol 3 Spirit P Of course,
our intentions are the best imaginable when
this or any other religious subject, is no we do this sort of thing; we sin from a
and they drive the soul calmly from the + proof’ of right. The ¢¢ Law and the testi- want of tact and common sense, not of confalse, and there can not be going to the mony,” that is, the Bible, must decide. A science or heart, when we thus slaughter
wrong. No! these realites are too great right understanding of that shows what is the innocents; but while this relieves of all
to let one perish in. vanity. * The true is) is true, and to be believed,” But before guilt in the matter, the evil remains,
These remarks concerning this evil in
determined upon, That only will satisfy, showing what is noted in the Scripture of
general will serveto introduce a moye spefor the unseen has been seen.
f
truth, lot there be a hasty view of past er- eial preference to one particular instance of it.
:
H.R. H.
rors, relative to the tie of the end. This Let us apply these remarks to the subjectmatter of Sunday/school lossons. Now, it
will show, at least, that'it is easy to mak
is a conspicious trait of grown-up human °
mistakes
on
this
matter,
;
Leaders.
nature that it prefers facts to theories, conPaul wrote the first Epistle to the Thes- crete statements to abstract statements, and
Lr
—
Every enterprise has its leader, and every salonians ‘but about twenty years after descriptions of things which ave the objects
| leader a previous subjection to circumstan- Christ's ascension. He spoke pointedly of of thé senses to descriptions of things:
are
the
objects
ouly
of
ces, {hat train and develop the man. While the Saviour coming again, and that they which
thought.
The
human
mind
has
not
mere office-seekers are eager for place, they were ** notin darkness that the day should
a mere tendency in this direction, but at
refuse the work and lose the appointment, overtake them as a thief.” From all he rushes thither with all the force it possesses, It has a perfect passion for the objects
and the responsibilities that may have rest- said, the church believed that the second
In the of the sense, as distinguished from the obwd primarily on them are passed over to some appearing of the Lord was near,
Let any one who doubts
one not ambitions of honor, who sees -the second Epistle he corrected this view which jects of thought.
this observe, as he may often do, that when
necessity of the work, and enters intensely they had, and assured them, that day “was a preacher,in the middle of a prosy sermon,
upon it for the work's sake. This last per- not at hand, and told them of some things suddenly says, “The other day, walking
haps wins the field, while they who missed that must previously transpire, and par- down the street, I saw,—or 1 heard,” ete.,
the improvement of the opportunity, pro- ticularly the coming of the church of Rome. the whole congregation gives a hitch, the.
children stop counting the tacks in their
test against a recognized victory, and en- [his came some 500 years after, has prac- shoes, the snorers af.wake up, and every-,
ticed
its
monstrous
delpsions
1300
years
deavor to re-organize under a leadership
thing is animated and delightful, no matter
whose only claim is an outward
hpadge of ahd is still doing it, but to be destroyed how simple the narrative, until the illustraoffice; being slow to Jearr that'Teadership by the spirit of Jehovah's mouth before tion is over and the application begins,
time shall end.
;
4 when the children ‘begin to look-at the soles
is not conferred by vote.
of their shoes again, the snorers
snore
Abapt
the
close
of
the
tenth
century,
Other men than Moses might have led the
again, and the congregation become listless
Hebrews out from bondage, but when they some religionists in Europe, from. their again,
If this does not convince thé skepwere tried they were found wanting in the view of ‘the thousand years in the 20th tic of the truth of what we are saying, let
essential chareteristics of generalship; and chapter of Revelation, proclaimed - that the him recall the pledsure with which he reads
Alsop's fables, and the contempt with which
the opportunitics that, rightly improved, end was near, gave up their business and he treats the application; let him reflect
waited
for
the
close
of
the
world’s
affairs,
would have been the means of elevating
that history, biography, travels, and fiction
them toa place-of trust and honor came Was it near? In 1525, many, under oné are the favorite kinds of reading; that, in
Munser, tired of law and the dominion of the Bible, the Pentateuch and the Gospels
and went, and Jeft them below their forten times as much read and loved as the
mer level. It was not enough that Moses man over man, got the notion that Christ are
Prophecies and the Epistles; and that all
would
goon
come
and
set
up
his
heavenly
inflicted summary justice in defending
kinds of conversation or public speaking
Were they correct ? are fascinating just in proportion as they
of his own nation from oppression, or that kingdom on the earth.
The next was from 1655 to 1660, in Eng- are rhetorically pictorial. This will satisfy
he recommeded the exercise of equal rights
land.
A considerable party believed Christ him that the doctrine of this article is of
to his discordant kinsman; for the love of
was
about
to come.
But they came to immense and, as yet, not half realized imkindred may be the love of self, and it was
:
nought,
and
the
world
went
on much as be- portance.
recessary for him to develop an innate love
Now, grown people do not think it
of justice before he could legislate wisely fore, only somewhat improved.
strange that they should like
pictorial

an endless life, and we hastening to the
Npuibilation
and the forgotten, what is

No Saviour, no heaven, no home to

are. now

conviction of what I am, and what I ought
to be, is the. precursor of good. There is
impelling power in these things unseen,

sults in the saivation of many there. |
From nature we may get the idea that
the unseen is as real as the seen. A travel
er in a region of mountains and woods,
hears the falling of great trees at a distance from the camp. In the breathless
calm which precedes the tempests, the
forest's monsters are ever heard to fall and
crash thus upen the earth. Without a
you

we

While the great I Am gazes

upon me, I feel,

fully

here

That Omnipresent One,

unseen, the .gofiviction

is real comes.

conver-

to. be known

serious.

tional, taking within the certainty, all that

} appears most mighty to the senses, as it

“In the deserts let me labor,
On the mountains let me tell
Ilow he died, the blessed Saviour,
To redeem a soul from hell;
Let me labor,
As iu heathen lands I dwell,”

we

sions.

the

come

anda

exile

hallows, and makes

once, twice or more to Adventist meetings,
haveal once adopted, and without special
that group of heavenly visitors, that vast examination, the theory that the end is
multitude of the redeémed,, thoughts of near, and sometimes have procliimed it
these make serious, and the spirit is hush- publicly, to the regret if not the grief of
odto a'soiemnity that we know not that their associates in tie church.
we are the thoughtless peings we were.
No rational, wise and truly religious
When there is thought in the direction of person can have an interest in believing
suitably

Less than fifty words tell
the whole ;—this is the seen. What a pow-

er it has over us!
ful; ‘may be the
Sometimes a part
That casts a pall

;
;
way, however, than not at all. What have said this, have usually said it tvith an
life that it is wild, tumultuous, and a air of triumph, as if they had got unbefrenzy P Thought of the overshadow- lievers fast. Secondly. Some good Chrisunseen has gone out of if. It is the tiang, a few of them ministers, on going

majestic that calms,

Upon the earth we build’;
here aré the products
the sea; and the society

children and other loved ones, painful and
anxious suspense; sickness, wasting disease

What though it involve

own
ails
mad
ing

Bo

the

High
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in to: fill a necessary place. The
-afflictive state shall prove an immense good,
he says, ‘‘while we look not at the things
which are seen, but at the things which are
not seen.” This has been the history of
experience since he wrote. thus, Financial crises have been followed by> revivals;

of sorrows and acquainted with grief,”
besieged as by Albany hack-drivers, to ride: ‘when he came to redeem my soul, and the
to the mountains, see’ the cascades, or as- souls of others ? Then is it not ‘meet that
cend and from the summit get a view ot his followers should be made partakers of
the whole island and the sea on both sides,
his sufferings as well as .of ‘his glory ?* Is
looking down on the town and the shipping there aught that we can do or suffer, which
in the harbor,
is a sacrifice too great, to spread 4he savor
But we contented ourselves with a visit to of his name and win souls to Christ? Oh
some

Upon

}

Homeward.
BY
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pass; others may

—

.

As here I sit

in sweet repose

As doubting, lingering by the way,
I murmured at my lot,
And to my feet the cruel sands

This

to ask

And

As he enjoyed

ey

ends in rest

From every foe and danger kept,
Jehovah still my guide,
Impanoplied in cloud of tire,
Or walking by my side;
Ah, how I glory in His grace,
His love 80 sweetly charms,
And prelibates eternal bliss
+ "Neath Elim’s heavenly palms!

:

ed,

Has made my hopes secure.

Let storms howl on, and lightnings flash,
Amid all deatl’s alarms,
I antedate eternal rest,
.

Neath Elim’s shady palms.
— Rev. Sydney Dyer.

of Flensburg.
of peace, a
quartered

at

ing for bread.

ag
of these soldiers on a keen autumn
night ‘was sent with a dispatch, as an orderly, several miles across the country. As
he returned, he passed, about midnight, a
bleaching-mill, and perceived a quantity
of linen placed upon a hedge to bleach, but
. which the owner had forgotten to take in
at nightfall.
" He rode very slowly. The air was ve
still; no sound was
heard save the woodland stream shimmering in the moonlight,
and the measured tread of the horse's feet,
tempted.

He

said

to

himself,

fleshly lusts,

excitement; the
|

struggle

ligion

an excuse

on me, help me Is my extremity and control me.
For the sake of Jesus Christ, thy
beloved Son, have mercy upon me, & mis-

erable, tempted sinner, and save me.

Be

always

door to gratify

intends to. go

* just

our

beart, or else it becomes an

school,

because

he

must, and

in

the

weather,

or

his

health,

and if none avail him, he goes reluctantly
to keep up appearances. Money-giving to
the Lord's treasury becomes a tax,and he
submits to it with secret protest. It is not
a free gift, but an assessment, like the tax
on his house, or his income; he pays it
grudgingly. As soon us the service of
esus Christ ceases to be a cheerful,

volun-

Foy labor of love, backsliding has begun.
It is a mere question of time as to when he
shall become an open deserter. His heart
is outside of the door, and soon he goes
with it.
This paragraph will probably
reach hundreds of church members whe
have been stealing
away from their duties
during the po just elo
Perhaps some
of them will
lay down this paper and say

sadly, ‘* This means me, . Oh, that I were

as in months past!” “The “ilan or woman’
who honestly feels thus, I have some hope
for. Where there is conscience enough left
to feel ‘‘pricked” and penitent on account of
guilty wanderings. from Christ, there is a
possibility of recovery. And this is a good
time to begin a new life. Upon every back-.
slider’s ear the bell that strikes the
incoming of a new year, ought to sound -as a

at its

angels were with
and.
“look
do

in

the Sabbath

most solemn warning
from heaven. Multitudes of church members are living on
the mere 'meraory of an out-worn experience, or on a faint hope that they were con-

verted long years ago.

They are really out

of Christ's fold.—Evangelist,

revealed

ness of God. : The

declension to*

not because be wants to. If the churchbell rings him, to the sanctuary, he hunts

e took off his hat, and knelt down with
his forehead bared'to heaven, and gazed
upward fora- moment on the calm moon
and golden clusters of stars. The sublimities of the celestial scenery, like a vison,

him, and his triumph was
“0 Lord,” he prayed,

of professing Chris-

up-hill dradgery or sheer hypocrisy. Here
lies the secret cause of many a church
member's desertion. He has no heart for
his religious duties.
They are a downright penance. He goes to his closet or to

mounted his

was

of words with you.”

‘* What is it P? asked the miller, opening
the door.
I'was riding by, I perceived that ,you **hadas
forgotten to take in your linen, which was
left on the hedge to bleach. This is no
business of mine, but. I will conceal nothing from you. Iam a very poor soldier;
and have a wife and five ‘small children,

who are

miserable

nearly naked
condition

and

induced

starving.
me

to

My

stop

when I saw the linen,, and I was strongly

. tempted to approach it toe nearly.
times dismounted I my horse under

fluence of temptaticn,”

Iwas

Three
the in-

assaulted on
[]

out, but another light shall come in.
That
other light shall
of a different kind,
come from a different source, subserve

ferent

pu

8, but

it shall be, and

when

it comes it shall be sweeter and more lasting than any light that ever gladdened our
eyes. ' The grace of God, in his gospel

comes here, a light

shining

both

ways—it

sheds the
light of forgiveness over all the
ast, of healing and of hope over. all the
future, Christ's mediatorial work, putting
his'almightiness in place

of our

weakness,

his perfect merit in place of our unworthiness, supplies every want, and leaves noth-

ing to be desired.
50 utterly

y

is sin done away with by the

love of Christ in dying for us, that as an

enemy

to condemn, a powerto enthrall, it

exists no more.
The curse is
rémoved;
the blessing of God, of which it is a trophy,

remains.

‘The wounds of sin are healed by

the same touch that restored Malchus, and
now ey are honorable scars, like the stig-

mata

which

which

the apostle

he

would

bore in his body,

not

lose—proofs

of

love of Jesus to us, and of our love to

losses

as

afflictions;

of Christ

well.

To

‘they

applies to

him, net

become

in

heavy

10,000 Copies Sold in 10 Weeks!

That the remittances and

promptly take pains to show these. offers
to their friends, may be safely assumed,
Can You Plod?
But we shall seek to fill all orders with
Sir Christopher Wren, by whose master despateh.
skill St. Paul's of London was erected, de-

sired to secure a skillful craftsman to com-

jiste his Jesigua as the work progressed.
is question to every applicant was, “Can

ou plod?”

Greatest Suceess Ever Known !
OF

And

thou indeed guide
sera
- answered,
ph

me
yonder?’
But the
‘‘ This tree has over-

shadowed thee, and thy body has rested on
this hill. But, betiold, Adam ! within thee
dwells a seraph who is able to rise to these
glorious worlds, and who, the higher he
soarcth, bendeth the knee in deeper humility before Jehovah. Son of earth! prize
and
guard this seraph that worldly lusts
paralyze not his flight, to chain him "to the
earth.” The seraph spake thus, and disappeared...

The evening will surely come.
No
morning ever broke so fair that it did not
decline into evening shades. No life was
ever given
so dear that it was not taken
away. No family circle was ever formed

as

his

works

disclose him, had the sun al-

lian

at

Work,—one

of the

most vital and

practical monthly religious sheets

This favorite New Bug
gamed a reputation which
places it in the front rank
of curative agents, though it has been in the market
but little over two years. It is recommended by the
best physicians, and does all that 1s claimed for it.

i

ed,—for one year, and two very choice and

At
gharegular prices,
I once visited an agricultural museum. | lo in Mischief.”
In it-were stored all kinds of the most ap- what we thus offer for "$3.60 would cost
proved implements used by the farmer ; al- about $12.00; or,
so specimens of the productions of different
4. New subscribers, sending $3.00, will
lands,—including seeds, fruits and plants.
Among other curious things, I was par- receive a copy of the Star for one year, and
ticularly struck with a section of a palm
tree, around whieh was twined part of a a new and especially beautiful Chromo, 13
wild fig-tree. On this specimen was found by 16 inches, entitled *¢ Little Students,
written the following description :—
or, Home Sunshine.” This Chromo, which
“The seed of the fig-tree is said to be
sown by the birds,in the clefts of other trees, has just been, designed and executed at a
and the root is never seen to proceed ‘from heavy expense, will be sent mounted
and
the ground, but from the middle of the
It opens to us the
tree it grows upon, which it clasps closer ready for framing.
and closer, until it kills every one exceptin
very heart of what is. pure, beautiful and
the palm-tree, which alone can withstan
it, on account of the sap flowing up the suggestive in domestic life, and its merits
heart of the stem, instead of the outside, grow upon one by study. Reb
dL
as in other trees.”
We shall not probably be able to hold
This account brought ‘the words of the
Psalmist to my mind,—*The rightesus out these inducements for more than a limshall flourish like the palm-tree:~ .

,

they shall still bring forth fruit in old age.”

The righteous man 1s one Whey wasting in
Jesus the righteous One, is’ accounted
righteous by God in him, and who, receiving the Holy Spirit, becomes

like him.

He has the ‘sap of

Any present

Try
CHEERFUL VOICES. ............. in von 3D
The new SCH OOL SONG BOOK, by L. 0. EMERSON. We shall sell 100,00¢ in 1673
Sent, post-paid, on receipt of retail price.
O. DITSON & CO., Boston.
C.

n

the fleld. 1. Itis on a vitally important subject :
1t is by America’s most popular writer on health. :
1t is, for the price, the largest andjhandsomest book
ever sold by subscription. A
, the people v:
r for such a book, and wil
you
ring
to

them.

Write for terms, &c.,

free

CEORGE MACLEAN. Publisher

1y17

8 SCHOOL

ST., BOSTON,

MASS,

After the Chicago Fire.
GRAHAM, PERRY & (O.,

REAL

ESTATE AND LOAN AGENTS,

Ofall the money we had placed on loan, we have
not lost a SINGLE DOLLAR, even in those cases
in which the buildings were consumed and the Fire
Insurance companies have failed.
NOW
IS THIN TIME TO

Sending $1.75 additional, he shall be %n-

:

Divine

Sending 50 cts. additional, he shall be entitled to the chromo mentioned in para~

Meekness.
Sa]

1 believe that among the. severest - sufferings of the Man of Sorrows were the hours
whento common observation He seemed
most at ease: not called on for any miraculous interference, any exercise of conscious

wer, or any act of peculiar submission ;
ut Simply standing as one among the multitude, while all around Him breathed a
language that His heart disowned; experiencing the intense solitude of one ‘‘holy,

graph 4. —TAxke Notice.

In each case the

name of otie Hew subscriber must be sent
along with. ‘the renewal. And, this offer
extends ‘only to Apr. 1, 1878. The premiums mentioned in ‘this paragrdph are

offered ’to all these new subscribers as they
are to others.
Should any persons, ordering the Chroliarmless, undefiled, separate from sidners’;”,
alone in the busy
throng that crushed upon mos mentioned in connection with the OhrisHim and pressed
Him. And how meekly
this was borne! He did not therefore ‘“hide tian at Work.wish them mounted and ready
Himself

from

His

own

flesh,”

or

stand

apart as one that had no fellow feeling ;
nay, though there was none to feel with
Him, He felt for all, and the overflowing of
His sympathy ever found for itselfa chan-

nel; to sorrow and suffering Ie was always
ways shone. The coming on of evening is akin ; however earth born their character,
the introduction to the world of a on
however defiled their source, the essence of
which the full light of day hides—the sun sorrow and suffering found a kindred feelwithdraws only to be succeeded by other in g in His pure bosom.
‘He hid not himlights dearer to the soul, and more declar- ‘se if from shame i” there was no retreat
or 0 of the infinite power and goodness. of from the rough and unseemly multitude inGod.
to the secret place of conscious superiority ;
Evening has a beauty of its own, not less in all His pain and
all His solitude
than the day ; and So there is in the passing there was no sense of disgust at His suraway of our mortal years, in the sorrows roundings
; nothing that recoils from that
which quench our joys, and in the death which'His touch might heal;. as His holy
which swallows up our lives, a compenhand came in contact with “the leper from
sation which brings us nearer to God, and whom |His brethren shrank in loathing, so
reveals his glory to us otherwise inconceiv- did His pure spirit touch the sullied spirits
able,
around fim ; entering intorthe subjects that
|

for framing, they will need to send 40 fs.
in addition to the sums specified above
In makiltg payments and ordering the
premiums, care should be taken

to

specify

just what is wanted, and to write the names
and orders plainly, so that there need be no
mistakes,
mails.
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or
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AGENTS and all Men WANTING

THEBESTTRAVELING BUSINESS.
which will furnish a ¢ nance with:
but listle Capital to clear
from $100 to $200 per month. REMEMBER
TUS and do not fail to send for our Circulars niin
ingfull description of the business, before engaging
LOO

K

elsewhere. AGENTS and PEDDLERS willfind it to

TO PASTORS

here, and to place on loan.
OFFICE AT PRESENT,

166 LASALLE

Catalogue of
lished

Wanted !

Wanted immediately, 30 GER LS to work in our
Machine Shop making Coats. Wages, from $6 to $15
per week.
od board near the shop, $2 50. ExpeSided hands preferred. For further particulars
address
E. R. WINGATE
& CO0.,
8t50
STEEP FALLS, MAINE.

A NEW

QUESTION

Price

15

BOOK!

Cents,

BY MARY
LATHAM
CLARK,
Author of the Old, Old, Story and the Wonderful

New

Sunday School Books just

the Freewill

Baptist

Printing

pub

Establish-

These Books are now ready for sale and

livery.
¥

Prize

de-~

Series.

Andy Luttrell,

$150

Shining Hours,

150

Master and Pupil,
May Bell,
»

150
150

Sabrina Hackett,

150

Aunt Mattie,
Tight from the Cross,
Contradictions ; or, High

~

180
150
1560

Life in Edgerton,

Rainy Day

Series.

A Rainy Day at School,
Birthday Present,

a5
15a

New Year,
Fireside Angel,

Rainy Day at Home,

5
5

’

a5.

Mrs. Child’s Series.
The Christ-Chld,
Good Little Mitty,
Making Something,
Jamie and Jeannie,

Boy’s Heaven,

'

Bright

&
t
*
£

J50
15
I5To

I

.

Day

5

Series.

Bright Days,
Sunny Skies,
Pompeii and Herculaneum,
Archibald Hamilton,
Starlight

125
125
125
125
Series.

Starlight Stories,
Brother and Sister,
.

Miscellaneous.

Strawberry Hill,
Overcoming,
Perfect Man,
Willie Maitland,
Who is my Neighbor ?
Triumph over
Midian,
When we were Young,
Sybil’s Way,
Rescued from Egypt,
Claudia,

Child Life,

Any of which will be sent by mail, free of ;postageon receipt of the price.

Parties designing to get new Sabbath School Li<braries, or to replenish old ones, can send us their
orders which will be immediately filled with our own
publications,or will be filled with the books of other
publishers, and will be furnished to Sabbath schools
in Libraries,at wholesale prices.

Doerv, N. MH.

Rev. John J.

Butler,

D.

D.,is

now

ready for delivery to our customers.
Fifteen hundred copies of this the
first volume, have already ‘been
gold.
This number is nearly half of all that
have been printed. This simple an~
nouncement is sufficient to show that
others think the work a good one and
that they appreciate it. At this rate of
sale this whole Edition will soon be on:
our hands.
Price: $2,00.
Postage,
extra, 24 cents. Special terms given
toagents who sell 100 or more. Ox:
ders are solicited.
BE
;

Works of Jesus, and intended’ to be used after them.

New

All orders promptly filled by

D. LOTHROP

by

~t.ment.

Now Ready.
The Commentary onthe Gospels by-

CHICA © o

Girls

CHURCHES:

TO

Superintendents of 8. Ss.

|’

.

Street,

45tf

OF
AND

L. R. BURLINGAME,

& CO.,

Question

Book,

i
BY
MARY LATHAM CLARK,
38 and 40 Cornhill, BOSTON, MASS.
Isnowicomplete and reads for custom‘ers. It is adapted to classes that have
oT
HOW
just completed “The Story of Jesus.”
To Speculate Succ
This book received the prize offered
RANDAL H, FOOTE & 00.,
Bankers and Brokess, 70 Broadway, N. Y.
not long since by the Printing EstabPublishers of Religious and Sunday School Books.

titled to the Home Magazine for one year,
~ Have you sap in the heart? Is the life of ind a copy of the large engraving, as
God in your soul? With these questions | specified
in paragraph marked 2.—Sending
before you, take your. Bibles and read, 1
John 5: 10-12; John 8: 14-17; John 5: 24; $1.10 additional, he shall be entitled to
and you will learn what sap is, and how the Christian at Work
for one ‘year, and | Memberdf
you may get it.—Rév. John Cox.
]
|
the two chromos specified in paragraph 3,— ing'Associati
embrace.

~

INVEST

PRECIOUS WORDS!

own ‘subscription for anether year before
Apr. 1, and sending the name of one new
subscriber wih the money, shall be entitled to any one of the smaller engravings
mentioned in the paragraph marked 1,—

HL. DITSON

Early Choice,

it is by odds the most taking and saleable book

Ss

renewing his

gilt.

all Book and Music Dealers.
st
uss’s Dance Music for Violin and:

Anecdotes of Animals,
Bloomfield,
Glencoe Parsonage.

OUR
DIGESTION;
MY JOLLY FRIEND'S SECRET

promptly.

subscriber,

Sold by
Ready,

Try
BSBPARKLING RUBIES................
and pronounce it the
best and brightest of SABBATH
KS!
SCHOOL SONG

"DAO LEWIS’ last an

or,

meen.

grace in his

es.

Price; $2 50 in board covers; $8 in cloth; $4 in

lx:

QUIK

ited period. * Hence the need of sending the The Latest and Best for Young
People!

orders and the money

in a measure

heart ; and of such it is
said, ‘“The righteous
is more excellent than his neighbor.’
Many trees which are neighbors to the
palm are Killed by the clinging fig-tree, because they have not the sap ir the middle
of the stem ; so those who are only neighbors to . the righteous will be killed
by the
clinging world, which ltke a serpent coils
round and round them, till they die in its

AGENTS!

(there is a rush for it)on
greatest work.

publish-

exquisite Chromos, each about 12 inches
square, entitled ‘Good Morning,” and “‘Car-

Sap in the Heart.

RA

|

receive the Star for one year, The Chris-

and

their interest to do so, and will be honestly dealt with
Address at once for terms
D. I;
GUERNSEY
Publisher and Bookseller, CONCORD,
N..H. 12m6

The Richest
Premiums Yet!
er

$5.00 ;—making a total of $10.00. We will
furnish the whole for $4.25; or,
8. New subscribers, sending $3.60, will

One Heart, Snessul,
Lob der Frauen
azurka,
y Orpheus,
le.

20 other Polkas, Mazurkas

Po

Wesleyan.

The regular price of the Star is $2.50; of
the’ Magazine, $2.50; of the Eugraving,

Mazurka,

blisher;.
urgersinn,
ienna Woods,
German
Hearts,
Love ® Ploasare,
Life Let us Cher~
ish Waltzes,
Waltzes
Track Galop,

indispensable to all lovers of Stranss’s dance music.”
—Hvening Mail,

ters teach of zeal and perseverance, of
faith and firmness, until the race is run

the

Academie,
1,001 Nights,
Royal
ge,
Illustration,
Artist’s Life,
Wine, Women
and Song,
other of his Best
Clear the

“ Embellished witha fine portrait of Stranss, and’
1 filling 250 lar,
music pages—it is a musical gem—

of such workmen as these, Wren’s work
was accomplished, and still looks fresh, |.
though
it has stood the suns and storms of
nearly one hundred and fifty years.
Direct, eugright and relentless labor is
demanded of
thé Christian Church to-day.
‘Can you plod? ” should be asked of every
candidate for official position in the Church.
Not, can you run, and fly rapidly, for a little while ; but, can you
keep steadily forward as the years roll on? It is not the
VANCE SHEET AND PRioR List Yom 1873" sent free.
sudden flash of a fire of shavings in a
————————————— RR
AN
sheet-iron stove that
ves steadiness to the | Address
1 BROTHER,
temperature of mansion and cottage, but
the
variable qualities of burning anthracite. So constancy is-one of the most
important elements of the Christian labor
and life. On not one of the pages of the
Inspired Word are we impressed with a
spirit of ease. Both its words and charac-

our

CO's

Now contains:

Telegraph,
Congortien,
Manhattan,
Now Vienna,
lue Danube,
i | Marriage Bells,
Wiener Fresk¢n,
And 30
Pizzicato Polka,
Fata Morgana,

of Ju

&

Gems of Strauss

Belle

suit, andcontinue it to the final accomplishment without hating? It means,constant
and unremitting toil. By the securement

and the course finished.—Am.

DITSOIN

Trash Tratsch,

That is, can you take up ‘a

fine of investigation, or a pathway

vain are

with

them suffices.

their common

glory they work out for us. Just as when
we loselite for Christ's sake, we find it
again, so what we lose on earth we regain
in heaven.
:

At Evening-Time, Light.

thon my guardian in life, my helper, and
port on forever,”
: my
so peaceful and holy, but that it was brok1 prayer was heard. No soul ever en and passed away. Bat it shall come
perished praying. ‘The tempter fled, and: to pass, that at evening-time it.shall be
the good angels were glad.
ith a joyous light.
and free Spirit he mounted his horse, init may be said that this is an ordination
wardly
praising God, who had helped him of nature. God has made lesser lights to
out of
this temptation, which would have rule the night. Evening reveals to the
brought a curse and destruction upon him. eyes of men the far-off and beautiful light
As he came to the courtyard of the mill- of stars, ang the moon, pale empress of the
er, he stopped and knocked at the door.
night, They are the lesser lights in that
The miller opened the window and call- they are less effulgent than the sun, but
ed out,
they are not lesser lights as revealersof the
;
‘* Who is here I”
breadth and majesty and beauty of the crea“ An orderly from Flensburg. I want a tion. Man bad never known his Creator
couple

** My dear miller,” said the soldier

of Christ, there is no peradventure about
the future. He knows it will not be dark
to him. The light of other days may go

But the grace

this once” and then return again.
But
a person rarely commits one deliberate
sin, and stops with that single transgression.
Bat back of all outward backsliding lies
the decay of religion in the heart. Our
heart must be in our religion, and our re-

horse. He rode on, but presently drew
the rein and looked back.
The JomBtep now approached him on
another side. ‘‘ I'am in misery,” said the
soldier, “and here is the opportunity to
alleviate it. Is it not my duty to do c0? 1
would not steal for the mere purpose of
gain. God knows that [ am not at heart
a thief. Who can say that Providence has
not placed this means of help in my way ?”
He looked
n and saw the linen still
unwatched lying in the moonlight. He
a
dismounted
and climbed the hedge.
e put forth his hand, but the good angels
had followed him, and the inward monitor
Sin assetted its power. It seemed to say,
o"
art thou Joing P Itis asin.”
. Then he beheld his poor children again,
whom the previous winter he had been unable to protect from the famine and frost.
"As a father),
he reflected that he should care
for his chilfiren.
:
He was\now in the most painful state

ot

The number

backslider who slips out the

in him seemed to say, *“ It is sin; till now
thou hast never stolen; trust in God and
do right, and thou shalt not starve.”
He left the hedge, and quickly mounted
his horse, but soon looked round again ;
the temptation came upon him with greater power; the sorrow-of his home and his
hungry children rose before his mind. He
again dismourited and again stood before the
hedge. All was silent save the crisp leaves
dropping
in the shadows, and the music
of the stream -silvered by the moon.
He
was about to put his hand to take the linen,
when his conscience again awoke. The
conflict was a hard one, but the persuasive
voice within again triumphed, and without
again

comes, everything that looks toward and
has the
power of death,
;
To the believer, resting upon the gospel

Jesus.

sensual temptations is larger than is supposed. When a young man begin
to s
desert from his post “of duty, I suspect that
the dance, or the drinking-cup, or secret
licentiousness is at the bottom of it. The
besetting - sin soon becomes an over-match
for him ; and if he does not quit his sinning
he will very soon quit his Jraying. The

But when he came to a hedge, a voice with-

linen, he

As thereis no

death to the believer, so there is no coming
on of the night of death, but at eveningtime it shall be i li 3 ih Wheolute;
the highest possible
triumph of
the gospe
of Christ. Overcoming death, Christ over-

the

Door.

tians who owe their spiritual

He stopped his horse and dismouuted.

the

power of the grave.

and

In revival seasons this door is throng-

aware.

“Could it really be any harm to take out
of this rea quantity of linen a single piece
to sell for my poor children? The owner
would scarcely feel the Joss of it, and it
would be a great help to me in my poverty; the injustice could not be very great.”

touching

Resurrection and the Life,
whe himsélf entered the domuins of death and saw no corruption, delivers his people likewise trom

the

using

occupations and concerns as the medium of
His instruction, In His human chayacter| orders should come in'promptly and abunwe read the distinction between dignity dantly, is what may be expected as a matand pride, between refinement and fustidi- ter of ‘cowse.
That our readers will
ousness,

C. C. TOPLIFF, M. D., Proprietor.

Flensburg, in Schleswig.
Sole of them
had married, of whom a majority had large
families and were very poor. Poverty is
hard to bear when a man sees his little
ones in rags, shivering from the cold, and

was

him to

interested them, and

We have offered rich premiums before
ed with in-comers.
Some come hastily,and
It cures COUGHS, COLDS, CROUP,
now to-our subscribers, and they have been
without good evidence of conversion. And
BROTCHI
TIS, ASTHMA, SPITTING OF
these are the ones commonly who disappear
varied and valuable as well as attractive.
BLOOD, CONSUMPTION, AND ALL DISDeath itself is swallowed up in victory!
soonest through the postern door.. 'For our:|
churches have a rear doar also.
People do For evermore Jesus is saying to mourners At the end of no little thought, inquiry and EASES OF THE THROAT AND LUNGS,
not go out through it in crowds; they slip going to the grave to weep there, “‘I am planning, we have decided to offer a new
It is pleasant to take and warranted to cure.
e Resurrection and the Lite. He that beout stealthily one by one. I never knew of
Send for circulars with testimonials.
list,
which
we
are
sure
must
be
set
down
a ‘concerted backsliding from Jesus Christ. lieveth in/ me, though he were dead, yet
Sold by all Druggists.
Persons often urge the unconverted to re- shal} he live ; and whosoever liveth and be- as both generous and choice. Lookdt what
pent and. come to Christ; but no one ever lieveth in me shall never die.”—Christian follows :
Weekly.
urges his fellow-member to steal out of the
‘1. New subscribers, sending $2.50, will
FISHERVILLE, N. H.
6m41
back door, and become a backslider.
The.
very proposal would shock and .alarm.
receive
the
Star for one year, and a copy | ‘A GREAT OFFER.— HORACE WATERS
Seraph Within Man.
People backstide without urging—and often
148 Broadway, New York,will dispose
of ONE HUNDRED
of any one of the fine, good-sized steel En- PIANOS,
—.to——
MELODEONS and
ORGANS of six first-class
before they are fairly aware of it themmakers, including Waterss, at Extremely how Prices for
selves.
Krummach
er
gives the legend of Adam gravings which they may select from the cash, or will take part cash, and balance in small mont] ly
:
installments. New 7 octave first-class PIANOS,all modOne professor begins to neglect secret reposing under a tree, looking up into
ern improvements,
cash. Now ready anew kind
prayer. If he keeps
up the form he loses heaven, and longing for wings that he following list: ‘ The Heavens declare the of PARLOR ORGA N,for the$275most
beautiful style and perfect
tone ever made,
Illustrated Catalogues mailed. Sheet
the spirit of devotion. Presently he drops might soar to the stars. Then a seraph Glory of God,” and ‘ Fairy Stories; or,
Musie, Instruction Books, and Sunday - school Music
off fom the prayer meeting. A slight ex- touched him, and a deep sléep fell upon
‘Books
ly22
2. New subscribers, sending $1.25, will
cuse suffices to quiet his conscience. * The him, and he dreamed; and it seemed to
meetings are growing dull,” he whispers him he flew up to heaven. But, when he receive the Star for one year, Arthur's very
5 t
20 rer day! Arents wanted! All classes of working peoto himself.
“A
0
ple, of either sex, young or old, make more money at
sociable, a concert, a awoke,he found he was still reclining unwork for us in their spare moments or all the time than at anything
excellent Home Magazine for one year,and
sleighing-party;” the opera, or a'most any- der the tree.
else, Purticulars free. AddressG, Stinso
& Co. Portland,
n
Maine.
thing that promises a lively evening, ‘draws
.
Then he said to the seraph, * Behold ! a large, new and very beautiful steel En1y4l
him away. He drops Gtjetly out of the I flew up to the vault of the sky. Radiant
The
fe you will
H
back door, and gets fairly over into the worlds like the sun rushed past me, and graving, just executed, entitled,
ranks of the pleasure-seekers before he is still worlds on worlds were beyond.
Didst Three Graces,” or, Faith, Hope, and Charity.
Hof territo
"

Since He who spread bright Elim’s shade

He

angbls followed

There are two doors to our churches.
“| At the front door new members are receiy-

here at each refrove,

was

The good

C—O

these waters pare,

‘of soldiers

take

and the tears rolled down

: Out fgfithe Back

And reared thy sheltering palms.

" detachment

touched,

cisive,

leaves are ever green,

ata time

left out to

the end.— Youth's Companion.

yb
y cooling charms;
Eternal love scooped out thy wells,

years ago,

were

a remembrance,

he said, as he stood beneath the moon and
stars. *‘So wilt thou keep me always."
He rode away a happy man.
It was the
battle of his life, an
e victory was de-

O blessed Elim; palmy rest!
I hail thy welcome shade ;
And guafl thy life-reviving cup,
And ult my fears are stayed.

Some

which

it. as

** Thou, O Lord, hast saved me to-night,”

Beneath the shady palms.

Soldier

helped

his sunburnt cheeks. He could: not speak,
but he took the piece of linen, receiving it
as a gift from the Lord.

No driving
storm, nor burning heat,
No Jurkh
danger harms,

Poor

hitherto

this is the largest and best

Take

deeply

Elim’s wells I quench my thirst,

drink

hast

it in honor, because you sought help from
the Lord in prayer, and s
astly resisted
sin, If you are ever in great distress again,
do not fail to come and see me.”
The heart of the bearded veteran was

Its palms protéct my head.

Reposing

the good fare he suid to him-

God, thou

iece of all those

feet, confiding, tread,

spreading

you good-night.”

good soldier,

‘While in the Lords appointed way

Thy

linen.

As he’ was about to depart, dhe miller
brought out a piece of linen and said, *¢ My

When loathing Marah®s bitter stream,
e made its waters sweet ;
I cried for bread, and from the heavens
He gave me angels’ meat.
‘When burdens crushed me to the earth,
He-took them in His arms;
I sighed for rest; this princely couch
.
e spread beneath
the palms,

Journey

i Sou

me. Thou helpest me now. again, and
thou wilt help me to the end.”

Suppo
arms,
:
And bade me ara
soul
Beneath these
ng palms.

And every

you to take

self, “0

Came pressing, burning hot;
He lod tie som y, safely on,

At

after me, and be

“My BE , soldier,” said the miller,
‘“come in and take a little refreshment.
The air ig cold to-night.”
;
:
The offer was a most acceptable one to
the soldier,
for he was hungry and thirsty.
A bountiful supper was placed before him.

uum

Neath Elim’s towering palms.

‘My

come

similarly tempted, and perhaps fall.
‘now I wish

J

Upheave the mountain’s form ;
But storm and shock have ceased to rage,

divinest charms,

and

would be a bad thing; therefore I am come

Pve seen the tharies hlicels of God
:
st and in storm
An felt the earthquake’s mighty throes
And peace

sub-

HY

—

heaven

La

Elim.
$57

as if [ must

I looked up to

prayed to the Almighty. He heard me, and
‘| gave me power to resist, Friend miller,
this it a‘high toad, along which others may

Li

hy

and it seemed

Theh

edad

mit.

sEkBRsERsREEES

Selections.

all sides,

The gospel of the grace of God makes
the evening-time light, He who is the

Stock Exthange and Gold Board.
}
Jo Mechanics Bankon, or any Banking House or Commer
cial Agency in New York.
N. B.—Pamphlet on “Wall Street and its Operations,” free on application
1y19
‘

“Economy

:

mn

»

is Wealth,”"—Franklin,

HY will people pay
MACHINE when

$5" or more for a SEWING
$22 will buy one that has a

standard yeputation, is double thread, complete with

Table, constructed upon entirely new and practical
Pemoiplee; runs by
friction, and excels all others?
hese celebrated Machines are intended for poor
people who want to save time, labor and money.
A" AGENTS WANTED. Machines gent to Agents and
n away to needy families. For Circulars and reuced prices, address Franklin and Diamond S. M.
Co,, Box 897, Boston, Mass. *
44

More

New

Books

Yor the Sabbath School.
.
:
Short-Comiff¥ and “Long-Goings,
Lute Falconer

Price.
$1.25
1.50

NEW BOOKS, CHRISTMAS, 1870.

The Judge’s Son,
¢
Hester’s
Happy Summer,
One Year of my Life,
Building Stones

’

Hours of Christian

Devotion, Tholuck,

Ruthie Shaw ; or,

The‘Good Gir),

to pas~

time and they will be filled immediate~
ly.

Price 15 cents;

4 cents.

Postage

(extra),

:

,

Life of Wm. Burr.
A new edition of the Life of Wm. Burr is now ont
of press.

The

price has been reduced from

$1.00

to.

7b cents, and will be sent postage paid on receipt ef
that sum.

This little volume ehould be in every Freewill Bap «
tist home, and would not fall to have a good influence
apon the readers of our Sabbath School Librares,
A liberal discount to the trade and to canvassers.
Send your orders to the STAR OFFICE, Dover, N, Hi

TREATISE.
The New Treatise,

just revised

of the General Conference, can

by order:

now

be had

on application, for 25 cents for each copy.
Postage (extra) 4 cgpts for single one, or
4 cents each for two or more copies.
Orders are solicited
yi

Alice Benson's Trials,
“The Quiet Hour. , Dr, Lincoln,
Child Life in Many Lands,

Nattie Nesmith; or, The Bad Girl,
Blue-eyed Jimmy ; or, The Good Boy,
Johnny Jones, or, The Bad Boy,
LR.
BURLINAMGE, Dover,

lishment, and is recommended

tors, superintendents and teachers as
being in every way worthy of theie
patronage. Orders may be sent at any

CHRISTIAN

BAPTISM.

This little book has been revised by the author, has
N. H(

JobBUSINESS
WorkCARDS,
ues.
«Bill
Heads
&e.,

We need say nothing in the way of commending these offers. The statement of done in the best manner, at this Office.

been

clothed in an entirely new dress, and

presents.

a very comely appearance. It should be in every
Baptist family. Let every pastor and church-memy
ber have a copy

of this

newly

revised

and

usefgy

book. Price, in cloth, only 25 cts.; in paper covers
15 ots. Postage extra; om the former, 4 cts.; on the:
2 cents latter
[}

vf/

THE

44
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The Bo
__e

Some

5, 1873.

F EBRUARY

WEDNESDAY,

BE

Church Usages that Plague.

far.

(4

ci

should

be

ad-

They have
ask attention to them.
We
an interest for all eur present subseribers.
N.

Our

B.

and

ministers

to make

such

discussing

infant

bap-

The num-

no

faith

in

or

sympathy

with

whole

it,

perhaps
believe
genuine
handful

after

them.

How

much

lina, against

worse

than

the

whom so great
Committee

corraption
report

is

against

giving either of them a seat: And then
here is the Credit Mobilier investigation,
which threatens to stain the hitherto fairest

records.
as,

to tvansmit their-faith to any suc-

Men

models

whom

we have regarded

of stutesmanship

and

ground,” after it has been well’ chosen, than

official

itis to choose it at first.

cessors.
The gradual falling of the rite honesty, suddenly find their names coupled
into disuse and disrepute naturally enough with those 'who have no honor to lose,
This is bad enough, Bat it might be
wakens
who Nou save
s
‘it, to put
People be-

when’ good men fall, and many such have
seemed to fall'of late. (On the. street cor

:

‘We know a good

crowds gathér and ‘sheer ‘at the ‘goodness

ask for the ‘weaning, and the moral and
spiritual utility, of the rité. They ask,—

that is no better than

these

“Better

and

Are such Baptized (Sprivkled) children re-

be a villain.

The

a

Great. Work,
Ea

is

be properly looked upon

incom-

plete until it has clothed itself in law; ‘and
that laws, no matter how

stringent in

as a member of

one is to be adopted as a rule

the church,—a church too, let it be remem|.
bered, that claims as proper members only

their

provisions or how carefully and skillfully
drawn, are of little seryice so long as there
is only a feeble and timid public sentiment
behind them. They see the need of - enlisting every class of workers,—of calling into
fresh service the high motives urged by the
pulpit and the religious press, the physiolo-

prove. a-negative, instead

them,
Bnt in every-day life, we doubt if the
temptations to neglect the second clause of

ahead.” It states the conditions of the best
success, and points to a path= that rarely
needs to end in failure. It has been the
motto, whether expressed ip those words ox

not, of nearly every man who ‘has lived a
the quesiion. were. for¢ible and pertigent,— true life.
Their acts may not always
*“ Who can prove that such special grade is have escaped questioning, but it is'rare that
not given Ag thovweh we were bound to “inyestigations” have been able to disgrace
of waiting for

the testimony which “they are called onto
bring forward in support of a usage which
they ‘urge ofr our acceptance.

| the maxim.ate not greater than they are

‘When one leaves Scripture and resorts to

neglect the first.

to

Many a man may be de-

tradition’ and inference, there is always per-

cently ‘sure of his cotirse, who hasn't the
plexity. They who dre fise above ‘what courage to pursueit when his AGES arg ques:
is written «often find their guiding star to tioned; . The soldier ‘must ‘not onlf plant
be a meteor, and not a fixed point of light. his batteries ;. he must staud by and work
Infant: Ghptismand-closé pommurion send \ them. Great-heart, must not tyru,; aside
to “0s ‘about egdilly stfiking examples of when the giant and the lions , oppose him,
the
~gxfra-scriptural,—not to say ‘the anti- and Luther must go to Worms in spite of
al,—usages that, plague. instead ef, all ‘the devils that may be there.”
We were thinking that 1this -might’ have

speak of reasons less creditable,—will scout

the theory of total abstinence,” and declare
the intoxicating beverage, used in moderation, a'good creature of God. Legislators
will not be wanting who Jet private interest

|.

oion

The

Con

Last

week, the

Waily

‘of Rascality.
papers . were

d been a.safe rule for the Credit Mohiliers to
Take the case of Judge Bingham,
| adopt.
for example.
He was arraigned with an

stats

ing that a respectable gentleman was missing from a neighboring / village.: He had
long held the position of Cashier of one of
the leading Banks in the place, and of the
outweigh the public good, and so-allow law
Ravings
Bank copnected with it. 80 highto be nsed as a shield to the business which
ly was be esteemed by the community,
preys on the public virtue and tends to.
that there was no Suspicion of ‘any wrong
throw society into chaos.
on his: part, and there ‘were’: daily: para‘Temperance workers know all this. They
graphs in, the papers expressing solicitude
know it, not merely as a theory or an inferover his absence and the conviction ‘that
ence, but as a fact, ap experience, a part of
he must have been foully dealt with,
fhe actual life around them. But instead of
But if'was thought best to’ examine his
being “daunted or discouraged by ‘these’
Bank accounts. It was done. Ina few
things, they only find in'them a fresh reason
hows he was found ‘to be'a heavy defiultfor joining their forces, laying out fresh
; policemen were engaged to work up

plans, calling into play ‘every agéucy which || the ease
has proved itself effective in the past and
the m
promi&és to be efficient ih the fafuré,
public
and entering upon a new campaign in the’
shock.
spirit in, which Grant undertook the work of’

I

(ye and’ ichildten went] to
me in-'disgrace’;-and the

conseiénce ‘had sustaiitied a sad
* What + makes the ' case ‘still more

awful show of authority before the

Investi-

gating Committee.’ “Judge Bingham, have
you owned gtoek in the Credit - Mobiiier
«Yes, replies the Juilge, “and

it is nobody's

business but my own. It is legitimate prop+
erty ; my legislative racord is clean, so far

as any influence of the Credit Mobilier is
concerned, and T shall take “another
shares if 1 choose.” The Committee
ed him to’ step aside.
Now, it doesn’t appear that any: of
Congressmen, who are charged with

Curent

voting thereby.

Pitterson

and Kelly and

The

They know that there

ing fight with falsehood and wrong, that

| probably wind up its affairs. ,

:

they have no idea of ending the wirtars fill
"Fike ahothier cuse,—that of the Cashier
the days of ‘their ‘active service 46 ‘over.
of a village batik in Maine. “ He hud held
They will gry to féctify and consecrate statthe office for many years, and for nearly
utes, both Jocal and general ; they will seek | twenty years had been the honored deacon

to arm the private and the pablie conscience

or

against both

£

selling and drinking; they, was, also College treasurer.
« will endeavor to veforki adverse Sodfal cus- him “intimately. He ‘had an
toms ; they will be content ‘with ‘Héthing |

y

x

that Union Pacific R.

should not be sold at less

than

——UNDER

of

the

;

case?

par. . This

thosé ‘who might ‘invest. It
difficult to secure, favordble
build the road. At this point
and a few others contracted to
tain portion of the road for .a

‘also made it
"contracts tb
Oakes Ames
build -a cers:
certain. sum,
Mobilier contract, It

est:coneern.” We: do ‘not know of a 6iti-’ be Hore much cheaper thin ‘wis’ supposed.
i wan. or student but would fave trusted him
In tHis spirit and with these aims the, with his Jast ‘dollar. To-day he 18 serv- Herice ‘there’ were large ‘profits ‘accruing.
But the, contractors wanted monéy: to push
temperance men and women of the country
ing a term inthe State prison for defraud their work. Hence they sold contractors’
are girding {| emselves for toil. In_Maine

~

who hold
this Jie the ehief hope and the germs of all think of preferring charges;
efficient and active measures. Now Hamp- high positions of trust ; who are charitashire is following the example; as are not a bletoward every effort ‘made in humanity’s

behalf? who have

‘few other states. It isa welcome. manifestation, an atspicious sign, a prophetic
movement.

We trust that it may

“fhe bappiést of homes

and deem to be living the truest of lives,
are. constantly falling in just , this way.

go on,

and that every one of our readers may add’ No bonds seem to be strong enough to
sotnething real ‘to its fore and help’ to in- hold them to an honorable course,” False
crease and hasten its trivmphs. For (his is to all relations and trusts, they try to ‘walk
in two ways at once, only 6 find in the end

a case where no good man or woman can
afford to be Tubal : Sitofde if Be ‘inter-

that the tracks they were trying t4 ‘conceal

pretyd to mean conniviince at the evil, and ineyitaply lead to, ruin and, disgrace,

connivance is crime,
LE

Bb

-

AE

Run over in mind
qrrIE AT

LB
Ly

the

Hodges

and the

Just

now ‘a shadow

and Christian reputation.

One of th most

recent and uncomfortable examples is found
in the case of William El Dodge, Esq., the
eminent merchant of New York, of the

firm of Phelps, Dodge & Co.

Tt seems that

this firm, whose importations of duty-paying goods are very large, is shown to have
been defrauding the Government
for years,
by presenting to the Custom House officers
false invoices of ‘goods, so that the duties

actually paid were very much

less than the

Government

receive.

was

entitled

to

discharged and angry employs

took

A

pains

to report the facts, and have the true invoic-

es, which had been preserved, brought for{ ward and compared with those which had
been presented to the Custom House officers.

shares on such terms that the purchasers
could realize good profits, They found,
purchasers among Confinances meeded improv-

ing, and who professed to regard the transac:

the dinner is not thus” lost and never

If now,

by what an; uninformed public. might: think
than by what the facts themselyes would
warrant, they were painfully forgetful, and
unless future disclosures pat the ‘matter in
a different light, they are unfortunately persistent, in their forgetfulnegs. Who believes
that Colfax or Patterson wotild be knowing’.

£8

rather than to republican governments.

But

there is much to be said on the other side,
and
at present the tendency is toward
stringent measures; and to save us from ignorance and the mischiefs which it breeds.

——A VEry Busy Man.

Is this item, frdm

the Springfield Republican, meant as a bit
of satire on the bustling activity of the day,
which sometimes swings to the opposite
extreme from do-nothingness ?
Springfield has an enthusiastic Christian
who tuttends eleven religious meetings a
week, is bugy at his calling as a mechanic
during

every

working

- day,

and

has

one

-can

of choice is not allowed them, and that théy

serve encouragement and aid from

he—that he is not to be blamed but pitied—

are virtually told what they must find to be

They don’t think

ranging all the, way from the *‘much”
which wealth can bestow to the ‘‘two
nites” which ' generous and ‘self-denying

‘This theory

in thé

hands

of

‘4nd

' Jibyrals; hap 50 fa a had no great SUCCESS,

maf, «xperience during the fifteen. years

the ih
must be Hiv though there | they are here. Then they are expected , to
may hdve been mistakes in ‘the measures. retain their national costume dnd the knowNo, it is‘the other way ; the messures have ledge
of their language; and’ also hold to
ofteti “beet skill
commendable, but theif Chinese citizenship,’ They may study
the system itself is fuadequafe. and wrong. for any pr ofession other than the ministry,
It undertakes to do the ‘work of the. gos: and are not to suspend ! their education to
pel in another way from what the gospel ‘pursue private business” @ithér héré or in
proposes ;' to accomplish

by “human

means

alone ‘what requires the supéruatural pow-

of failure,

abroad.

beeause

they

er of God,” So of course it is a failure...

The scheme of grace, ‘as unfolded in" the

gospel and {n Christian experience, is very
plain and practical.
conviction

faith,

of

sin,

It contemplates, first,
righteousness,

to come;
‘regeneration,

ginning, ahd the

and

a

‘then - repentance,
. ‘This--i8
the be-

foundation.

‘Not. that

it sfops there, Not onlyis the foundation
to be laid, but) a spiritual temple to be
bui!t thereon. Here. abundant
js
opportunity for culture and, improvement.
The
“Liberals” of out day, like ‘thosé of old,
undertake to build Their house without a

Ching.”

These Testrictions haye ‘been’ en-

poverty is alwavs ready. to give. It is
best to send in, the offerings. while. the appeal. is fresh in mind.

ot

[nn fey

Desai News al Nols,
Lg Baptists in Louisiana.
We are infortied
th
that,

+

during the war,

joined by the Pekin Government, to; insure Rev. D, P, Cilley, of N. H., ehaplain.of «
the return of the students to ‘their native New England Regiment, while stopping in
country as highly cultivated youths, but sill New Orleans, preachod often to the colored
Chinamen and pagans. As there are thirty people, ‘and’ with ‘much 'sucedss, They

of these

students

now

here distributed

among Christian families in New England,
it; would be a curious commentaryon

speak of him as a good man, and gratefully

remember him as. one of their friends in
their hour

of trial

and

distress.

He told

boasted hovie influence’ if they should not

them of the Freewill Baptists of the North,

become impressed at all with the truths and
claims, of Christianity.
In this. respect,
however, they would not-be enly pagans

that they were the friéuds of the slave, and

that Some ‘time they would
them.

come and help

‘They believed hit he. said,

The
y has
be n
growing aud spreading until there are set.
——TRYING IT AGAIN, “Tt seems as though eral churches ‘and ‘hundreds of mg
there are more or Jess men in political life scattered throtigh the state. ‘He gave
foundation, ahd on’ the. 8nd, The gospel who can not forgive Gen. 0. 0. Howard, two or three copies of the Treatise, which
method 1s to dig” déép “and’ build on the | because mo stain ean be found on'his official ‘has been their only guide to our: doctrines
Rock of Ages. And having laid a sure character andl tecord, ‘because ‘hie comes and church polity, and it is remarkable that
foundation, we are not to stop with the out from every ordeal vindicated and ex-. they have so correctly followed the usages
rudiments, ‘but ‘26° on

Tamonz
us,
o

‘unto perfection ‘in alted, and. because the people have

a faith

spiritual growth and strength. * “This cult. in him that never’for a moment wavers..
ure and growth however are not to be
sought through human means alone, but
by the same supernatural grace of God
that wrought our first deliverance.

The gospel proposes nothing less

Just now, the old charge

of misusing and

wasting the funds belonging to the Freedmen’s Bureau is brought forward again,
But there is nof probably anything really

than. new, and we presume that this gttempt to
these putchasers did n't allow the ownership saltution, Christ came to save the lost, smut ‘the ‘character of one of the purest of
of stock ‘to influerice their voting, "where The apostles and primitive - Christians men will fail as’it has heretofore fajled, and
was the harm in owning it ?
preached every where the dootrine of grace as it still deserves to do. “1 am tired of
The chief trouble, has seemed to arise and prayed men to ‘become reconciled to having Aristides called ‘The Just,’ "was the
from the fact that the purchasers did n't God, ‘They have bad faithful successors answer’ of an Athenian ‘who ‘was asked
consistently “go ahead.” Influenced more in every period since, laboring for-the con- why he had voted for the expulsion of the

tions as legitimate and honorable,

interference with parental privilege and
authority, and to belong to monarchicul

evening at home, The programme is this:
it appears, so far, that Mr. Dodge never Three evening prayer meetings, one class
meeting and one sociable, the latter being
had a suspicion that such operations as reckoned as a religious service; and on
these were going on, and was at first confi- Sunday six meetings——morning service,
-dént that the charges against “the firm were Sunday-school, ahwrugol service, meeting
‘wholly unfounded. He asked for an inves- at the ‘jail at 4, ». a, at'the Young Men's
tigation, and ‘was’ thundersttuck ‘when the Christian Assocation rooms at six, and a.
prayer meeting at bis church at. seven.
fraudulent ‘invoices. were laid before him. This all, with fifty- two miles travel by rail,
He insisted that the Government should be to and from his work, ‘would seem to Keep
promptly secured and reimbursed, even if one fully occupied. ¥et this diligent man
it took every dollar the firm was worth. finds time to read the Scriptures and the
true believers. There are those who pro- The amount fairly due can be ascertained newspapers, Lf he fails of one of his meetnounce the gospel a’ failure, and: many only at the end of a long, tedious, expen- ings, he is Sure to be somewhere visiting
the sick,
professedly in’ the faith more than half sive examination, if at all. A rough. esti
RA
believe it. The experiment is likely to mate has been made, which puts it at about == MiNISTERIAL SociapiLiTy. There have
prove a failure with them, and so they $200,000. + Mr. “Dodge ‘proposes to the been several “Soeial Unions” formed by
infer it: will with others. But it will not: Government, that it investigate the whole our C. Baptist brethren during the last
The kingdom of Christ will stand, will affair at the expense of the firm, andre
three years, Weekly meetings of pastors
triumph, will prevail, until the multitudes | ceive what is fonnd to be dues; or, if prefer. are also receiving more attention than forot the nations shall be gathered in, and, the red, to take a quarter of a million of dol- merly. The underlying idea is both good
Ministers need to know
earth be filled with the glory of the Lord. lars without incurring the trouble to go and important.
The promise of God is sure, and what has through the books, if satisfied that this sum each other better, to confer over work and
been already 'acéomplished is a manifest avill cover the whole claim. The proposal plans for work, to take and give criticism,
pledge of the glorions result.
to get-out of the ruts of thought and feelis held nnder advisement.
‘
The fact id a sad one; andis éspecially ing, to develop sociability, and so learn
What then is this: work?
Fatal mistakes
have been made respecting it, and we can trying, in view of the eminent telizious to compréhénd and ‘deal wisely with the
not too carefully “gaard ‘against’ them. h standing of ‘Mr. Dodge. ' Somebody, re¢- y arions sides s ang aspects of human nature
sponsibly deting for the firm, bas evidently34s it is seen in every parish. The Union in
is wot 3 work to bo wrought on the mas
but upon the individuals Sho compose | dic carried. ou a huge, systematic and" skiilful Boston is quite an institution, and good
mass; It is ne mere. change of names, swindling: game, and the: innocent are suf- dinners now and then, informal talk, and
But we be- genial post-prandial speeches help to give
rites and ceremonies.”
Suph changes ‘have ferers as well as the guilty.
it flavor, character, stimulus and “profit to
been tried in nations, communities, and lieve {hat théy who best know Mr. Dodge
will feel most positive that he neither has those who find room at the more attractive
persons witli TittJe appirent benefit:
The gospel work is ‘ore of moral and been nor wonld consent to be a willing par- gatherings. . One. of these has just been
The held, ‘and it was enthusiastioally voted ‘a
spiritual
renovatiows=Jt finds man under ty to any such transaction as this.
best construction’ rather than the worst is success,
;
the: power and dominion of’ sin, condemnwhat
should
be
put
upon
a
matter
involving
|
ed, lost. It' proposes to change all” this,
THe APPEAL ' FROM HARRISBURG. Our
And
so 'that'instead of Joving sin he shall love the character ‘of such a mad as he.
readers will not’ overlook the statement
we
believe
the
affair.
will
generally
bring
holiness, to translate lim from the bond
appearing elsewhere, touching the, conage.of . gerruption inte the glorious liber- him sympathy instead of suspicion.
dition and wants of the F. Baptist interest
ty of thé children of God. "AN this. it ——GUARDING PAGANISM.
We have all at Harrisburg. Ip is a neat, commodious,
proposés | to ‘accomplish, not ‘by a’ long been deeply interested in the ' Chinese excellent and ' admirably
located house
process of fraining, but by the grace of Gal . goveriiment’s enterprise and seeming liber- whose indebtedness our brethren there are
through the Holy Spirit.
ality, in sending students to this country to bent on sweeping off, They expec: fo do
|. There is a theory popular with some, that be educated. But it seems that full liberty generous things themselves, and they de-

R. shares judgment

reduced the chances of making. money by

moreover, many
gressmen, whose

ing it, as a measure of self-preseryation.
At first view iv seems to involve an abridgment of the liberty of the citizen and an

of their own mental integrity. For example,—they must keep faith in Confucius
unghaken in spite” of every influence they

washed of all complicity, with this evil

ing the Bank; fhe church-is scmndalized;
nd Mass
settsypurticularly, all elasses hig faniily motrn him as dead.
of tem perante workers are_effectually”éom-{|
bining their efforts. Especially are they at . But Why cite these cases? ‘Because they
work to build up a trastworthy moral senti- fairly illustrate thousands ‘that are transment against the sale and-use of intoxicat- piring / ‘ehélt ‘week ff the country. Men
ing liquors as a beverage, feeling that in against. whom no, fair-mindéd person would

A Croup,

Topics:

—

provement.

We knew
Interesting | This was the Credit
family;
for Whoth é maRifested; the deép- wasfound in the end that the work could

its hands

sailed.

different classes of Arians, Socitiiang,

Well,it would be difficult to say,’ but’ they
seem to be these: It was enacted in the’ be-

ginning

to

as-

wee hisEpon

these
Credit

Harlan and

what are the ‘facts 1 the

are. mot likely

so they

truth and duty in réspect to certain matters mean work and victory, and also because
that would appearto involve the question they expect donations from many quarters,

rest seem to be ¢léan ‘enough, so far as that
is concerned. They have legislated for the
road asa public enterprise, but they have
promptly voted down: every measure that
was shaped in behalf of personal interests:

For,

And

look on quietly and

that he needs no supernatural, change of
heart and life, but only culture and im-

records

with only‘a smiill handful of wool.

i

is falling on several men of high national

Mobilier transactions, haye been influenced

in’ their

‘of the

dozen
allow-

aggravating is the fact that his heaviest’ If they had only taken Judge Biogham'’s
stealings were from the Savings Bank, ground before 8 Investigating Committee,
where poor. laborers. had. deposited their that ‘body might soon have adam,
and

is ster
work before them, They Jook/ for
no easy, cheap and speedy victory. But
all, and who will thus be ruined. For so
they do expect a triumph, because they
strong
was the cotifidence in the Cashier's
have faith in the ‘truth; and even ‘if they
hohésty,
thatthe Bank ‘Directors’ had “fail- foresaw po.complete. Vietory, they are so.
ed to secure themselves except by mere
intent on making fife a resolute and unyieldnominal bonds, gud the Fastitution must

that keeps’

than

naé,; ‘Be sure you are right, and then go

ical economist’s figures, the philanffiropist’s
humanity, and the orator’s magnetism and
pathos. They see how essential it is that
the civil officer be a man who respects his
oath and remembers his duty, and. that the
citizen recognize his responsibility dnd give|
his co-operation to those whom he has helped to put into public places.
“That every possible expedient will be resorted to, in order to shield the traffic and
lend respectability to tippling, is now well.
known. Lawyerscan be hired to pick flaws in
any enactment and hinder the work of jus
tice, and the heavy fees-are ready for them.
Clsemists and physieians‘can be found who,
cither through partial knowledge, pride of
opinion, or affectation of originality, —not to

less. ion; a church

life,

the regenerate, That looks like sacramentarianism, such as Congregationalists have
been forward in protesting against in the
Romish and Ritualistic churches. These papers do not squarely take that ground ; they
only incline toward it, and ask, as though

gist’s facts, the chemistls analysis, the polit-

redning Richmond.

of

that rough “and homely one with which the
mythical Davy Crockett prefaced his alma-

giving.

fashions ‘and’ follies

.

——

eomnviction

formed tothe

here is so short; the work on our hands is ——CoMPULSORY EDUCATION, fad now,
so ‘momentous, the privilege of laborin | there is a good dealof interest felt and ex- .
for Christ and souls is so’ blessed, that we pressed over. the question of
ling
can not afford”to be occupied mueh with parents to send their ebildren to school.
Some of the ablest educators and most
things of less account. —J. J. B.
oo
liberal-spirited philanthropists are advocat-

When. Jesus came on his mission of
merey to the earth, nearly nineteen ‘centuries ago, theyre were very few ready to 4

cases. exhibit,
own it, - than

ed are such as walk in Christ as they received him; not formalists, ritualists, con

how
Christian fidelity may be joined to political
station, are things so obyious that the masses of the people rest in them "without mis-

whose affections, conversation and life
are not earthly bul heavenly. Our time

Doés any moral change pass villain and deny it,” say they. And every receive him, - Here and there one waited
with them as shall encourage them to take’ generated?
upon
them
in,
or by, or because of, the bap- trge man responds, *‘Yea, verily.”
for the promise, while nearly all; the Jews
We -hope to hear from
hold of this work.
But we are not half so near the bad as were sunk in unbelief and worldliness, and
tism? If wes, what is it? If no, what is
a good vumber of them at. once.
the Teason for maintaining the rite? And I ‘these cases might indicate. The dogs may the Gentile nations were wholly given to
how are the baptized. children to be re- be baying, loudly at our heels, but they idolatry. At the appointed time the SayA Temperance Revival.
garded? Are they members of the church, baven't got us all yet. ‘What is the wide- jour
made
his appearance,
gathered
or not? If yes, why should they not be spread grief over these sad failures, but, around him a little band, wrought miraThere is a fresh interest showing itself in
reg¥larly reported, and admitted to all its evideride of {he Jeaven that has not lost its cles in attestation of his ‘divine mission,
the cause 6f temperance that has real promprivileges, and charged with its responsi- virtue ? Isn't the fact that a thowsand men
ise in it. In some of the states it i§ find- bilities without further section on their part? are;frue, a safer abiding-place than thata and unfolded the "gospel plan. When, at
ing expression in ways. that tell both on the If no, in what respects does their relation score are false ? If men will only look be- the end of three years, he commissioned
his disciples fo go forth to all nations, he
dealer and drinker. It comes out here in to it differ from thatof the children of neath what appears on the surface, they
bad but about one hundred and twenty
better legislation and the faithful enforce- other members, and who have not been may rejoice rather then despond.
The vil- followers.
ment of laws that have been little more thar brought forward ?
lage whose Cashier is in prison has four
ye
Now thera are four millions of church2. dead lettemon the statute book ; it appears | These are very uaturai and practical Jeft whose integrity has stood..the “test of
members in this country alone. We are
there in a revival of the pledge, in system- | questions. There ought to be a plain,” defi- much longer service. One deacon -may
unable to give the number in the various
atic effort to create an active public .senti- |
be false, hibrgh are five thousand dea- ecclesiastical communions of Great Britain,
nite
answer to them, and one in which
ment against the traffic and the indulgence,
the denomination is agreed. Bat. there is cons who are true. There are still Wil- Germany, France, &c., but those who bear
in an endeavor to save those who have’ alsons and Blainés, whom: no Credit -Mono such answer.
Instead, the replies are
the Christian name are computed at three
ready begun the downward career, and in
vague, various, inconsistent, antagonistic. bilier has defrauded of their. honor. Hh
hundred millions, diffused
through: all
special measures
to enlist the young,—
sid Tt is§ not strange that the usage itself threat- short, there is. a great host of good and lands, and laboring with more or less effithereby using the effective ounce of preventrue men, who will remain good and true,
énsbamdisappes ar in such a state of things.
ciency for the evangelization of the world.
tion in order to get rid of the necessity of
The two leading papers of the denomi- and they may be trusted to keep the, cits With all the obstacles in the way, from
resorting to the doubtful pound of cure.
adel, even if thefe are’ traitors in the without and within, so mighty is the work
nation, the Congregationalist and the 4dThis new interest seems to mean someeamp.
vance, have taken up these questions of
wrought.
thing. The men who embody it are generPa
late, “but their utterances have not been
Still, the grand. result sought is" by. no
ally. tried men. They are veterans in the
very clear. Both of them seem to lean
means accomplished. * “Fwo-thirds of - ni§nA Safe Maxim.
amuse. They know what foes are to be
toward the idea that special grace js givep
~
kind are yet heathen,’ But a small mifiorThey have
learned
practical = wisdom
to the child in its baptism, and that it would
ity relatively in any Christian country are
There
are
but
few
safer
maxims;
suppose
through their past experience.
They have
found out that moral

-~

times, but transformed in mind and héart;

pel

ners, and in disreputabld saloons, miserable 4

adfeason for calling Yogic into service. They

1878.

in their most holy faith. = Christians need-

many.people who, on the s(reet and in veal
life, forsake the stand that they profess to
takein the prayer ‘meeting. : So, then, be
worse.
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|'been carried on so far without a single had to be repeated twice before I could
mishap; but I had earnestly been hoping rouse myself sufficiently to hear what was
that 1 might not be sent to it, and it wasn’t said.
7
“Bill! Bill Lindsay! cheer up, mate! help
till the workmen had got almost to the top,
that I began to breathe a bit more freely, is coming I" were the words which rumbled
and trust that it would be finished without up the shaft.
:
:
After this there was’ a pause for some
any help of mine.
Once at home, with the youngster’s mer- minutes, and scarce able to control my exry prattle sounding in my ears, I forgot my citement, I tried to think how this help
uneasy feeling about the morrow’s job, but would come, Then there was a warning
the moment that I dozed off to sleep, it | shouted to me to keep my head back, fol| came back upon me in a hideous dream. lowed by a’ whizzing, hissing noise; and,
I thought I was falling down, down, down ! looking within
e shaft, I saw a bright
and just as the crash of my body striking shower’of golden sparks lighting up the
the earth seemed inevitable, I woke up with well-like hole, and knew that a rocket had
a start, to find myself bathed in a cold per- been fired.
:
i

The river hemmed with leaning trees
Wound through its meadows green;
A low, blue line of mountains showed

The open pines between.
One sharp, tall peak above them all
> Clear into sunlight sprang ;

I saw the river of my dreams,
The mountains that I sang.

No clew of memory led me on,
But well the ways [ knew ;
A feeling of familiar things
With every footstep grew.

di

Could lean the blasted pine;
Not otherwise the maple hold

Aloft its red ensign.

deserted streets, at that early hour, and, the

dull thud of my footsteps sounded mournfully in the stillness reigning around.
At
last, the great chimney loomed in sight, and

The river wound as it should wind,
Their place the mountains took,

The white, torn tringes of their clouds

gazing up at its

look.

at once

and

rd

Fd

Was it a dim remembered dream ?
Or glimpse through @ons old ?
The secret which the mountains kept,
The river never told.
,

a

Spinged; so what to them

The higher I went the more ‘intense the

The Little Boy’s Prayer.
W—

Our

Father, Iam hungry, and my shoes are
all worn out ;—
A week
ago I told you so, and now it seems
about
Full time the angels stepped this way to tell us
+, What to do;
I'm sure you'd listen when I pray, and send
them, if you knew.
Then there’s my jacket in the chair—it really
needs a patch;
But, grandma
says within the house there’s
nothing that will match
The little sleeve ‘so badly torn, which I have
worn a week ;—
Perhaps you do not care to know; but it seems
right to speak.
. Now, if you’d just 100k after us a little while

or

two,
we've

found

‘Why, then Pll try to keep things
care of grandma, too,

straight—take

Who needs a good warm shawl
don’t know what to Jo.

so

much

she

Then little Charlie Pattingrew has got no winter
.

cap ;—

was nothing, to

e was almost death itself.

— February Atlantic.

until

:

He’s such a cunning little boy : I hold him on my

cold appeared to be, and my fingers became quite numbed by the hoar frost that
was clinging to the sides and spokes of the
ladders. After a while I stood on the few
boards forming the stage on the summit of
the shaft, and giving one glance downward,
my blood turned colder than it was already,
as I realized the immense depth to the
yard below.
:
Giving myself a phake to get rid of the
dizzy sensation that
came over me; and unhooking from the pulley the tub of mortar
which my mate, waiting below, had sent
up, I at once began my solitary work.
I had been hard at it for more than an
‘hour, and was getting a bit more reconeiled to my position, cheering myself as 1
whistled

and

worked,

that each brick

I

with

laid

was

the

thought,

bringing

Sometimes, to teach him how to spell; for he
has got no mother—
o
Only a sister and an aunt, and one big, grown-up
brother.

Now, Father, will you send us word? Or, if you
think ’tis better,
’
can

read,

a

good

old-fashioned letter;
Andif you own, as people

.all that’s in it,
~~ 1 should think you'd

say,

the

world

and

:
have enough to spend five

dollars every minute;

.
ol
And would not mind if we had some, for fogh
and cap and shawl,
‘Which we have suffered badly for since father
died last fall.

And when T grow to be quite big,I’ll do the best
I can
To help the poor, like Mr. James, who is a good
old man,

nearer to a finish, when all at once a fiercer

In a second, to my intense horror,

I

A THRILLING SKETCH.
As 1 was leaving the yard, one evening,
of roontswe were
since I came to
better wages, I
by the foreman.

‘¢ What is your present job, Lindsay?” he
asked, and I told him.
. day

ing away with me
in a few moments
a mangled corpse
ceeded in flinging
the

hollow

felt

glid-

from the chimney, and
I should have been lying
below if I had not suemy arm over and into

of the

shaft,

where,

as

scaffolding and its load of bricks

the

crushed

downward, I was left hanging, with certain dedth awaiting me the moment I
loosened my hold.

My first impulse was tothrow my

other

hand over and draw my body up, so that

could lie partially

shaft.

across

‘the "top

1

of the

In this I was successful, and

con-

tinued to balance myself, half in the chimney and half out.
.
There for some time I could only cling
with frenzied desperation, praying earnestly to be saved from the horrible death

. | threatening me ; but at last I summoned

there was nothing to break my fall should

a Shaft.

to trudge back to the bits
obligedto put up ‘with,
London, in order to get
was called into the office

me

courage to peer cautiously over the out.side of the shaft.
Not a bit of scaffolding remained within
many yards of me—and that but the poles,
with a few boards dangling to them—and

The Family Circle.
Topping

I quit my hold.
Shudderingly I drew my head
shaft, for there the darkness hid

over the
#y dan-

ger, while to. gazé on the scene without

little ones whom I had left snug in bed,
and bitter tears

came ‘into

my

me back to more selfish

ones,

I didn’t care to be shifted before I'd finished what I was about, but.a journeyman

asking myself,

1 die?

look-

ing to him for bread, ean not afford to be
particular, and so I held my tongue.
“ You must go to Coot's brewery, tomorrow morning, and finish that chimney,”
the foreman told me. He gave me a few

more directions besides, and then went his
way, and I went mine, not very well pleased at the prospect before me.
1 suppose I never ought to have followed

the trade, for, though I had gained

the brick work, and my head turning dizzy,

second that my fears would be fulfilled, in

feverish haste I slid on.
When within a few yards
tom,

overtasked

nature

from

would

the

bot.

bear

the

myself

fastened scaffold ; and I, well-cared

the best of little wives,

soon got

for

by

over

the

shock of my accident ; but, asl go te and
fro to my work, and look up to the huge

chimney, I often recall, with a shudder, the
hour when I clung to its summit, counting
the moments, each one of which seemed to
bring me nearer to a dreadful death.
“

Little Strawberry-Blossom.
—

In a damp, green spot in the midst of a
wood, hidden away from the sunlight by a

wilderness of lady-ferns,

strawberry-blossom.
spread themselves out
but the solitary white
and insignificant. The
fox-gloves growing

there grew a little

I
broad
leaves
luxuriantly enough,
flower was stunted
tall ferns and the

around, rarely noticed

the poor little pale thing,

SE

“It seems hardly worth while,” the

Fox-

giove wonld say, “to have so many leaves
for such a very small flower, and it takesup

Strawberry-blossom

broken.

She

could

not

was

see

beyond

her

green canopy, and did not know that the
sun was even then struggling hard with the
clouds. At last he burst forth in all his
glory and splendor; the rain-drops caught
the rays as they passed, and there rose over
the wood a wondrous arch of colored light,

a power and skill that would anywhere be noticeable. "And this is not all, He has been an
omnivorous reader, All departments of litera
tare are in a fair degree familiar to him. He
has accumulated much and kept not a little, And
whatever he has is usable. He may not. have
digested and assimilated all his materials; indeed he evidently has not done this; but he has
such a fine and artistic sense of harmony and fit-

Little Strawberry-blossom could not see the

eyes

as

1

“Must

and

1 kept

How

long

can I hold on with this fierce wind besetting
me? Is there no hope? Will no one,seeing
how 1 am placed, strive to rescue me
Agilin T turned my eyes downward. In

the court-yard of the brewery, and in the
streets below, people were fast collecting ;
windows ‘were being thrown open, and
women and children, shrieking and sobbing, were gazing from them at me.
The crowd below thickened, running hither

and thither. * A large kite fluttered nearer
and nearer.

How I tried to steady

mysell

your way. I wonder why I grew at all,”
she thought; “itis very dark and lonely,
and nobody wants me! ”
y
One day a child came and gathered an
armful of fresh green lady ferns, and then
at last a bright sunbeam found its way in,

through the break in the fern-forest, and
lighted on the head of the tiny flower, mak-

ing it glisten like a dewdrop on a pearl.

“I love you, little Strawberry-blossom, I
love you,” whispered the Sunbeam ; but the

poor little flower had lived so long unsought and unloved that she could

not

lieve it.

be-

*‘Not me, kind Sunbeam,” she said, “not

me; surely itis the
of the woods—that

Foxglove—the queen
you love, with her

managed well enough, but in this great

it never did come within iy reach,

a gust

of the breeze either carrying it farther away

city, there were roofs on which I could not or dashing it to the ground.
:
- stand, without this dread oppressing me, . An hour passed, and though still clingnor look down, without feeling as though ing to the brickwork, it whs almost uncon-

was tempting me to sciously, for cold and fear had so worked

fling mybelf over, and end at once the mis-

erable sensation which no effort of mine
could possibly shake off.

This huge chimney the foreman had

or-

dared me to finish, was reckoned one of the
highest and best built shafts in London,

We were all proud of the job, which

had

upon me that I became quite dazed; and
the chimneys, the people, the confused
noise from the streets, and my own perilous position, seemed to be jumbled

togeth-

dren.

Do you

know

what

Perhaps this story

will

self-denial means ?
help you to

under-

stand it.
One morning, as Harry and his parents
were sitting at the. breakfast-table, Harry
seemed for a while engaged in a brown
study. Presently he exclaimed,
‘Father, I have made up my mind not
to eat any more salt mackerel.”
‘“ Ah! what has. brought you to that conclusion?”

asked

his

father,

with a look of

*‘ Because,” continued Harry, * Sandayschool teacher said that we ought to-give
up something so that we might have money

to put in the missionary-box.”
* Well, but what

has induced

my boy to

choose salt mackerel as the thing he will
give up ?" asked his father.

“Why,”
answered Harry,
‘because
mackerel don’t come * very often; and 1
don’t like them very much anyhow.”
Now, do my young readers think there
is any self-denial in that? Iwill tell you

what self-denial is: ~~
Little Jennie, who dearly loves oranges,

received ore just ever so rich in its beautiful golden color, and plump with its delicious juice. Instead of eating it she ran
around the corner and gave it to little
Emma, who was sick, and whose mother

was too poor to buy for her such luxuries.

lady-fern,

Her poor little head

*‘isn’t

Fox-

it ridiculous?

will be turned;”

and

things,—is

is true, important and timely. - There is
less of the spirit of eager inquiry, which
out and reaches up after the truth. The
tism appears more frequently in denial

assertion.
He is quite free
*‘ Tam sure this can notbe

make anothe} happy; or when you give
up something that you are really fond of,’
that you may have money for missionary
or other good purposvs—that is self-denial.

. Children Amuse

Themselves.

———

None but those who have had a good
deal of experience with children, can have
any idea of their wonderful inventive pow-

ers; and when

for amusement

left 10

their

own

there is almost

their contrivances.

resources

no limit to

Give the little folks,

where it is possible, a room
to themselves, and leave them to their own resourec-

till dusk,

with

only

of

of moral

one of

the signs of royalty.

a

short

interval) for

They have few playbuilding

blocks,

an old

clothes-line, a pair of scissors, a carpet
hammer, a paper of tacks, and a box
where all the bright bits ot paper that come
into the house are deposited. This is pretty

nearly all; but on a rainy or cold day, they
take possession of the diningroom and

in saying, in effect,
true;” but there is

me, though I am such a tiny flower, © And

he’s coming again to-morrow !”
“Hum,” said the

Glow-worm,

who

had

seen a good deal of life, ‘don’t make too
sure of that. The Sunbeam is a great traveler,

and travelers

are not

always

to

be

depended updhi ; they go here ang there,and
forget all about the last place-they visited.”
But he said he would come I” ‘said little
Strawberry-blossom, ‘‘and he is so great
and good
I think he will keep his word.”
“Well,” said the Glow-worm, ‘I don’t
with his cousins,

the

.more intimate

Moonbeams.

ing. My advice to you is to
and forget all gbout him.”

go

And little Strawberry-blossom

| only

to sleep

went

to

sleep and dreamed a bright, happy dream.
But behold! next morning when she woke,

it was even duller and darker
no Sunbeam was there.

raining heavily,

and

Tn

the

than
truth,

(drops

sual;
it

was

pattered

through the fern fronds all 1ound her head,

er in, a tangle which I could nat put ' Bait ehe did not know it was rain. “Kind
straight. While in this half-sensible state leaves!” she said **are you weeping for me P’
I heard a voice shout my name. But it “a; which they all Jaughed !

ty.

What you take vo Be bits of white and

yellow paper scattered over tne mtoor are
beautiful lilies, in a green meadow ; that
rope zigzagging around is a little brook,
and those clothes-pins grouped about the

dust-brush are children havia ng
picnic undera tall elm tree. The eldest boy explains it all with sparkling ‘eyes that show
bow real it is to them. Perhaps ina few
minutes, a box of buttons will be arranged
in companies of soldiers, or the blocks be

built into cages, and you will hear the
young exhibitor showing off his animals,
and describing the elephant as he marches
along, *“ with long ears severely shaking,”

Just as quick as you try to help

them by

to her love and care.- The story—if that is the
proper term to use here~deals with the person-

al life of each of these genuinely human and variéd- Young “people,

the proofs

with

the

stirring,

ani-

ed to make up. ‘The author has done some admirable work in presenting the characters with

which she deals without

any

formal

introduc-.

tions or set deseriptions,and has so exhibited thie

home-life that it indirectly but powerfully urges the highest truths and the best principles up-

on the reader's attenti

on and acceptance. It is
He has Just such a book as wide-a
wake and intelligent

responsibility when he deals

And

aud

.mated, wholesome, unhackneyed, and stimulating life of the general household which they unit-

There is a calm bravery

young people will never tire of or nod over, and

are ample

while they are entertained they will be lifted.
" Walter Macdonald portrays the career of the
principal personage, from the time of his rescue
from shipwreck, at an early age, till he settles
down in London, to study for his‘ chosen profession. Not a few strange and striking events afe

that he does wish so to interpret religion that it wrought into the narrative, and quite a variety
may serve the human race as a whole, and each of characters are grouped around the boy whose
life unfolds so providentially. His home-life at
member of it in particular, in such ways as will
good Dr. Eaton's, the good fortune which came
result in building up character into solidity and
to him through the quaint and original woman
filling experience with solace and funshine.
known as Aunt Kitty, the plots of the Catholics
And this book is the fruit-of that vital interest.
to obtain possession of his supposed fortune, his
We think his success only partial,—anything abduction and
escape from a Romish institution,
but complete,
His real sympathy may prove
—all these have a bit of the marvelous and roprecious here and there, and more or less of his mantic in them. But the motive
underlying all
words may temporarily kindle like a breath of is bigh and Christian.
oxygenized air or soothe for a little: time like a
The Blount Family get themselves clearly set
strain of delicious music. But we think he has forth. and in a very fresh, simple, pleasant style.
taken away more and better things that were old
than he has brought that are new.
He will make
more restless and baffled speculators than trust-

ful and triumpbant belieyers.: The tendency is to

‘transform, in hyman thought, the Rock of Ages
into a bank of mist,

His book of course tends to

destroy a large part of men’s faith in the Bible
and in its Messiah. He can much more readily
induce men to turn away from-the historic and

The two boys are traced along a checkered but
significant career, from the early period wher
they lost their father, to- early and’ noble man-

hood. But the story of the mother’s devotion,
and energy, and pluck, and womanly trust, is es-

pecially
lesson,

seems to sacrifice testimony to intuition.

tent friend, buck

to its own

dark and enfeebled

win attention to this book from orthodox readers
that

is too little a religion

Ually humane, because there has

the

Religion of

and

only par-

been so largely

eliminated from it the true idea of God.

GENESIS; or, The First Book of Moses.
With a
Commentary. By Rt. Rev,
Harold Browne,
Lerd Bishop
of Ely. New
York; Seribner,
Armstrong & Co. 1373. octavdy
pp. 236. Sold
by E. J. Lane & Co.
We have heretofore spoken of this work under

the Head of the Speaker’s Commentary, the first
volume of which, embracing the Pentateuch, was

issued some months since.

So much of the work

as was devoted to Genesis is here reproduced, in

convenient form and at a very

reasonable price,

with the idea that it might be especially servicea-

pie to Sunday-school teachers, &c., who are busy

with the National Series of lessons,
—as these les

sons for the
taken from
commentary
latest results

first quarter of the present year are
this very book of Genesis. The
is a good one, giving
in brief the
of Biblical cian, 1 preserving

always a happy medium between the brief aud
superficial notes and the exhaustive comnienta-

ries which

have

heretofore

divided

plagued the student of the Scriptures,

WONDERS OF SCUPLTURE.
Alustrated

with sixty-two

and often

By Louis Viardot.

engravings.

_ Publishers, &c. 1873. 12mo. pp. 408.
The fact that this book is allowed a place in

the*“ Illustrated Library of Wonders,” coupled

with its authorship, would be sufficient evidence
that it had no real luck of merit. An examina

tion of it, however, more than justifies

expectations

which,

on general

would naturally bring to it.

the high

grounds,

one

The ancient schools

of sculpture,~and especially the

Grecian, which

80 distanced ‘all that went before or have come

after it;—are very fairly, interestingly and lucidly set forth, and the statements and eriticisms in
the text are invested with special point and force
by the ample illustrations, which include nearly
every one of thepieces of statuary that has De-

as a practical

By

Dudley War-

16mo. pp. 281.

CouroN

BONDS, and

Trowbridge,

Charles

Sold by E. J. Lane & Co.

Other

Stories.

author of “ Jack

* Fortunes,”

ete.

With

By

ESSAYS, SKETCHES AND

the wri
a biographical

1878.

J.T.

Hazard and his

illustrations.

Same

Publishers,
etc. 1873. 12mo. pp. 411.

self, bidding it finu the help on earth which it is
reaching toward heaven to gain. And so, with
all the fitting and forcible things which should
and leaders, it seems to us

STUDIES.

and valuable

ner, author of *“ My Summer in a Garden, ete.
With twenty-one illustrations by
Augustus
Hoppin.
Boston: James R.
Osgood & Co.

He ex-

alts liberty at the expense of law. He takes
away the Lord whom the centuries have, loved
and trusted and worshiped, and turns the bumar
soul
in quest
, of a sure teacher and an omnipo-

stimulating

BACKLOG

infimite Christ than he can get their eye and their
reverence for his ideal humanity.
He often

"But she was too happyto heed them. All -invent an unceasing round of
amusement.
the long, hot summer day the Sunbeam Suppose we peep in at them, They have
stayed with her; and when he said good- beet) busy for an hour and very quiet, only
night, he promised to return the next morn- the constant’ chatter of their
merry voices: come famous on account of its eminent merits or
ing. In the night a glow-worm passing by and now and then an exclamat
ion. What historic on account of its associations. It is a
stopped to speak to her.
a litter! You feel as if youn wanted to ran fine set of books which enter futo this library,
and they are almost wonderful pletures them¢ Oh, Glow-worm,” said she, “I am so for the broom, but it is
only your stupidi-

bappy! A. sunbeam has come—a real
beautiful sunbeam—and he says heloves

five nephews and nieces, who are left as orphans

more or
reaches
degmathan in

nest souls. And he evineés a spirit of real sympathy with men. He reverences, the human
soul, even in its low estate and its groveling life,
for its mighty possibilities are’ ever in his eye.
Beneath its moral rags he never fails to discern

Hamanity

things,—a box

little Strawberry-blossom * said the

set aside as obsolete

with the religious beliefs and experiences of ear-

day and stay with you all day long 1”

glove to a

would

the sensé

Self-denial.

not sensational, but thoughtful, pleasant, and
wholesome—truly exalting what is noble, and
putting under ban whatever is mean,even though
clothed with seeming respectability,
+The Old Stone House is a genuine book, wiilr
charpoter, freshness, skill, vivacity, aml vital
forces embodied on every page. The Old Stone
House is the home of Aunt Faith Sheldon, and

in the place of

cupied with serious and sacred matters.

—

lessons and meals.

to

to put

thought, He is not really flippant, or audacious,
or oracularly egotistic, He realizes that he is oc-

2

to find y8u out; but now I shall come every

ate so gentle and retiring! I had hard work

and detinite

lips, “ Whatis truth?

cheerless dwellings with messages of love
for lonely hearts.”—Gaod Woords for Chil-

‘alt, But the sister, Agnes, who subordinated a
strong literary ambition to domestic and morhl
claims, and took charge of the household after
death bad taken away the parents, is confessedly
the good ungel, who kept them from yielding to

the religious institutions and opinions that he

too in his manner of sayingwhat he knows will
strike across the track .of general religious

ed the Sunbeam ; “‘it is you that I love, you

splendid crimson bells, or the lovely wild
rose climbing close by !”
“No, little Strawberry-blossom,” answer-

nothing new

there,

high up in the sky, watching over all—even
the tiniest bud,and he sends us ifito gloomy,

experiences, reach positions of honor,

trust and usefulness, and do credit to the name '
which a noble father left them to guard and ex-

good deal of destructive criticism where he has

modesty when he seeks to reply to the great
question of the ages which broke from Pilate’s

He is always

The

character, and, through bard struggles and some

mortifying

his religious theories, so far as they have taken
definite shape, and in which he has also used a

“And I will tell you who sent me to you,”
whispered the Sunbeam. “It was the

glorious Sun himself.

The Wadsworth Boys is not misnamed,

boys do, indeed, figure prominently in the story ;
they exhibit rare vigor and independence of

rea] interest, There is a good deal of thought in
it, forcibly expressed.
There is also much that

the Fox-glove could not help admiring
saying among themselves,
“What can
happened to little Strawberry-blossom ?
is quite changed !”

es. Suppose they do reduce your dining
Toom to utter corifusion, you can re-arrange
it in fifteen minutes, and yon have saved
two hours by the operation. Iknow of a
family where two little boys of five and
seven amused themselves from daylight

wished to speak a word of friendly warn-

1

the ferns

1)

country, where the buildings

low,

till

—When you give away something that
say I shall spon shrivel up and be out of you really want, that by doing
so you may

know much of him; I .am

were

and
her,
have
She

Even

:

THE STORY OF THE BLOUNT FAMILY; or, A
Widow’s Toil, Trust and Triumph.
By Rev.
Theton Brown, Same Publishers. 1873. 16mo.
PP.
469,
:
‘All these books belong to the $1,000-Prize Sories.

to embody

she was no longer a pale puny flower, but a
beautiful crimson berry shining like a ruby

in a setting of emeralds.

Same. Publishers. 1873. 16mo.
¥

ness that bis abounding quotations from and al the temptations to a fhlse life that often pressed
cl
r, nobly and
lusionsto the literature of the ‘various lands and them sorely, She is &
beautifplly human ; the a
drawn it well,
| ages add we
t to his thought and effective. and groupe
d about it quite a collection of strong,
>
.
ness to his addréss,
and varied, and life-like portraits, The book is
This book,~in which he has sought

ing my time I”
And through the bright summer days the
Sunbeam came again and again, and in ‘the
atmosphere of love and warn:th little Straw--

berry-blossom expanded and developed

By L. L.

pp. 360,

and Potter, and Higginson, and Abbot, implies

rainbow, but she felt a glow of warmth and
happiness steal over her, for there was her

———

ey.

THE RELIGION OF HUMANITY. By 0. B. Frothingham. New York: David G. Francis, 1873.
16mo. pp. 888.
\
;
Mr, Frothingham is pre-eminently the rhetoriclan of the Free Religionists, And that is no
‘slight penise. For to stand out distinctly among
such masters of speech as Weiss, and Johnson,

heart-

Foxglove,” sh That was self-denial.

a good character as a steady workman, I had with one hand, that 1 might grasp the cord
never been able to overcome a horror at ‘with the other as soon as it was within
being perched at any great hight. In the reach, comes vividly before me now. Bnt

something below

Little

earnest inquiry.’

even the sweet grasses and moss growing
close round her laughed mockingly.

brought the old feeling of being dragged
down back to me in full force.
Then I began to think of the wife and

again; and you must take his place.”
children

numbed state it wus perilous to slide down
it. At first I could scarcely brace my
nerves up sufficiently to launch myself over

*‘Listen to the Sunbeam making love

* Hamph! That can stand over. for a wondered how they would live if TI were.
or two, can’t it? Stubbs has fallenili taken from them. -The thought brought

brick-layer, with a wife and

danger was not over, for in my weakened and

a deal of room ;” and the lady-ferns quite
and colder blast than before came shrieking agreed with her.
and tearing round the chimney. 1 was
When remarks of this kind reached the
nearly overthrown, and in the endeavor to little Strawberry-blossom’s
ear she felt
recover myself I tilted the board of mortar wounded and
sad, for she could not help her
from off the edge of the shaft on to my own existence.
:
frail standing-place.
“Pardon me, beautiful

the boards and all that were on them

Just write to grandma, who

descended.
By this communication a stouter and
stronger rope was sent to me. But my

strain no longer, and, loosening my hold, 1
droppe
d into the arms of those who had
Paul's on the coldest of the mornings, provided you supplied them well with beer; _been breathlessly watching my descenty
Other hands than mine finished the shaft
but I wasn’t over-strong limbed, and more
in
calmer Weather, and on a more securely
than that, I couldnt pretend to be strong-

That love would temper every change,
And soften all surprise,
And, misty with the dreams of earth,
The hills of Heaven arise.

Till we have hunted round,
out what to do,

the

ly furnished bedroom.
Some fellows wouldn't mind the least
bit if they were perched on the top of St.

And, pleasant as the dawn of Spring,
The thought within me grew—

—

at

must be to be rich, and sheltered on such
a
morning,from the biting cold, in a warm-

But from the vision.ere it pussed

4

I shivered

“God !” came from my heart as I grasped a
thin cord that fell by my side as the rocket

for a moment I thought myself gone, but
conquering the feeling by a great effort, [
slowly descended until about half the disme on; so, buttoning my jacket tightly
around me, I began to ascend the staging. tance was accomplished.
Then the horrid fear seized upon me,
In my journey upward, I passed many-:
costly curtained windows, and remember: ‘““Wliat if the rope should break, or not be
thinking, rather enviously, how. nice” if securely fastened I” and dreading each

ii,

Walked with me as my guide;
The skirts of some forgotten life
Trailed noiseless at my side.

A tender hope I drew,

hight,

thought of being on top of it, and forced to
look down in the sickening depth below.
If it had not been for the shame of the
thing, I should have gone back; but the
thought of Bessie and the children spurred

Yet ne’er before
phat river's rim
Was pressed’by feet of mine,
©
Never before mine eye had crossed
That broken mountain line,
strange

thik your fine visitor would come back P»

own Sunbeam creeping in through the drips
But i struck the brickwork in its ascent ping ferns.
No more settled sleep visited my pillow And failed to reach me, so that once more* I
“Ah! little one," he said, ‘did you think
that night, and it was a relief, when the was left to wait and hope until the yoice® I had forgotten you?” and she
hung her
booming of the clocks dispelled my fright- again shouted for me to keep, clear. A’ head with shame at
having doubted him.
ful visions, and warned me that it was now moment after a fiery tail of sparks shot up“You need more faith, little Strawberry.| ward far above me, and an earnest “Thank blossom,” he whispered,
time to face a reality.
te
‘I was only bid-

The morning was bitterly cold and boisterous ; scarcely a soul was to be séen in the

So up the long and shorn foot hills
The mountain road should ereep;
So green and low, the meadow fold
Its red haired kine asleep.

A presence,

poor little silly thing as you! Did you really

spiration, and trembling in every limb.

Not otherwise above its crag

Wore an unwonted

- Literary Review,

“No, no, little Strawberry-blossom,” they
said, ‘‘we don’t waste our tears on such a

ST0

selected from

of George Bryant
Woods. With
Memoir, Same Publishers, etc.

12mo. pp. 309.

These books well illustYéte, in the peculiar
qualities
of their contents, the type
enterprise which distinguishes this
H

\

of literary
Publishing
+}
ae

distilling of the finest brain tissues into unhackneyed thought and artistic forms of expression,
one expects, alinost as as a matter of course, that
it-will bear this most significant Boston imprint.
This class of literary products seems to gravitate,
as by the spontaneous working of un inward
force, to the point of rest on Tremont street,
where they are promptly and happily equipped

for their mission to the wide commonwealth of
cultivated readers.
Mr. Warner, if not more keen, incisive and
delightfully humorous here than in his ** Summer in a Garden,”’—as indeed he could. hardly
excel his former self in these respects~is
, really
finer, subtiler, mellower, riper, juicier and more

saturating in the newer book than in the older.
The pleasantries are less broad and obvious, but
they are more

delicate and

enjoyable.

There is

less that might induce an explosion of laughter |
but far more that gradaally settles into an abid-

ing and

satisfied

and

decisive

smile.

The

pa.

pers, only a few of which have before seen the

lightin one our of magazines, need to be read as
they purport to have been developed, —that is,
sitting at ease, either alone or with a few sympathetic friends, in the winter evenings before an
open fire, where thought goes on as it will, either silently and slow, or in colloquics that may
be sustained and sharp and earnest and combat-

ive,

or

fragmentary

and

banteringly

playful..

They have a little suggestion of some of Holmes's
best passages

in the Autocrat

or Professor

or

Poet at the Breakfast Table, op-Aethur Helps's

Friends in Council; and yet Mr, Warner has
nothing of the copyist in his natare or his work.

In its way, this

is one of the

books, making

one dread

most

delightful of’

the approach

to the

last leaf, and half sigh that the end could not be
pustponed, or that the suggestive fire on the

hearth could not burn on through July as well
January.
The new volume of Trowbridge’s stories seems
to us to hold more of his best things and fewer
of those which are ordinary than any other
which bears his name. We shall not be asked if :
selves. in their high mechanical exeellences.
it is good, after saying that.
The collection of these varied productions ef
PUPA]
Love 18 ENOUGH; or, The Freeing of Phara- Mr. Wood into a volume was a fitting thing. The
mond.
A Morality, By William Morris, au- | name will ‘be anew one to a large partof
the
thor of “ The Eurthly Paradise,” ete. Boston:
Roberts Brothers. 1573. 16mo. pp. 140, Sold reading public, but they will ‘at once discover
here the presence of a mind singularly wellby E. J. Lane & Co.
i
Mr. Morris's a genuine poet, and he has both bulanved, acute, ready, vigorous and practical,

the breadth and the flexibility which enable hin’ and, considering the youth, as well as the literary history of the author, at the time of his death,
they will feel a surprise at what he accomplish-

to deal with varied themes and employ various
forms of poetic expression without showing fee-

bleness or erudity,

delightful,

This new poem is in its way

The love which it exalts, partly in

diréct way and partly in those that are indirect,
is something far above the mere sensuous thing
which is often so ‘misnamed, and there is a real
elevation of sentiment and tone that is associated

even with the extravagance of speech that
al
ways marks the passionate enthusiasm of
the poet. We can not epitomize the argument
and the
semi-dramatic movement, nor quote illustrative
passages, for lack of space ; but we commend
this

ed and a sorrow that a journalist so full of promise in the early summer of his life could not have
been spared to ripen the richest of the autumn fruits. The book will be like a sacred keepsake
to his special friends, but, judged solely according to its merits, it can safely risk any intelli-

gent

|

verdict,

THE DRAWING-R

OOM STAGE: A Series of origiany suggestions, you do miéchieh and too
nal Dramas, Comedies, Farces, and Entertain.
many toys are only an evil, A child's
ments for Amateur Pheatricals.and Schoo) Exb
hibigions. By’ George M. Baker, autlor of
imagination is vivid enough to help him
“The Social Stage,” ete. Illustrated. Boston :
out of any difficulties in this line,if you new book to the special attention of those who
Lee & Shepard, 1878. 16mo. pp, 272.
can enjoy fine poetic thought and sentiment
will only give it play.
Said a busy mother: “I have spent when married to the peculiar music of a some: SOCIAL CHARADES AND PARLOR OPERAS. By
M. T. Caldor, Same Publishers ete, 1873. 16mo.
many hours in reading to my children; what difficult and always majestic rhythm, such
b
many in tryingto teach them, but never as kindles the heart and gratifies the sense of ar. | Pp. 169.
Stage and Caldor’s SoDrawingBaker’s
Room
tistic
harmony,
one, unless they were sick, in
trying to
cial Charades are meant to serve the same ends,
amuse them. ‘They have been lh di
babyhood to amuse themselves.” $1 feel THE WADSWORTH BOYS; or, Agnes’s Decision, ~that is, to provide'animated, varied and wholeBy D. 8. Erickson. B oston: D. Lothrop
&
some literary entertainments for the young and
like saying to the hundreds and thousands
Co. Dover, N, H.: .G. T. Day & Co, 1878.
old in the home or the narrower social circles.
of busy mothers, teach your children to
16mo. pp. 878.
Mr. Baker’s previous books have met general
amusq
themselves; and to do this, you THE OLD STONE
House. By Aunie March, approval. He has sent out nothing
need
better than
nly to give them the opportunity,
Same Publishers, 1873, 16mo. pp. pp. 427.
and ledve them alone,—Diftle Corporal.
this, and
Caldor is an efficient co-worker in
WALTER MACDONALD; or, Aunt Kitty's Lega: the same Mr.
field,

,

wh 0d

o.
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Our Sanguine Friend.

ture, and when he explains

generally

can

the process,

the

instead of being

not possi-

which he always does, you
She either lays bly
entertain a doubt of his success. Ie
herself out for a life of luxurious idleness,
and hé proves
or she sets up as a philosopher on a small himself has no misgivings,
everything
so
clearly
that
the
most skepcourse,
former
the
scale. 1f she adopts
tical of skeptics is obliged to believe.
her greatest anxiety is how she shall eke He has never made a fortune, it is true,
out the very liberal allowance made by an
on the pointgof
her greatest ambition to though he has béen just

does one of two things,

indulgent papa,and
ghine ‘at bale. flower-shows, bazars, finally ending her career of maidenhood by becoming the wife of a man who possesses a
superabundance of this world's goods, and
combines within himself all the virtues and
* excellences that could be'found in one of
the species: If, on the other hand, she

doing
gets
bodye

beautiful thing

ness, she lays herself out fora career which,
to most of her fellows, appears the reverse

She procures the dryest books

of pleasant.

A vol-

questions,

upon the most abstruce

Constitutional

ume such as “Hallam's

one,

fit to be read in moments of relaxation.
These dry books she devotes herself to with
an ardor worthy of a better cause. We
.gwill not flatter her understanding
by sayin

‘that she fully

comprehends iy

she reads.

"so, and,

hich

Stil] she imagines that she does

perhaps,

opt

up

of it.

a

His

of course,

:

this amounts to the same

in a week—but we will throw

out Satur-

day, which

four, peo-

leaves

five,

ple a day for five Jays

Now,

is twenty

ures forty
self!”

she procures from the circulating
which

contain

nothing

but

thousand dollars
dd
i

a

r for

time.

A man

in singleness of heart—with simplicity,
honesty,
directness—‘fearing
God. But
whatsoever ye do, do it heartily, (putting
your heart in it) as to

the Lord,

and

not

unto men.’ A grinding old fellow he is
that you are bound out to. He stints you
in your bread and your meat. He clothes
you in the worst possible manner, He
gets you up at the carliest hour, and keeps
you up till the latest. He drives you out
to
your
labor,
He
overworks
you
through all the weary bassage of life.

my-

He is ap enuripus old hunk,

coining your

dull, heavy’, philosophical reading. She at- ' And straightway he borrowed some montends as many learned lectures as she can, ey and began living as a man with a forty-

very blood.

an aspect of the d

cheat a cheater. You can not afford to
lie toa liar. You can not afford to be
mean to a mean man. You can not. afford
to do other than deal uprizhtly with any

and bravely endeavors thereat

this,

has trounced him or a mistake—she,a miss
of the great achievement to those in whom

she confides. . To hear that she has been
described as a remarkable girl—clever,
though eccentric—pleases her vastly and
urges her on to fresh efforts. Her demeanour is generally shy and awkward; but
there is that about her which shows that
she places considerable value upon her own
power—that is to say, ber power of reiterating the arguments and general ideas of the
favorite authors she has read, and’ passing
them off as her own. Every one not being

to disturb it.

serves God wrong.

than

she

She

culcate the principles which she

to

in-

is pleased

to call her own, and, perbaps, really imagines are the Truits of her own brain, into the

minds of otherse

Sheis «certuin

at the conclusion that the

You can not

what

exigencies

and

it

afford

to

may

ex-

to arrive

education of the

1st between him and you.
tord to be anything
but a true man, living
in his higher nature, and acting- from the
noblest cousiderations.—Plymouth Pulpit.

How the Sun Caught a Thief.

the matter is that she relinquishes
her task,

mutton;

and I

was

ce
Five or six days ago, says a Paris” paper,
M.X
, a photographer, allured by the |
brightness of the sun and softness of the
air, provided himself with necessary baggage and hastened to Fontainebleau to.
| take views of the forest. He installed himself in a very picturesque quatte#] erected
his apparatus, prepared
his plates, opened
his object-glass, and enveloping at once
his case and his head in a large, dark and
fluctuant veil, set himself to the task of

seeing the objects in view.

that

He had just

and was subjecting it to chemical

reaction,

some

time

motionless;

his

looks were mechanically set on his pho- |
tographie proof; he mused upéa it with an

a

alleging that she is not adapted to instruct thousand a year there would not go further
others, owingto ‘the fact that she is too than six hundred in England, The foreign
" much above them in as ration and
grasp population is chiefly Basque, Italian, and
of comprehension—in short, that she is too Spanish; of whom the thrifty gnd indusclever,

:

Fi

;

By-and-by she rests on her laurels. She
ceases to be a student and sets up as an
example and general critic. People talk of
ber as an awfully—the word is not .one of
our choosing—oslever woman. But the fact
is that her creative powers are not great;
if she produces anything in the shape o |
intellectual work she produces to little pur
pose.
Did she possess a really
erful
character

she

would

talents in the manner

never miles

her

she

she

is called a clever woman,

does.

Still

and is so con-

sidered to the end of the chapter. If
matries, her very cleverness stands in
way of her happiness, She
possesses
great a soul to think of a
with
mestic concerns, The result is that in

‘household there may be fonnd

ment, confusion, extravagance,

‘if

she

has children, they

are

she
the
too
doher

mismanage-

waste ; and

allowed

to

grow up to a great extent uncared for, and,

while crammed with knowledge of a certain kind, are kept in ignorance of the liv-

ing realities of life. 1s her career
cess P—Laberal Review.

a suo-

0

Real glory Springs

que t of ourselves.
'

from

the silent con-

for Prolix- Writers.
—

In Newport, R. I, a grocsr who kept

a shop was noted for his
grasping
disposition. One day he nailed up a salt eod on
one of the shutters of his shop, and underneath he wrote in chalk:
¢¢ Codfish for sale cheap for cash here.”
Presently in came an acquaintance, and

when I was there,

were drain-

age, water supply, and docks; of which
the two former seem in a fair way of being
provided.

Immense expense

encountered by the merchants
and

unshipping

are two

for

in

risk are

shipping

though

there

lon plete stretching out into the

water, like
at them

goods;

and

in

lanky arms, you can not land

low

water.

Inside

the city,

which for the Salubrity of its air was

call

ed by its’ Spanish founders Buenos Ayres
(good air), the only water available for
drinking, when I was there, was

rain

wa-

ter stored in tanks. Supposing the tanks
to be regularly cleaned out, nothing is
more wholesome; but suppose
they are
not ? At one café in the city, which boasts

of the most

delicious water in

yet

to

be

This institution 18 under the control of the
|
consin Yeanllg Meeting, and has been in suceessful

with

made the arrangements for her funeral, though
sufferin img
yet in patient resignation
to the
Divine will, remarked, * I wait the

partment.

and friends tuke the timely warning and be
pared when death shall approach them,

.

WINTER TERM opens Dee. 10,—continuing 13 weeks,
closing Feb, 28.
For particulars, address.
:

CALENDAR:
FALL a
TERM

May the family

Eri

pre-

CLARK.

opens Aug
Aug.
ons

.

27 y~continuing

13 weeks,

Rev, @.'S. BRADLEY, A. M., Principal.

said :

‘‘ That's so,” said the .
wipe out the word ‘here’ from
Agus
(

Ek. $* Boy, years she was deeply impressed with religious
the codfish _ convictions,but notjuntil two years ayodast spring
id she make a public profossion of
her faith in
pi
‘hrist. She
B. church.
very great,
passed away

he boy oheyed, and the next day anoth-

er critic appeared;

sh ot

cash I”

said he:

Who Aig

trust for any goods
sell codfish for cash P”
“You are right,” said

wipé

:

knew you to

0 you say
you
goo
yy
the grocer. “ Boy,

?

This was done, ‘and shortly after a third
crigic came to the shop, objecting to the
word * cheap.’
’

world when

that,”

said

piaining

of ‘having

been , insulted,

and

the place,

glers

at the

Japanese

street-corners

are

young boys, who, before commencing their
tricks, conceal their heads in large “hoods,
with
a tuft of cock’s feathers on top and a
small scarlet mask representing the muzzle

of a dog.

The hood,

mask,

rest above the head, while a

like

neck,

covering
and

falls down,

shoulders.

dren,”he says, “in
themselves

one

and

kind of sack-

upon the

head,

hiding

“These

bending

feathers

poor

and

other,

chil-

curving
to

the

thump and jingle of their conductor's tamborine, present the appearance ofa grotesque and fantastic struggle! between two
animals with monstrous heads and small
human limbs.” The conductors are grown
men who go about with the boy-jugalers,
and receite the money thrown by interest

ten weeks each.
oh

heav-

For further
D. D.,

President,

and

the

Mgrs. ALMA

“What a fanny sign you've got out there !

H. FISK, Ins. in French

nailed on your shutter.”
‘“ So they
would,” was the reply. ‘Boy,
wipe out the word ‘codfish’ {rom that sign.”
The boy obeyed, and the fish remained
with no inscription.

Obituaries,

AUSTIN ACADEMY,

CALENDAR, 1873,
March 19—Spring Term begins.

;

June 19—~Commencement.

September 3—Fall Term begins,
December 3—Winter Term begins.
For College Catalogue apply to
L. P.
REYNOLDS, Sec. ¢¢ Treas.
LAPHAM

§

INSTITUTE.

G. H, RICKER, Prin.

not patronize it, must accompany them with cash
an insertion.

Not more than a

any single

closed

over him,

the echo of these sweet words, *T
came back to weeping loved ones.

am

safe,”

GREEN W. MCINTIRE died Dee. 4, aged 23
vears.
His disease
was
consumption.
Bro,
McIntire was for years a faithful and earnest
Christian.
Faithfulin the social meeting, en=dowed with pleasing address, and a good singer,
his brethren felt that he was destined toa life of
much usefulness,
Through all his sickness he
was
patient and resigned, and, like brother Ingersoll, met death with cheerfulness and ‘hope.
The life of These two young men sees to justify
more tham a passing remark.
Each of them
an only son, but coming together in childhood as
brothers by the marriage of their parents, they
early became very much attached to each other.
Side by side they sat for years in the Sabbath
school, and side by side they walked to the
house of God; and when, as minhood dawned,
business required them to separate, they each
gave their hearts to the Saviour, thus manifesting to the world that they felt the claim of religion above every other.
When failing health
brought them together azain at the home of their
parents, the same love for each
other was

and one

of the last

that they might rest side by

sidé

May this providence be overruled

of parents and
their absence.

other

dear
;

requests

in

the

was

whom

as well as

he was

connected

by the intimate ties of friendship, his death has

For weeks he had

been

unable

to

articulate

a

word, but a few hours before his death speech
returned for a few moments, and to the great
joy of his friends, who had been hoping to hear
from his lips, in bis last moments, that all was
well, he was gble to tell them of the unutterable
happiness that pervaded
his soul, at the prospect
of a speedy departure from the presence of his
friends to the presence of his God.
We mourn

not-as those without hope.

J. B. Davis.

MRS.
DAMARIS
JONES,
daughter of Dea.
Truman Carey, died in Boston, Erie Co., N. Y.,
Dec. 18, 1872, aged 55 vears and 10 months.
Mrs. Jones was born in Boston, Feb. 18, 1817,
and at the age of 18 years united with the Free
Will Baptist church of Boston, having been baptized by Elid. Whitcher,
whio was then preaching
there.
She remained a consistent member of
that church until her death.
The disease of
which she died was cancer in the breast, from
which, for many months, she experienced the
most intense suffering, which. was
borne with a
most Shoouraging degree. of Christian fortitude.
unto the end. She died
reatly lamented by a

Dea. Tine has been a great

sufferer

for over

nine years, being confined almost entirely to his
room by chronic disease, which he endured with

patience and trust in his Heavenly

Father.

He

was
a consistent Christian.
Previous to his
sickness he was noted for his constant attendance at church and prayer meeting, for honesty
and liberality,
and temperate and industrious
habits.
He yet lives in his example and in the

words

MRS.

ang works he has left behind oa.
y¢
:
OM.
LYDIA,

wife of Mr.

Thomas

English,

Higher English,
Classical,
Board and Rooms can

-

i

Sargent,

LITERARY ENSTITUTION.
LYNDON CENTER, VT.
Faculty :

J. S. BROWNA. B., Principal, Latin and Greek.
Miss L1zzig
CALLEY, Preceptress, French and Natural Science.

»

of

NICHOLS

A. PERKINS,

CALENDAR!
Spring Term of 13 weeks, begins March 6, 1873.

Higher English
Latin and Greek,

~ TUITION ;
—
=

=

-

.

-

-

French (extra), .
Instruction on Piano or Organ,
Use of Piano or Organ (ex‘ra),
Instruction on Guitar,
~~

Vocal Musie,18 Lessons,

Penmanship,

=

.

.

.

-

-

-

-

-

-

7

3 00
0,
«10.00
2.00
6.00

W.

-

1.50

15 Lessons,

1.50

Board from $2.50 to $3.50 in families; m clubs at
lowergrates, and rooms furnished for self-boarding.

Duilding:

erected

ample

in

for the

its ar-

use of the

of Lyndon Center, and is in the midst of the universally admired hill scenery of Vermont. The Lyn:
donville station, on the Passumpsic railroad, is but
ten minutes wi
trom the Institution. It ig thus
easily accessible from all Jas of the country, and
at the same time removed
from the activities and
temptations whith tend to divert the attention and
corrupt the morals of the young in our cities.
For further particulars, address the Principal at
Lyndon Center, or I.
W. SANBORN, Secretary, at
Lyndonville.
:
Center, Vt., 1872.

GREEN

"

MOUNTAIN
WATERBURY

31

13

and

being composed of only one department, a thoroughness m doing their work is secured from both teach-

ers and
pupils, which is not ordinarily found in
schools where so many kinds of work are done. The
students are faithfully drilled in Latin and Greek
Ancient Geography,
Ancient History, Algebra and
Géometry.
Special attention is given to reading,
declamation, composition, Greek and Latin poetry,
scanning, &c. The location of the school so near
the College and Theologicale School, affords advantages of association with
students of a higher rank

and culture. The public lectures ot these institutions
are invaluable.
A.M. JONES, Sec.
MAINE

CENTRAL

INSTITUTE,

PITTSFIELD,

ME.

Furnishes College, Preparatory, Normal, Academical and Ladies’
Full course of study. Terms, 10
weeks.
i
adn
Fall terri commences Aug. 22, 1§72.

:
Depart-

ment

MRS.

AROLINE M. FILES, Teacher of French

and

Miss CLARA A. FORBES, Associate in Normal

De-

Mathematics.
Miss ORRA A. ANGELL,
partment.

.
Teacher of German.

;

;

Miss ADDIE SAWYER, Teacher of Drawing, PaintMgrs.

ing, Wax-work
J. F. STEERE.

and Wood Carving.
Teacher of Music.

’

Prof. D. M. WAITT, (from the Commercial College,
Augusta), Teacher of Penmanship, and B:
Keeping.
dai
No deduction for less than half a term, except on

account of sickness.

Half terms

commence

beginning and middle of the term.

varies

Pittsfield, Maine.

:

31

VT.

Lizzie Maxfield, I. H. Butterfield.
Calendar:

to

;

)
RIDGEVILLE

8,

COLLEGE.

The Pav: TerM will begm Aug. 20 and close Nov.
EXPENSES.
Tuition and incidentals, Th advance,
Room rent, per term, from
$2.00
Board, per week, in private families,
“

“

$

clubs,

$1

Use of Instrument for practice,

C. A. Mooers. A. B., Principal.
1. D. Sith, Principal Commercial Department.
E. C. Sith, Mrs. E. C. Smith, G.A, Stockwell, Miss

the

C. A. FARWELL, Secretary.

EXTRA CHARGES.
Instrumental Music, twenty lessons,

Faculty:

at

from $1.60

$2.00 per week. Ladies’ clubs as well as gentle~
men’s are formed.
:
Soome and board in private families at reasonable
rates.
]
For further particulars, address the Secretary, at |

“

SEMINARY.

CENTER,

Jan,

A. B,, Principal, with three Assist

Vocal Muse for Gentlemen,

i
ee
Ladies,
Penmanship, fifteen lessons.
Rooms for self-boarding may be had at reasonable

rates. Students may enter school at any time of the
term, paying from such time to the close of .the term
at the regular rates,

FALL TERM, 13 weeks. Opens Sept. 3, 1872.
A course of Lactures on teaching will be delivered
WINTER TERM,12 weeks. Opens
Dee. 3, 1872.
‘|-during the term:” For Catalogue apply to
SPRING TERM, 13 weeks. Opens Feb. 25, 1873.
WAM. REED, Sec. & Treas.
Ridgeville, Ind., July 10, 1872.
Board may be obtained in private families. at $3.50
p= week, or rooms may be obtained for self-boardng at reasonable rates.
Complete courses of study for both sexes. Special
Prices of FroewillBaptist Books.
attention given to those desiring to take a thorough
Single and by the dozen; also Postage on the same
course in Music.
For further particulars, address the Principal.
io
P

YWHITESTOWN

SEMINARY.

The WINTER TERM of this institution will open Dec.
9th. Six complete courses of study for both sexes, in
which students are prepared for college, for teaching
and for business.
The

Music

Department

has

just

been enlarged

with seven or eight new rooms, new instruments an
experienced teachers.
The School is one of the
largest and best in the State.
erms moderate.
Send for Circular.

J. 8. GARDINER,

Whitestown, N. Y., July 2, 1872,

AGRICULTURAL

Principal
’

COLLEGE

OF PENNSYLVANIA.
Open to both sexes,

Threé

full courses of study :

SCIENTIFIC

and
CLASSICAL.
Ten Professors and Instructors. Not sectarian,but
thoroughly Christian,
Location can not be surpassed in healthfulness,
beauty, and freedom from corrupting influences.
Expenses only $175 for Colle,
ear of 40 weeks
including Taition, Boarding,
Washing, Rent, Fuel
and uge of heavier Furniture.
For Catalogue or further information, address the
President, Rev. J. CALDER, D. D., or $ho-Pracepiress,

HoyT, A.

P. O., Center Co., Pa,

WILTON

do

do

M.,

Agricultural

«

COLLEGIATE

College

1y48

INSTITUTE,

WiLtoN, "Towa.
Commences its Fall Term September

2, 1872.

:

do

do
32mo.
do
do .
Butler’s Theology,
‘wo
do
L

Christian Baptism, Bound,
do
do
0
do
do PaperCov.
do
do
do
Life of Marks,
do
do
Church Member’s Book,
do
do
do
Treatise,

vo
Thoughts

upon

do

rice. Postage.

1.00
9.60
1.10

StoryofJesus,(

Ques.

1.96

08
96
23
3.26

12.52

single,
1.20
dezen, 11.52

20
240

1.40
13.92

single,
.25
dozen, 2.40
single,
.15
dozen, 1.44
single,1.00
dozen, 9.60
single,
.30
dozen, 2.83
gingle,
25

single,
yo

Book)

1.16
11.52
1.26

single,
dozen, 8.18
single, 1.60
dozen, 15.36

whougts,
ace
Thong
single, -P43
25
do
dosem, 210

TheBook of Worship,
one B

Total.

1.92
16

dozen, 1058

4

History,
do

do

AGRICULTURAL,

Miss JANE W.

Psalmody,18mo.in Sheep, single,
do
do
dozen,
do Emboss’d Morocco,single,

single,

93
9.14
1.88
18.62

04
AS
02
28
20
240
08
60°
04
~

29
2.83
JA7
1.72
1.20
12.00
38
3.48
29

202
2.66

.

56

1.00
yA

20
36

.

J

1.20
uz
Jf

do
do *
prong 1.44
.15
WonderfulWorks of Jesus single,
do
do
dozen, 1.44
Butler’s Commentary,
single, 2.00
doVol.1 TheGospels,
Vol. 2 The Acts, Romans,
& Corinthians,
do

2H

2

do

do do

Lessons for every Sunday in
the Year, (Ques. Poot) single,

do

do

do

Communionist

28
04
28

Gozen

20

18

O04

single,

.

KD

1.72
19
1.7

i

do
;
dozen,
51
3
Choralist
single,
.7
J
/
dozen,
720
1.44
do
Minutes of General Conence,
gingle,
.75
2
#3 There 18 no discount on the Minutes by

22

gi
.

pi
8

8.64

05
tbe

dozen.
ed

[AN : IN GENESIS AND IN GEOLOGY:
or,

the:

Biblical

account of

Man’s

Creation

t sted by Scientific Theorlon oY Hb ri and Anti
Joseph E. THO
N ’
y D. L
.
nity,
one Yor, Tom og, " Will be sent prepaid by
0st, on receipt
of price, by
:

Agi

Be

PO

+
-

begin

he price of board, in clubs,

LOCATION :

recently

TERMS

Winter term commences Nov. 7, {1872.
GEORGE. B. FILES, A. M. Principal.
REV. A. L. GERRISH, Principal Normal

A

.

-

LATIN SCHOOL.

SUMMER

Penmanship,

Fall Term of 13 weeks, begins August 27, 1872.
Winter Term of 13 weeks, begins December 3. 1872.

Primary Studies,
Common English;

AND

The special work of this school is to fit students for
College, and it is open for both sexes. The school

Miss IpA E. MORRILL, Mathematics and Rhetoric.
Miss MARY E. Morey, Music.
;

Catalogues sent to inquirers.
died in Norwich, Vt., Jan, 2, 1873, azed 68 years
and 8 months,
Sister Sargent professed hope in
the Saviour some 85 years since, under the la~
WEST VIRGINIA COLLEGE,
bors of KEld. David Sweat.
She, together with
AT FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR CO., WEST VIRGINIA.
her compunion, was subsequently baptized Ly
him and joined the ¥. B. church at Strafford,
This Institution offers to students important and
which relation she sustained until death,
For
peculiar advantaged.
For particular information,
some years past she has been afflicted more or
send for a Circular to
REV.
W.
COLGROVE,
A. M., President.
Jess with disease of the heart,
Last autumn she |

i

has presented for years.
For particular information address the Principal,
I. P. QUIMBy, Jr.
WARREN Foss, Sec.

L.G. JORDAN,

For further particulars address the Principal, or
THOMAS TUTTLE, M. D., President,
Northwood, N. H., Aug. 12, 1872.

Miss ELLEN

con.

bine to offer the best inducements to those
desirin
a thorough academical education that the schoo!

ants.

50

mtiflow
(0a BL 580
=.
..600
obtained at reasonable

-

be

$3.00.
The location of a permanent teacher, and the

tinued interest of the Trustees in the Academy, com-

April 7, 1873.

rates.

yndon

made a vacancy in many hearts, which trust in
God, “ who doeth all things well,” alone can
fill. The last months of his life, though full of
suffering, were characterized by perfect peace
and submission to his Heavenly Father's will,

Rooms for self-boarding may be sbtained at reaSousple rates. Board in private families from $2.50

SPRING

WILLIAM H. COTTON, A.B. Principal.
The tuition will be as follows:
Primary Branches, ~
3400

LYNDON

Tuition from $3.50 to $5.06.

Dec. 4, 1872.

School,is situated on a gentle eminence in the village

who mourn
J. M. P.

had but recently become a member,
with

on WEDNESDAY,

rangements,

JULIAN E., only child of Hollis 8. and Elvira
T. Taylor, died in Lynn, Mass., Jan. 12,>aged
18 years and 1 month.
Possessing rare traits of
character, whith endeared him not only to his
own home circle, but to the church of which he
to many others

NORTHWOOD
SEMINARY.
FALL TERM of eleven weeks will commence

The new, commodious

grave.

to the good

friends
;

The

Scituate, R. L., Jan. 1, 1873.

Common

CuAas. F. INGERSOLL died in Portland, Me.,
Oct. 13, 1872, aged 22 years.
Charles was endowed with an amiable disposition and was
loved even from childhood by
a large circle of
friends.
Just as life began
to open with hope
and promise of a career of usefulness and success,
comsuption sought him as a vietim, but like a
true Christian he elung with an abiding faith to
the promises of the Bible, and endured months
of suffering with resignation and cheerfulness.

manifest,

North

STRAFFORD CENTER, N, H.
The Fall Teim of this Institution will commence
Tuesday, Aug, 20, and continue eleven weeks, un
der the inwtruction of I. P. utuby) Jr., Yecently
Principal
f Greely Institute, Cumberland Center,
e
,
:

to

The SPRING TERM will commence on Monday,
Jan. 27, 1873.
:
Complete courses of study for both sexes.

PARTICULAR NOTICE!
[Persons wishing obituaries published in the Morning
Star, who do

Even while the dark waters

Fg

and German.

Miss MARY A. STRATTON, Asst. Prin. in Ladies’
Department.
;
;
,

thatit is a codfish

single square can well be afforded to
obituary. Verses areinadmissible.

the Principal

BATES
THEOLOGICAL
SCHOOL.
The peat orm of this school will commence Aug.
2, 1872.
The Faculty for the next year is organized
Rev. SPENCER J. FOWLER, A. M,, Prof. Mathematics and Nat. Philosophy.y
] as follows :
GEORGE MCMILLAN,
A. M,, Prof. of the Greek
Rev. O. B. CHENEY, D. D., President.
«and Latin Languages.
Rev, J. Fullonton, D. D., Professor of Ecclesiastical
DANIEL M. FISK,
B. P., Prof. Nat, Seience.
History and Pastoral Theology.
F. WAYLAND DUNN, A. M., Prof, of Rhctorie and
Rev. J.J. Butler, D. D., Professor of New Testament, Belles Lettres.
]
Greek and Homiletics,
Miss H. LAURA ROWE, A. M., Prin. of the Ladies’
Rev. B. F. Haves, A. M., Professor of Mental and
* Department.
ilosgphy.
ALEXANDERC. RIDEOUT, Prin. Com. Department.
Rev.J, A. Howe,
A. M.,-Protessor of Systematic
WARREN A. DRAKE, Asg’t Prin, and Instructor in
Theology.
2
Penmanship.
°
Thomas 8, Rich, Professor of Hebrew.
GEO, B. GARDNER, Instructor in Painting and
Two Courses ot study are prescribed;
one emDrawing.
bracing and the other omitting the ancient lanMELVILLE W. CHASE, Instructor in Instrumental
guages.
;
and Vocal Music.
%
Liberal aid is rendered to those needing it.
Rev. JOHN 8. COPP, Instructor in Theological De:
J. J. BUTLER, Sec.
partment.
‘
;
Lewiston, Me., July 16, 1872.

It was but a few min-

Brevity is specially important.

particulars, a

P
E. RA
Sec. in
Hampton, N. H., July 22, 1872.

New

and Pastoral Fhmloar

for sale” from

equal to fen cents a line, to insure

Ls

Fall Term closes November 1, 1872.
Winter Term begins November 18, 1872.
Winter Term “loses January » 1873.
Spring
Term
February 3, 1873.
Spring Term closes A
11, 1878.
Summer Term
April 88, 1873.

COLLEGE,

M. GRAHAM,

CALENDAR:

Fall Term begins August9, 1872.

&e.

:

S—

;

|

with eight

Fouriy terms; of

Prof. of Mental Philosophy and Biblical Literature.
REV. RANSOM DUNN, A. M., Burr Prof. Systematic

utes after that a customer, who came in to
buy some goods,remarked to the grocer:

one would know

Academies,

REV. DANIEL

This lett the salt cod and the single word

¢¢ codfish ” beneath.

Six regular courses for both séxes.
0)

FacuLry:

with the phrase * for sale.” Said he:
“For sale!” No one ever knew you to
give away codfish. Of course you keep
them for sale; there is na occasion for telling people what everybody knows.”
is something in

in

HAMPTON INSTITUTION.

plA. B. MESERVEY, f A. M.,M. Principal,

~ JAMES ASHLEY,

HILLSDALE

ane the same day critic No. 4 found fault

“There

NEW

in the Lord shall be

they may be praising God

en,

cheaper then they. Your prices are just the
same as theirs, and more, if you ean get it.
Cheap! cheap! what do you have that
word for?”
Foi
“ Well, it isnot of much use;” said the
rocer, ‘* Boy, wipe out the word ¢ cheap’
rom the codfish sign.”
Again the boy did as his master bade,

the grocer, ‘‘Boy, wipe out
the codfish sign.”

then joined the
Berrien Center ¥.
Her sufferings for the last year were
but she bore them patiently, and
in peace, leaving to her friends the

evidence that they that trust

out the words * for cash,’ from the

codfish sign.”

Rooms for self-boarding may be obtained at reasonable rates.
:
For farther information address IRA A. PHILBRICK
or IVORY MARCH.
.
dtr
, Dr. MOSES E. SWEAT, Sec’y.

sustained, in suffering and death. She left
to the Theol
‘Department of Hillsdale Colese, and $100
to the Berrien Center church.
- We pray the Lord to incline others to follow in
her footsteps in providing means- to bless the

when honor is given to another he] feels
nothing but that he has been overlooked. .
Thus he shuts himself out from every. festival,
and mopes most of all when large cigele of friends, who will long hold her
tous
ues work as gardeners,
the others a:
" May God deliver us many social excellences in cherished rememItalians as boatmen, and the Spaniards as | from this idolatry of self, on whose altar brance, Wet death took place at the residence
villegos, or water-carriers,
e English all {rne nobleness and real happiness are of her son, Carey Jones, who was unwearied
and Irish, amounting together to 20,000, completely immolated.—Rev, W, M, Tuy- in his efforts to render her last days as enjoyable
as
as possible for the best offices of affection
are said to be the most unsatisfactory of lor.
to m
hem.
CoM.
all; and it was quite sad to see the numDeA. LEVI TRUE died in Ozden, N. Y., Dec.
ber of respectably-born young English19, 1872, aed 78
years. The deceased was a
men loafing about the streets in an indoBoy-jugglers
in
Japan.
native of Plainfield, N. H.
He
emigrated to
lent and hopeless fashion, rapidly spendMonroe Co., N. Y., when nineteen years of age,
—
Sn
@
ing the-twenty or thirty pounds they were
in company with Ezra B. True, his brother,
Bayard Taylor, who has traveled all Elias True. having preceded them. The latter
gent out with from Eg and in the hotels
died
Jan. 26, 187L, the former, April 14, 1872,
over
the
world,
says
that
the
favorite
jugand billiard-rooms. The great needs £f

the fown,

was

Lord’s time,” and passed away,

taken out his proof from the dark chamber,

{ remained for

was, wherever

assured

mother

operacion for three years, The coming year promthem; but in a few duys their hope was blasted, ises
more
enlarged usefulness.
The" vill
of
The’affection of the heart assumed an alarming Evansville
is finely located, and few
places
the
form, and every effort was made to stay the ‘West surpass
it in poiiit of moral and religious inprogress of-disease, but10 no effect, She was fluences.
;
a
wrt
Expenses are reasonable,
conscious that the end was near. She took
Prof. JACOBS will have charge of the Music Delenve of her fumily in a most affecting manner,

:

day, particularly that which is given to
women, is faulty in every respect. Girls and secular affairs was develved almost en. are taught that whieh is unnecess ary, and tirely upon his wife, who, happily, while of
Miseries of Self-importanec.
that which. should be deemed essential in kindred spirit with bim in many respects,
"their education is totally neglected. Sup- and fitting to be his companion, was also
Observe how self-importance makes a
posing, for the sake of argument, that she capable of assuming the cares which were
He who is alhad been, like most girls, content with the laid upon her. It is said that Edwards did man moody and unhappy.
ways thinking of his own excellences reneducatioh imparted to her at a fashionable not know his own cows, or even how many
boarding-school—content even .to simply belonged to him. About all thie connection ders: himself thereby ‘unfit to enjoy the
follow
edacation up when she became he had with,them seemsto haye beer in- goodof others, and is proneto imagine
to
her own mistress—what
a poor ignoramus volved in-thé act of driving them to and that every token of affection given
she would
have tarned out. The dead lan- from pasture occasionally, which hé was another is an insult offered fo himself.
guages and metaphysical treatises would willing to do for the sake 3 needfu! eter Hence he is touchy, sensitive, ipritable, and
‘none is
have been so many inextricable puzzles to cise. A story is told, in this connection, envious. He takes offense when
her. And so,wheneyer she essays teaching, which illustrates his obliviousness of small - meant, and even when those around him
she proceeds upon a very different method matters. ' As he was going for the cows are not thinking of him at all, he interprets
than that generally adopted. She explains once, a boy opened the gate for him with a their conduct as if it were studiously disto little pupils the state of Rome in the time respectful bow.
Edwards acknowledged courteous, and goes through the world
of Nero, ere she thinks of telling them the the kindness, and asked the boy who he smarting from wounds which” have sprung,
names of the English kings or the salient was. ‘Noah Clark’s boy,” was the reply. not so much from neglect of others as
points of English history; she prdceeds to A short time afterward, on his return, the from his own overweening self-conceit.
There is no surer way to make ourselves
teach them. Latin
before they can "same boy was at hand and opened the gate
miserable than to think of ourselves more
spell words of three letters, and introduces for him again.
Edwards again asked,
them to the Greek alphabet before: they *‘Whose boy are you ?” The reply was, highly than we ought to think. ISisolates
can decipher Roman numerals—to the cons= “The same man's boy I was a quarter of an us from all about us. The man who has a
wound about him, no matter where it may
plete negleet of the maltiplication table. hour ago, siv."=Harper's Magazine.
be, feels it to be always in his way. Lev
Of course, she and her poor “scholars do
him do what-he will, oerygo whore he may,
not get on very well together. They are
ut heis conscious
,-| he can not move himse
very dull of comprehension, and fail to apBuenos’ Ayres.
of its pain, In like manner he who has
preciate the stores of knowledge which
_,she lays bare before@. them. She is impa- | Buenos Ayres is a very expensive place, this feeling of self-importance is continutient. The result 4s violent antagonism the only really cheap arlicles being beef ally smarting, Somebody has alivays
‘been slighting him. He is constantly
combetween scholars and (éacher. The end of
and

Lesson

that the wife and

.

Ll

No man can af- Any

various parts of his clothing. by ‘means of
oak ? Should [ believe my eyes? It is
pins, and associate with each some train of | this
he; itis my robber perfectly delineated,
thought or some important conclusion to he and
very easy to be recognized.
Oh, dipreserved until he could get to ink and pavine sun, my co-laborer, how well you do
per.
So, also, at night, he would fasten
pins into his bed-curtains as the'-mementoes things!” On his return, he repaired to the
commissioner's at Fontaineblean, related
of his thoughts during bis wakeful hours.
That a man thus thoughtful should yet be his adventure, exhibited his4 proof-plate
and the malefactor’s likeness.
Next day,
indifferent to many things of practical im- 1 with
the aid of this singular description,
ortagee would not bestrange,
According4 we are told that the care of his domestic the robber was arrested.

really is,

endeavors

man, no matter

him

Yes, it serves

unooncerned eye.
Saddenly,
‘What
is
this ?” exclaimed he; ‘“what is the human
or rides, he would fasten pieces of paper to
rformrin—this—coppice nuder the {shade of

No one is better pleased than herself at this,
for her, happy consummation.
-. After a time she feels strong enough to
tale bolder flights.

Wherever he

he went, his pen was with him as the means
of preserving his thoughts, and if by chance
he failed to have it with him in his walks

acguainted with the productions of these
particular writers, she earns the reputation
of being a great dealcleverer, more originremarkable

him.’

when a strong hand was laid upon his
shoulder. He turned
hastily and found
Jonathan Edwards,
| himself in the presence of a species of
——
Edwards was
pre.eminently a student. | giant, meanly attired, who, by gesture
Tall in person, i having even a womanly { and voice, demanded his purse. M. X
look, he was of delicate constitution. He is not a Hercules, and from the first glance
was, however, so temperate and methodical toward his adversary he concluded that all
He therefore poin his living,
that he was usually in good resistance was useless.
health, and able to give more time to study litely offered the robber his purse, which
was aceepted with thankfulness. The robthan most men.
Twelve or thirteen hours
of every day were allotted to this. So de- ber bowed, and leaving him to resignation, went into the depths of the forest.
voted was he to his work as a student, that { Poor
M. X-——, meditating on his sad loss,
he was most unwilling to allow anything

of twenty summers, has corrected a philosopher of sixty—oh!high honor. She boasts

nd more

say, ‘It serves

him right, but it serves you wrong,

when the Radjority of thosg by whom she business did-not! work to his satisfaction,
is surrounded are desperitely struggling to and the next time we saw him he had
orphens and a fortun¢ in a pen-holder. 1lis reasonin
- shake off the influence of
avoid snoring! When talking she careful was perfectly irresistible. He estimate
population of the United States at fortyly eschews frivolous topics ; frowning when the
the shape of Mrs. Smith’s bonnet or the ill- millions, “of whom one-fiftb—mind, I say
chogen trimmings of
Mrs, Brown's dress only a fifth, to be far within bounds—
come under-discussion. If she can capture, want just such a perfect pen-holder as
and hold Josteasion of for a stray half-hour, mine is. Now I shall sell them at whole, cost
an indivi ual who has acquired the reputa- sale, at fifty cents each, while it will
less than
tion of” beihg learned,she is indeed pleased. to manufacture {hem something Now.
oneThe unfortunate man is questioned and eight cents—but let us say ten.
cross-questioned in a manner that he relish- fifth of forty millions is eight millions, and
es but little; often, indeed, he is com- eight million peu-holders, paying a. profit
pletely posed. If he makes a mistake—oh! of forty cents each, will bring me, within
bliss—she is at once down. upon him, citing the year—it seems astounding, but it is
three millions two
hundred
aathority upon authority to prove that he is true—just
wrong, until, fairly bewildered and greatly thousand ‘dollars And within an hour
irritated, the luckless fellow seeks refuge afterwards he was in negotiation for a
in an admission that his memory had most brown-stone house on Murray Hill, which
unaccountably failed him. - But (his is not he failed to secure, merely because he
enough.
She is shortly at him again, until, could rot make the first payment just then,
perfectly willing to give his
adopting an ignominious mode of escape, Le though he was
flecs from her—that is to sayhe walks away bond at three, six and twelve months for
and enters into converse with some one the entire purchase roney.— Hearth and
whom he imagines will not be quite so hard Home.
upon him. She is
perfectly satisfied. She

al,

"And! you

right J Ido cheat

ond dear income can afford to live.
For some reason or other the life insurance

to preserve

st interest, and

A

.

* Who ever knew you to undersell other,
Still farther, the apostle. goes on to com‘mand that slaves shall obey their masters. dealers ?” said he; * you don’t sell any

persons

hundred and seventybut Browning, befall at times so. deep that ‘on that will be.
everything, mind
it is almost impossible for(ordinary mortals five dollars, * I'ealoulate
to arrive at his meaning, is considerably you, far below the figures, and I can easily
ng in round figmore to her taste. Of the current maga- double the amount
those

at any

sider that it is to the Lord you are acting.

all deep, is, in her opinion, milk-and-water ;

library

- ls

afford to be mean

thing=certainly, in many instances it is the
week. Say that I am
(
with
most satisfactory result that could be attain- per
half of these, whichis far below ‘the
ed. If she peruses what is called gh only
literature, she does so only to condemn it; mark, of course. That will make tem polif she affects poetry, she professes to enjoy icies a week, on which, putting it at the
the
ums will average
“only that of a sternly metaphysical type. lowest fi
bundredand fity dollars each, making
Tennyson, being easily understood, and not afifteen
hundred in all; and my commission

zines,

_—

A man can not afford to be unfaithful
under any circumstances, A mau can not

to

addition

some

wants

tract a crowd.

SEMINARY,

EVANSVILLE

MARY, wife of Bro, E. 8. Dickson, died of cancer, in Berrien, Mich,, Oct. 20,
1872, in the 53d
PARSONSFIELD SEMINARY.
do you have. here * on. that sign year of her age, She was
time T was there were wool, tallow, hides, | * What
orl) in Warrén
about
codfish
for?
You
don’t
sell
codfish
or
|
dried beef, and Liebig’s extract of meat.—
county, Ohio, in 1819, and in 1828 her parents : The SPRING TERM of this' institution will ommence Tuesday, Feb: 11, and con
eleven weeks,’
any other goods in any place but here, settled in Cass Co., Mich., and were among the under
Good Words.
of J. LINSCOTT, recently PrinAvybody would know where you sold them early pioneers of this. country, Here our dear sipal ofthe N.mstruction
E,
Masonic
Institute,
Center
Effingham
sister formed babits of industry and economy in N.
H.
wi
out that word.”
3
early
life
that
lasted
to
the
end.
For
a
number
of
Tuition
from
$3
00
to
$6
(0,
What You Can't Afford.

Ayres at the

taken. But can not afford to do less than his best at
ady
the amount of risk
e it at the {! times and under all circumstances,
let us be within bounds.
o matter how wrongfully you are placed
lowest possible limit. Say one-half of
them want to increase their insurance. I and 20 Jal tee how unjustly you are trea'not for your own sake afford
shall make it my business to canvass these ed, you
but your better self, nor
people who are already insured. I can to use anything
see, say four of them a day, which is an to render anything but- your better service.
inside figure. There are six working days And certainly you can not when you con-

His-

tory of ‘England is, in her eyes, absolutely
light reading, while Macaulay seems only

»

and figured

himself

is filled, :

emptied, it is left as it is,

The chief exports of Buehos

statement: of the ‘case
as follows:
my /territory fortys
“There are withip
four
thousand A
ofars already.
Now, every one of: {hese has shown that
he believes in life insurance, and every

line of busi-

goes iu for the philosophical

ago,

for

when .it

and another dug close beside it. Who
then can wonder at the terrible outbreaks
of disease, which sometimesin the form of
cholera, sometimes of yellow fever, have
again and again devastated the’ place? In
1867 there were two visitations of cholera,
ior one about Eastér, the other at Christmas.

so a thousand times. But he
his former failures, and makes everyelse forget them too.
went into life insurance canvassing

a year or two

drainage falls; an

aa
L

0S
8888

she

5, 1873.

FEBRUARY

ed lookers-on. Their
uncovered
faces | had an attack of typhoid fever, but so far reqovare somotimes hideous with the effor( they ered as to resume her household duties in a
make in singing and making noises to at- measure. The family were flattering themselves

the tanks notoriously have not been cleaned out for years; and there isa thick deposit of mud
at the otto inhabited by

Everybody knows him, of course, and tortoises. As to the drainage, there was
nearly everybody admires him. He is; not even an attempt at it. The custom is
| always just on the point of making a for- to dig a pit under every house, into which

Precocious: Maidens.
girl loaves school

STAR.

iD
282388

Literary Wiscelany.
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The result of the Tweed
CONGRESSION AL:
On Monday,

in the Senate,

the

committee

on

education reported in favor of the indefinite
postponement of the Lill to establish a bureau of
sanitary science.
The bill for a funding of deferential duties on articles actually on, board
French vessels, bound to the United States, November H, 1872, was passed. Numerous bills were

introduced,

among

them

one

to appropriate

$2,000,000 for the promotion of education

Southern

States.

The bill

in

requiring

the

national

banks to restore capital when
unpaid, and to
amend the currency act, was passed.
The
legislative appropriation bill was taken up, and
after considerable
discussion the amendment

proposed
adopted.

by Mr. Edmunds of Vermont was
In the House, bills were introduced

repealing the shipping conuffission act; refunding certain taxes on exported raw cotton, and
declaring Inauguration day a legal holiday ; a bill
i declaring the meaning of the amendatayy hankrupt act of June 8 to be to exempt from judgment, against bankrupts, the amount allowed
by the constitution and laws of each State existing in 1871.
A bill was introduced and passed,

granting the right of way over public

lands, to

railroads, excepting over military and Indian
reservgtions.
The
Senate amendments to the
bill abolishing the franking privilege were agreed
to, and the bill goesto ou President for his sig-

nature.
On Tuesday, in the Senate, a resolution for the
appointment of a §pecial committee to investigate the charges made against Vice-President
Colfax in connection with the Credit Mobilier
was introduced and rejected.. A bill was report-

ed by the

committe®

on. finance requiring

all

savings banks and trust companies, organized or
professingto do business under the laws of Congress, to make and publish the reports to tlie
Sguptrolief of the qurrency required of national
iRind agsociations.
The House amendments
% the Vienna expositipn bill were concurred in,
and the bill to pay Japan for land there occupied
by fhe Unitéd States for hospital purposes was
passed.
The legislative appropriation bill was
+ discussed and several amendments ‘were adopted. In the House, the Indian appropriation bill
was considered, and a conference committee on

the Senate amendments was provided

for.

The

Coloradg bill was discussed.
The death of Representative Julius Strong of Connecticut was
announced, and both houses,after appropriate action, adjourned in consequence.
On Wednesday, in the Senate, the legislative
appropriation bill was further considered and
amended.
In the House, the bill for the admission of Colorado was laid upon the table. The

Florida contested election ease was settled by
the admission of the contestant, Mr. Niblack,
and he was sworn in. An order was adopted to
bring before the House Mr. Stewart of Washington,to show cause why he shall not be committed
for contempt in refusing to answer certain questions in the Wilson Credit Mobilier investigation.

upon

case “at

the

New

Rural any Domestic,

pub-

York

was a disagreement of the jury. Counsel
for
the people immediately entered a motion for a
new trial.
4
There are indications of a peaceful “ending of
the Modoc campaign, Captain Jack having asked
for an interview with two commissioners for
that purpose.

3

:

Some of the new

two

millions

peas

whitewash,
jury,

mosses,

and

does

the influence.

be that good manure

during the last six years,

It has

been

Our

notion

with

investigating committee,

and a resolution was adopted committing him to
the custody ef the sergeant-at-arms until the further orders of the House.
A bill was reported
and passed restoring to the pension rolls names
struck therefrom by act of 1861 and 1862.
On Friday, inthe Senate, a joint resolution
was introduced for an amendment of the Constitution providing forthe election of Senators hy
popular vote.
Senator Edmunds gave notice of
his intention to call up the bill to dispese of the
Alabama award Friday.
The billto repeal the
bankrupt law was taken up, but laid over with—out action.
It will be called up Wednesday
next
by
Senator
Wright.
The
Australian

steam-ship subsidy bill was

discussed,

but not

MISCELLANEOUS.
Mr. A. T. Stewart’s palace residence at Thirty-fourth street and Fifth Avenue, New York,
cost about $1,500,000.

The birthday of Gen. R. E. Lee was observed
as a holiday in Savannah, Ga. There was a
military parade, and an address by Gen. Wade
Hampton.
}
The sale of prize candy at a fair for

ble object, in New Bedford, Mass.,
recently, as it was declangd to be
the law,

a charita-

was stopped
a violation

Veterans of the Mexican War are anxious
pensions, and a movement is on foot

to

of

for

present

their claims to Congress. It is understood that
General Negley has eonsented to act for them,
Delaware people begin to tell us that the
peach trees are all killed by the frost. This is
rather earlier than usual for the annual story.

New York has cut down its gas bill over $200,
000 this

to Albany.

is to have

a new

grout dally paper,

The locked note-book of Dean Sw ift, lately discovered in England, is sooh to be published.
Tt
contains the Mnemotechmic Dictionary to which

he alludes in one of his letters to Stella.
American ‘oysters; relaid and fattened in English beds, are advertised in London papers to be
sold at ene shilling a dozen, * delivered free on

l

rail for any part of the kingdom, with

knife and

an oyster

receipts for cooking in the delicious

ways known in ‘America, added gratis.”

It is estimated that in five years, if unhindered
by Great Britain, a Russian governor-general
will be substituted for the Shah of Persia.

The Shah of Persia has granted to Baron Reu-

ter an'exclusive right to construct railways,tram-

ways and water-works in that kingdonf.
In Germany, when the vote of the jury stands
six against six the prisoner is acquitted, A vote

of seven against five leaves the decision to the

court, and in a vote of eight against four the pris-

young

ones and: two

year

old vines

But

The companies

were

800,000 oranges, which sold for $24,000.
The amended liquor law in Vérmont,

which

went into operation with the New Year, requires
that in all prosecutions for illegal sale of intoxicating liquors, the prosecuting officer shall allege and prove all prévious convictions of the
"accused. thut on the production of the records of |
former convictions, the. justice shall sentence
him without any other pleading.
Nearly 800,000 immigrants have landed at New
York during thé past year, of whom aver 115,000 were from Germany. Ireland comes next
on the list, giving us 64,000;
and England third,
counting up to nearly

85,000.

Only

2,300

emi-

grants went South. “Their favorite states west
were Illinois, Ohio; Wisconsin, and Michigan.

Hotten, the London pirate-publisher, who will

be remembered for “ Mark Twain’s” slashing
attack upon liim for printing a mutilated edition

of “ The Innocents Abroad,” has advertised an
edition of the early poems of Joaquin-Millgr,
without; the

sanction of the

author, and

to secure

Sothebody

has

been

summing up

the

i

khigs and emperors as follows: Out of two thousand five

hundred and

forty emperors

or kings

over sixty-four. nations, two hundred and ninetynine were dethroned, sixty-four abdicated, twenty committed suicide eleven went mad, one hun-

dred died of’ tHe’ battle-field, one hundred
twenty-three were (made

‘and

prisoners, twenty-five

were pronounced martyrs and saints, one hun-

dred and fifty-one were assassinated, sixty-two
were poisoned, and one hundred’ and eight were
The House Committee on Appropriations have |
sentenced (to, death. Total, nine hundred and
agreed to allow nearly $2,000,000 for the eontin- sixty-three,
i

uation of the work upon ‘the Couft-House

and|

‘Post-Office iii New York; $2,000,000 fbr that of
. Chicago, and $1,000,000 for , publie buildings
St. Louis.”

in

Professor Alboni of Naples resudeltiitéd a d¥iig

wonran By the blood of a lamb, the. revivilying

the narrow friction match,’is strictly a chemical

‘procdss.” The burning of Boston. was a chemical
withal so costly

forms ‘of / matter,
actually destroyed

blood being forced through a tube: into he arte- LEhere ®his nothing
whateve
‘ries by the pulsations of ‘the animal's’ ‘hetet,
©. by fire in this
city on the hight of November 9th,
"Tt isrsuggested thata method employed in Glas but au amense amount of material was changed,
_ bers for the admission of outsiders to the floor gow for fhe speedy detection of bufglars should from a valuable or marketable condition into
of the House. This is a sharp blow at the be putin practice elsewhere. Some few years
one having ‘no’ ‘value, ' The sugar) coffee, tea,
lobbyists.
ago the chiefof. the police’ established in (Hass and spicesof the grocer; the prints, flannels,
On the 27th of Jinuary, Congress abolished gow an office wherein, for a.small annual pay- laces, and silks of the dry goods
dealer; the
the franking “privilege.
The bill ‘abolishing it, ment, any merchant’ is allowed to deposit the opium, gums. oils, arand extracts
of the druggist;
makes the law take effect July 1st, 1873; makes keys of his business premises, togethar with such
the salts, , acids, alkaloids, and reagents the
no allowance to members for postage or stamps, particulars. as are likely to be of service to the
chemist consumed on that night, weére hut comand is 4 pure and simple repeal of the privilege. police in the protection of his property.
1f the mon and valueless elements thown into complex
The bill to abolish the franking privilége was “eonstable on his beat observes any movement
combinations by nature or art, so as to meet
sentto President Grant and approved by him.
unusual fn the look of the premises under his or supply human wants, In the condition in
the dct’ approptiat- charge, he is able to enter them without delay or which the hydrogen, carbon,
toed
has
The President
oxygen, nitrogen}
ing $18,500 for the relief of the Fast Tennessee difficulty, and the knowledge of this fact inspires the metals,
ete., existed, of wl + t'ese diversiUniversity for the destruction of property by among thieves a wholesome foar thit they are fied substances were
composed, t : 'y were needtroops in the time of war. While admitting the liable to be interrupted at any stage of their pro- ful
to feed us, keep us warm, or relieve us when
loyalty of the people of the section, and express- ceedings, It seams that the system not only pays
ill; they therefore, as related to our wants, had
““'itig sympathy with their ¢laim, he thinks the its working expenses, but has considerably
leys- value; we were willing to exchange gold for
precedent should not be established, because it ened the number of warehouse robberies,
them, a metal of {uch noble characteristics and
The Speaker of tlie New York Assembly. has
‘decided to require written requests from mem-

»
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to
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| American.
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Georgia has admitted her first negro lawyer,
not accomplish pot only the object named but
John F, Quarles, of Atlanta.
an additional one, by planting nut-bearing trees,
* How I Found Robinson Crusoe.” is the title
instead of elms or maples and those that yield no
of a London burlesque, into which both Stanley
fruit.! The chestnut, the walnut,
and similar
aud Bates, the flag-carrier, are —
trees are ornamental and yield in time a harvest
Thirty thousand head of hogs have hee
packthat will compensate for the cost of planting.
ed at Terre Haute this winter,
A Western pioneer from our section of the counAn Illinois hog, buried under a haystack, was
try plowed a furrow about his fields, dropped
one hundred days eating himself out.
| black walnuts and covered them, and now has
The mayor of Tallahassee; Fla., refuses to re- { a border of beauty and am abundance of nuts.—
ceive his salary. The honor is énough.
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for thirty-four years.
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The labor and time spent in transplanting old
grape-vines will, in nine cases out of ten, be
thrown away.
A bearing vine, more than four
years old, seldom if ever does well, no matter
» Chicago, German advertises a ‘* basement to how much care there is taken in digging up and
replanting this class of viges.
on the third story.”
A strong oue| year-old vine, of the same variety set out at
There are 23,000 white children in South Caroli
| the same time, will in four years be stronger,
na who don’t go to school.
covering more surface, and decidedly more proIt is proposed to station a steamer two or three ductive than the old vive, while the cost
of the
hundred miles east of Sandy Hook, connecting old vine and the labor of planting will at least
her by a submarine wire with the signal sservi
be four times as much.
Those who have had
station in New York, so that she could give experience in grape-growing will not make the
warning of approaching storms to inward-bound
mistake, but farmers and country
gentlemen
vessels.
who want to have fruit ina short time, take it
A correspondent of the Smithsonian Institu- for granted, that a large, old vine is better than
tion, who has spent considerable time in investi- a small one for their purpose.
But one or two
gation of the subject, in answer to a remark by trials with old vines would open their eyes and
Professor Henry, that *‘ the immense
water | set them thinking on this subjeet,and they would
power at Niagara may, in the progress of praeti- soon find ovt that no matter how large a grape
cal science, be applied to the purposes of Indus. may be when transplanted, it should be cut back,
try,” states that by the * last census there are both top and root, so as to virtually make a oneyear-old of it.
52,017 water-wheels in operation in American
All, or nearly so, of the feeding roots were
manufacturing establishments, giving a power of
1,130,416 horses, while Niagara
Falls gives a left in the ground where it grew, and the result
will be, under the best care, a feeble growth of
power of 11,363,036 horses.”
wood that the following winter is likely to kill,
Monticello, ‘the estate of Thomas
Jefferson,
subsequently owned by Commodore Levy, and and even if the wood stand the winter, the dis
by the latter bequeathed in trust for a fart school ease to which the vines are subject, will be more
for the orphan sons of warrant officers in the na- fatal to the weak than the strong vine during the
Thoasands of these old,
vy,is now in litigation at Richmond, between succeeding summer,
the state of Virginia as trustee and the heirs of worthless. vines are sold annually to the inex.
One need only walk through Washperienced.
Commodore Levy.
ington market in this city inthe spring ox fall

On Thursday, in the Senate, a bill was introduced and passed, exempting the mineral lands
of Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota from the
operation of the general act to promote the development of the mineral resources of the ' United States.
A bill was introduced to incorporite

advantage.
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water, and a few tons of ash: products which we | For Singing Classes 'and Conventions,

Plants, in sending upward their shoots, have
to work against the force of gravity, and some
learned men have suggested the idea of a process
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ly, as we supposed, in our warehouses. But | ™™!
the fire came, and in sixteen hours the whole
was resolved into carbonic oxide, carbonic acid,

are adver-

A horticulturist says that a wash in which
soot and sulphur are ingredients applied to trees
will Kill lichens and
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we had sent our ships to every point of the globe ‘made upon which children ought to be taught.
to gather them up, and we had stored them safeThe » ber Hower, Single specimen copy, by

er remains to be proved,

Prince Napoleon disavows all responsibility
for the recent newspaper announcement of his
views in regard to the future policy of the Bonaparte family.
The French Assembly has passed a bill prescribing severe penalties for drunkenness.
lost

of

5

value, We had toiled for ‘months or years'to
form these chemical substances and fabrics, or

tised at 85 per quart, which is a good thing for
the printer and the dealer. How jt is for the buy-

Prince Arthur has again been hobnobbing
with the Pope and Cardinal Antonelli: -
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Double, Single, Muzzle and Breech-Loading Rifles,
Shot Guns, Revolvers, Pistols, &c., of every kind,
men or ht) at Loy. low prices; Guns,
3 to.
oo, Pistols, $1 to $25 "
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Sandstone!

Churches and others about toSido or use stone,
send for Siroular, to
SANDSTONE
CO.,
1tam3
/
Potsdam, N. Y.
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